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Abstract of the DissertationWatching the Stars go`Round and `RoundbyScott Joseph WolkDoctor of PhilosophyinEarth and Space Sciences(Astronomy)State University of New York at Stony Brook1996
I present results from several seasons of photometric observa-tions of X{ray sources in the Orion OB1a and OB1b star formationregions. The initial goal was to measure the rotational periods ofseveral dozen pre{main sequence (PMS) stars. Since the early1980s, X{rays have been found to be the premier method of iden-tifying PMS stars, especially in highly confused regions. I �rstdescribe previous work in rotational studies, beginning with spec-trophotographic observations of v sin i through the modern use of
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charge coupled devices to study the rotational modulation of spot-ted stars. The optical properties of 105 X{ray sources observed aspart of my thesis research are discussed in detail next. Based onoptical colors, I �nd that the X{ray sources in both regions lie alonga well de�ned locus above the main sequence. Infrared and opticaldata con�rm that 90% of the X{ray sources are PMS and about10% of the PMS stars may have disks. Between V magnitudes12 and 16, I �nd that the X{ray sources account for 80% of thepre{main sequence population, as determined by location in theH{R diagram. This photometric study also reveals a populationof PMS stars to which the X{ray surveys were insensitive. ThesePMS stars range in mass from Solar mass objects, down to veryclose to the brown dwarf limit. This photometric method, aug-mented by spectra, may supplant X{rays as the premier methodfor identi�cation of PMS sources in regions of star formation. Itmay also provide a method for observing stars at the low mass endof the initial mass function.With the PMS nature of these X{ray sources well characterized,I examine the periodic nature of only the stars which were asso-ciated with X{ray sources. I use simulated data to demonstratethat for stars with perfectly sinusoidal behavior, accurate periodscan be found in a cases of signal to noise greater than 2. that theFor more realistic stars, which do not vary in brightness (alongour line{of{sight) exactly as a sine wave, the signal to noise mustiv



be higher by a factor of two or more. I also discuss the expectedcolor changes due to spot modulation and �nd that the allowedvariations cover a very limited range in phase space. I �nd rota-tion periods for �ve stars at con�dence of greater than 99.9/greaterthan 99/at much lower con�dence.Finally, the relation between the data presented here and otherdata is discussed. The sampling rate of the data presented hereallows for detection of shorter periods than previously reported forT Tauri stars. I note the bimodal distribution of rotation periodswhich other authors have reported. I further note that the ratioof slow rotators to fast rotators seems to change as a function ofthe age of the star forming region. Rotation period and variousobservables are compared. I �nd weak correlations between slowrotation and high variability and between slow rotation and IRcolor excess. Both these correlations support the hypothesis thatstars with disks are slow rotators. However, there is also a largefraction of slow rotators which do not show evidence for disks.
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Preface
This dissertation grew up in a hurry. I say that in spite of the fact thatit has been �ve years since its inception. As recently as nine months ago, Ithought this work would be like many others, simply the inclusion of all thepapers I had previously published on somewhat related topics. There would besome new material too; rotation periods for about a dozen pre{main sequencestars and a guide for using the Mount Stony Brook Observatory. I would usethe introduction to justify that, in fact, all the di�erent works were indeedrelated.All that began to change last September, when I noticed that the photo-metric data I had could help to �ll in the incompleteness in the x-ray surveys.This focused my attention more clearly on the stars which are discussed herein two ways. First, it motivated me to reduce the rotational data for the bulkof the stars discussed here. Secondly, it caused me to use some of my timeduring a run at CTIO this winter to experiment with medium deep mapping ofregions of star formation. Using this mapping, I looked for non-x-ray emittingpre{main sequence stars. The results given here are very exciting.In some ways I am sorry I am �nishing so soon (which is remarkably



surprising since I have been here long enough to get tenure). What I meanis that it really took me three years to understand what I was doing. I wasfortunate that the bulk of my observing during those three years was doneeither through clouds, rain or snow. Otherwise, I would have been wastingvaluable telescope time. But I learned, through the holes in the clouds, theart that went with the science. It has allowed me to produce as much sciencein the last six months as I did over the previous 5 years.That is the process which went into the creation of the document you areholding. There are a couple of holdovers from the original plan. These havebeen placed in the appendix for convenient removal. They are there either toprovide a sense of closure (in the case of Mount Stony Brook) or because theywere hastily promised in a draft of paper written years ago (� Aurig�).{ScottStony Brook, May 1996
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1

Chapter 1
Introduction

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, one of the most perplexingproblems in our understanding of the development of the Solar System, andstars in general, has been the disposition of angular momentum. It is theonly signi�cant observable quantity in the Solar System that the Sun does notdominate. In the early 1970s, it was shown that for stars of massM? > 1.5 M�,their speci�c angular momenta fall on the relation < J=M? >/ M�? , where� � 2/3 and J is the speci�c angular momentum. While the Sun itself andsimilar low{mass stars fall below this relation by two orders of magnitude, theSolar System as a whole �ts this relation (Kraft 1970). This observation wasconsistent with the independently derived theoretical result that an accretiondisk provided a simple mechanism for allowing mass to collect on a centralobject while controlling the growth of angular momentum (Lynden{Bell andPringle 1972).Over the past two decades, the existence of such accretion disks has beenclearly demonstrated. As a star forms, not only is its own angular momentum
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being determined, but also the angular momentum available for its planetarysystem. This has made the need to study the evolution of the rotation periodsof stars, and hence the angular momentum, very clear. The study of rotationgives us insight into the physical processes inside stars. In the case of lowmass pre{main sequence (PMS) stars, we seek to learn whether disks alonedetermine the angular momentum distribution when stars arrive on the mainsequence. It is also likely that the angular momentum loss mechanism variesas the star evolves.The basics of the evolution of the rotation of a star with �xed angularmomentum are fairly straightforward. Assuming that there is no signi�cantloss of angular momentum during a star's evolution following the Hayashitrack, spin{up is a result of conservation of angular momentum as the stellarradius decreases. Under these conditions, angular momentum (J) is constant(typically J � 1 � 1050g cm2 s�1; here I am going to be primarily concernedwith the magnitude of J and not its vector nature). Since I! / J and I =25MR2 (for the simple case of a uniform density distribution), as R goes downby a factor of 10, ! must go up by a factor of 100. Further, since R(t) � t�1=3,then !(t) � t2=3.1 After stars have attained their main{sequence radii, theycontinue to spin{up as more material settles toward the center of the star.Once stars have achieved their stable main{sequence con�gurations, they will1R(t) � t�1=3 can be derived from simple arguments about stars on the Hayashitrack. The potential energy given o� by stars on this track is GM2=R, while thestellar luminosity / R2T 4. Since the stellar luminosity is the change in energy perunit time, �GM2R2 dRdt / R2T 4. Along the convective tracks, temperature is approxi-mately constant. Removing all the constants one gets �dRdt / R4. Integrating leadsto R(t) / t�1=3.
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spin{down appreciably during the main sequence lifetime (Skumanich 1972).This is because they will continually lose angular momenta to the stellar windas shown by Endal & So�a (1981).If one assumes that angular momentum is conserved from the natal cloud,then rotation periods exceeding breakup velocity are implied for PMS stars.This conclusion was supported by the earliest measurements of v sin i for PMSstars (Herbig 1957). However this work was on atypical stars including SU Au-rig�. The �rst systematic study of the rotational periods of PMS stars wasundertaken by Vogel & Kuhi (1981). They studied the rotational velocitiesof a large sample of stars in the Taurus{Auriga star forming region. Theyfound, for the most part, that there were no rapid rotators among (classical)T Tauri stars. Hartmann et al. (1986) and Bouvier et al. (1986) reachedsimilar results, �nding the mean rotational velocity for T Tauri stars (TTs)was about 15 km/s or about 10% of the breakup velocity. These results weresurprising, not only for the theoretical reasons just described, but also becausemain sequence stars show a correlation between activity and rotation period(Noyes et al. 1984). PMS stars are highly active, yet the rotation velocitiesdo not seem well correlated. Evidently, while rotation and activity are linkedin main sequence stars, PMS stars either have a non{dynamo activity source,or other mitigating factors, which disconnect the observed activity from therotational velocity.
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1.1 X{ray Activity and PMS Stars.The advent of X{ray astronomy greatly expanded the number of knownPMS stars. The earliest X{ray observations were carried out in the mid{1970s.X{ray luminosities of order Lx � 1033 erg/sec were detected in the 2-11 keVrange in the direction of the Orion star forming region. Imaging observationswere later made by the einstein X{Ray observatory (Ku & Chanan 1979).These observations showed that the O and B stars were the brightest X{raysources, and that TTs were also associated with emission. Feigleson and Kriss(1981) showed that some of the X{ray sources were associated with PMS starswhich had not been previously detected which H� surveys. Gahm (1980)suggested that the X{ray emission originated in are-like events. Walter &Kuhi (1981, 1984) showed that about 1/3 of TTs were detected by einsteinand contended that since the derived temperatures of these stars were similarto those of RS CVn type systems, the source of the emission was probablycoronal. They argued that the reason only the T Tauri stars with the leastveiling were observed was further evidence that the X{rays must come fromclose to the stellar surface.1.2 T Tauri Stars, Naked and OtherwisePointed einstein observations of TTs in the Taurus{Auriga star formingregion (SFR) detected �ve serendipitous sources in the �eld (Feigelson & Kriss1981 and Walter & Kuhi 1981). Follow{up ground based observations showed
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these to be K stars with weak H� lines and strong Li I 6707�A absorptionlines. Lithium absorption lines are indicators of youth because Li is a fairlyfragile element and is destroyed at the temperatures experienced at the baseof the convection zone. Lithium is depleted in stars as they age (Duncan1981). Mundt et al. (1983) showed that these serendipitous sources wereradial velocity members of the Taurus{Auriga SFR, but did not exhibit theIR excesses previously associated with TTs.Further observations in Taurus, Ophiuchus, and Corona Australis showedthat these �ve serendipitous sources were not unique. There exists a classof PMS stars, located in SFRs, which have similar space motions, massesand ages to those of TTs. They lack the strong line emission and infraredexcesses which made such objects easy to distinguish observationally. Walter(1986) called these objects naked T Tauri stars (nTTs; Walter 1986, Walteret al. 1987). The nTTs are still on their convective tracks and thoughtto be more evolved than (although coeval with) the other TTs, which arenow referred to as classical T Tauri stars (cTTs). Classical T Tauri stars areviewed as composite systems of a stellar photosphere, an accretion zone and acircumstellar disk of cool material (Bertout et al. 1989).The catalog of Herbig & Bell (1988) distinguished between cTTs andweak{lined T Tauri stars (wTTs) instead of nTTs. Whereas Walter (1986)de�ned nTTs on a multi-wavelength basis (lack of accretion and disk signaturesin the optical and IR), Herbig & Bell de�ned wTTs as PMS stars with H�equivalent widths of < 10 �A. While all nTTs are wTTs, the converse is nottrue. There are two type of wTTs which are not nTTs. Higher mass G stars
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have high continuum uxes which can hide the emission from the H� line.Also, stars with optically thick passive disks do not necessarily show strongH� emission, but are not considered nTTs.1.3 Direct Monitoring of RotationalModulationWalter et al. (1988) suggested that v sin i was higher for nTTs than forcTTs. The measurement of v sin i is a spectroscopic observation of the Dopplerbroadening of the stellar spectral lines by the projected rotational velocity. Itis fairly straightforward to measure, given su�cient resolution and signal tonoise. Since only a single observation of a star is required to measure v sin i, thequantity is known for many stars. However, since only the projected velocitiesare measured, random projection e�ects can skew the results of any given star.Young stars may not have randomly distributed rotational axes. Heyer et al.(1987) found that the rotational axes of dark clouds are aligned with the localmagnetic �eld. If this alignment continues down to the stellar level, the sin iterm introduces a systematic bias. However, this �nding is not supported bythe recent work of Goodman et al. (1992, 1995)The �rst attempts to directly measure periodic modulation of T Tauristars occurred in the early 1980s. Rydgren & Vrba (1983) observed four PMSstars using photoelectric photometry over a period of seven consecutive pho-tometric nights. They found rotation periods ranging from 1.9 to 4.1 days and
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amplitudes of about 0.1 magnitudes at V. This con�rmed the results of thespectrophotometric study; The TTs are relatively fast rotators, but are notclose to their breakup velocities. They further concluded that there was nocorrelation between rotation period and line emission. Over the next 6 years,rotation periods were measured for about 20 TTs. In general, periods of be-tween one and ten days were found. The slow rate of progress was essentiallydue to the inherently strict requirements of observing rotation periods whichdemand runs of at least 10 nights with photometric conditions on most of thosenights. Further, even when working in a cluster, the e�ciency of photoelectricphotometry is limited by the single element nature of the detector.The development of inexpensive, highly linear, large format charge{coupled devices (CCDs) has made it possible to directly measure the rotationperiods of a much larger number of stars, at a much wider expanse of ages,than earlier spectrophotographic or photoelectric techniques. Using wide �eldCCDs, many nTTs can be observed at a single time and �eld stars can be usedas comparison objects. The multiplexing nature of the CCD is most e�cientwhen used in regions where there are many target stars, along with many pos-sible comparison objects. This allows di�erential measurements to be madeamong the target and several comparisons objects, all observed through thesame atmospheric conditions.Detailed models by Bouvier and Bertout (1989) show that large fractions(> 10%) of the photospheres of nTTs are covered with cool starspots. Theobservational work by Wolk and Walter (1996) veri�es these predictions. Thework of Vrba et al. (1988) indicates that on active stars, spot lifetimes may
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exceed several years. The large covering factor means that the spots can havea noticeable e�ect on the star's magnitude. Because the spot lifetime is muchlonger than the rotational period, the observed e�ect will be a modulationof the light from the star synchronously with the rotation period. Thus, therotation period can be measured photometrically. Figure 1.1 demonstratesthis technique.1.4 Rotation Periods of ZAMS StarsStudies using direct detection of periods via rotational modulation havebeen carried out on stars in several young clusters which are near the zero{agemain sequence (ZAMS), including the Hyades, the Pleiades and � Persei (seeRadick 1988, Schaller et al. 1992 and Prosser 1992 respectively). The ages ofthese clusters are about 700, 70 and 50Myr respectively. Comparison of thesedata leads to the following conclusions (Soderblom 1996):1. Rotation in ZAMS clusters has a strong mass dependence. High{massstars tend to rotate much more quickly than the low{mass stars.2. The two younger clusters, � Persei and the Pleiades, contain ultra{fastrotators (UFRs) with v sin i > 30 km/s at all masses.3. The maximum rotation rate is highest in the youngest cluster, and thefraction of UFRs is also highest in this cluster.
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When combining these results with those on TTs, problems develop. Ifone sets the initial rotation periods, masses and radii observed for TTs andthen allows them to evolve forward, the resulting distribution of rotation pe-riods doesn't resemble the distribution of rotation periods observed in youngclusters. Barnes and So�a (1996) argue the UFRs cannot be produced ifSkumanich{like spin down occurs on the pre{main sequence. They argue thatthe magnetic �eld saturates beyond a threshold rotational velocity and has avery strong dipole. This limits the rate at which angular momentum trans-fer occurs through the magnetic �eld and causes UFRs to exist in cases ofrelatively short disk survival. Once stars reach the main sequence, all starsexperience a Skumanich{like slowdown due to angular momentum loss viatheir winds (Endal & So�a 1981). Recent work (cf. Barry 1988, Walter &Barry 1991) indicate that the spin{down rate is a function of the mass andis proportional to eAt0:5 (where A is a constant). The result is that youngerstars are expected to spin down more quickly and older stars spin down moreslowly than expected with the Skumanich law.In order to explain the slow down of the UFRs to the rate of the otherslower rotators, core{envelope decoupling has been suggested (cf. Li & Collier{Cameron 1993, Strom 1994). In the models, the core decouples from theenvelope of a young star. The core is free to spin{up in accordance with ! /t�2=3, without a noticeable change to the stellar surface rotation. According tosuch models, in time, angular momentum in transferred out to the envelope.Meanwhile, all stars slow down due to wind losses. This model is tunable,depending on the coupling between the core and the envelope. Stars on their
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radiative tracks can either speed up or slow down their observed rotationalvelocities. By moving the decoupling radius for stars of various ages andvarious masses, the observed distributions can be reproduced. This seems tobe a case of too many free parameters, and not enough data. The models canbe constrained somewhat by including younger stars into the database. Thesestars will provide �ducial positions for rotation period as a function of age.The data on the young stars will teach us exactly what the usual rotation rateis as a function of mass and age.1.5 Rotation Periods of PMS StarsThe core{envelope decoupling model was developed out of a desire toreproduce the observed period distribution at 50-500 Myrs of age. Anotherway to approach this problem is to observe the youngest stars, from < 1 toabout 10 Myrs, and try to see how the UFRs are formed. There are currentlyseveral groups involved in the studies of the rotation periods of PMS stars.The Van Vleck Observatory (cf. Attridge and Herbst 1992) has concentratedon single band photometry of the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) where thestars are expected to be less than a million years old (Brown 1996). Prosseret al. (1993a, 1993b, 1995) have concentrated their work on the somewhatolder � Persei and Pleiades clusters, but have monitored a few TTs. Grankin(1993, 1994) and the COYOTES group (Bouvier et al. 1993, 1995) have beenprimarily concerned with rotation periods of classical T Tauri stars (cTTs),(and to a lesser extent nTTs) in the Taurus{Auriga association.
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These works individually focus on speci�c clusters at speci�c stages information, but taken as a whole they have begun to clarify the evolution ofangular momentum in young stars. Overall, there are about 100 rotation pe-riods known for PMS stars. Figure 1.2 shows a summary of the bulk of thepublished results. The main feature of the �gure is the bimodal distribution ofthe periods. Peaks in the distribution occur near 8 days and 3 days. Further-more, the stars with periods near 8 days also tend to have infrared excesseswhich can be interpreted as arising from disks. The distribution is clearlybimodal; there are 20 stars in the \gap" from 4 to 6 days which is about halfthe number expected for a smooth distribution.This bimodal distribution can be thought of in two physically distinctways. The gap may arise either because the distribution has a hole, or becauseit is made up of two distinct distributions. In the �rst interpretation, the gapoccurs because locking mechanism holds stars at a � eight day rotation period.Once the lock is broken, the star is free to spin{up. The stars quickly increasetheir rotational period. The pile{up observed in the faster peak is the resultof probable internal breaking and binning e�ects. If this is the case, the depthand width of the gap is a function of how fast stars spin up after they losetheir disk and how quickly such spin up is halted. The latter interpretationassumes that PMS stars naturally bifurcate into two types, fast rotators andslow rotators. In this case, the dearth of stars from four to six days is amanifestation of the lack of strength in the wings of the two distribution.There are no no evolutionary parameters which can be derived from the depthof the gap.
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Edwards et al. (1993) were the �rst to suggest that the peak in thedistribution near eight days is evidence for disk locking. In a cTTs systemwith an optically thick disk, the star may be magnetically coupled to the disk.Any tendency of the star's rotation period to decrease as the star contracts ismitigated by drag on the stellar magnetic �eld by the disk. This holds rotationperiods at about eight days. Once the disk has dissipated, the star is free tospin{up. At this point the rotation rate of the star quickly increases untilits peak rotation rate is reached. This appears to be less than three days formany stars. K�onigl (1991) showed that if the magnetic �eld truncated at theinner edge of the accretion disk, the drag of charged particles in the disk on thestellar magnetic �eld could slow the rotation of the star. Cameron et al. (1994)modeled one such mechanism and found that for a cTTs with a magnetic �eldstrength of a few hundred gauss, the torque of the disk on the star couldslow the star's rotation into a quasi{static equilibrium. Further, they foundthat that the e�ect is nearly independent of stellar mass and also independentof disk mass above a critical value. Shu et al. (1994) included a similarmechanism into their magnetocentrifugally driven \X{celerator wind" model.They show that a long (eight day) rotation period is a natural consequence ofaccretion through a magnetically truncated disk using their X-celerator wind.1.6 This WorkPrevious studies of the angular momentum of young stars (Attridge &Herbst 1992; Bouvier et al. 1993,1995; Grankin 1993, 1994; Prosser 1993,
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1994, 1995; Adams 1995; Choi & Herbst 1996) cover a wide range of stellarages, but with exception of the ONC, the nTTs have been underrepresented.The nTTs are of particular interest since they are the youngest stars whichare not members of composite systems. In a cTTs, there are three majorux contributors: the star, the disk and the boundary layer between them.Variability in any of these three components can cause a variability in theoptical signal. The nTTs have only one primary contributor to the opticalsignal, the photosphere. This makes causes of variability easier to interpretand lowers the number of sources of possibly conicting signals. This makesperiod detection easier, especially under non{ideal conditions. Because somenTTs may have very recently lost their disks, they could be stars undergoingrapid change in their rotational properties. This would make them the mostlikely stars to occupy the 4 to 6 day gap (see Adams et al. 1996).In this dissertation, I will discuss the results of observations of nTTs inOrion. Observations were made using both the local facility known as \MountStony Brook", and limited time allotments at large observatories. The targetstars are primarily in the Orion OB1a and OB1b sub{associations. Estimatesof the ages of these subgroups vary, but they are generally thought to be lessthan 12 Myrs old (Brown 1996). In Orion OB1b, I will concentrate speci�callyon stars within 11 arc minutes of � Orionis. This region was chosen for itscompactness, which allowed many targets to be observed in a single �eld.Other nTTs in the Orion OB1a association provide a larger cross{section ofthe stellar populations between 1 and 10 million years old.The goal of this thesis is to study the rotational modulations of about 100
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X{ray sources and to attempt to understand the e�ect of rotation on otherobservable phenomena. Before focusing my e�orts on the rotational mod-ulation, I �rst examine the general optical properties of the X{ray selectedsample and introduce 150 new PMS (primarily nTT) stars. About 50 of these150 stars were not identi�ed as pre{main sequence by their X{ray properties,but instead by their spectra and optical photometry. The rotational data im-prove our understanding of the evolution of angular momentum among youngstars by greatly improving the statistical data base of the youngest stars withunobscured photospheres. In the next section I show that the stars near �Orionis are truly coeval and the stars in Orion OB1a create a second coevalset. Because of this, interpretive problems introduced by age uncertainties canbe minimized. In Chapter 3, I discuss the di�culties inherent in measuringthe correct rotational periods of the candidate stars. In Chapter 4, the pe-riod distributions and the false alarms in the individual �ndings are discussed.There are several observables on which angular momentum may be dependentincluding mass, age and IR{excess. I discuss these, as well as the biases in thedata set, in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.1: Cartoon demonstration of how to measure rotation periods usingspot modulation. As the spotted hemisphere of the star comes into view,the ux drops in all bands, but preferentially in the V{band. As the spottedhemisphere moves out of view, the ux increases.
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Figure 1.2: Histogram of all published periods for T Tauri stars. Data in this�gure is taken from Attridge and Herbst (1992), Bouvier et al. (1993,1995),Grankin (1993, 1994), Adams (1995), Eaton et al. (1995) and Choi and Herbst(1996). The 4 { 6 day \gap" (Attridge and Herbst 1992) is indicated.
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Chapter 2
Observational Data

In this chapter, I will de�ne the sample of stars which will be discussedthroughout the remainder of the dissertation. I de�ne two coeval sets of PMSstars located in the Orion OB1 association. Once chosen, these stars canbe monitored, and their rotational periods can be measured. I start witha brief description of the Orion OB1 association. I then describe the X{ray observations which were used to �nd the PMS stars in this association.After this, I spend several sections detailing the photometric observations anddi�culties in placing objects on the H{R diagram. Once placed on the H{Rdiagram, the PMS objects are clear. A completeness study, however, showsthat the X{ray observations do not detect all the PMS stars in the observedregions. In fact, there are a great number of very low mass objects which aredetected photometricly. Some of these may have sub{stellar masses.
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2.1 The Orion OB1 AssociationEarly studies of PMS stars focused on T associations, especially Taurus-Auriga. However, one might expect low mass star formation to be di�erent inOB associations. It is possible for O stars winds to e�ect the environs. Further,the initial mass functions have been reported to be di�erent in OB associationwhen compared with regions which only form low mass stars (Miller & Scalo1979). The Orion OB association is among the most interesting of these, owingto its relative closeness and complexity. It contains a large molecular cloudand four sub-complexes of OB stars with di�erent ages, starting with the veryyoungest of stars and extending beyond 10 million years.Blaauw (1964) found that OB associations often break down into sub-structures of di�erent ages. He identi�ed Orion OB1a as the stars northwestof the belt. Orion OB1b is composed of the stars near the belt, including thebelt stars and � Orionis. Stars south of the belt are in Orion OB1c and thestars in the immediate vicinity of M42 are in Orion OB1d. Warren & Hesser(1977, 1978) carried out one of the largest surveys of the whole associationusing ubvy� photometry. They divided the Orion OB1b into 3 sub{subgroupsarguing that distance increases from west to east.Ages for the stars in this association have generally been determined by�tting the main sequence turn{o� of the O and B stars. One of the mostrecent studies of this region was performed by Brown (1996). He �nds noperceptible distance change within the Orion OB1b association and �nds thedistance modulus to be 7.8 and 7.9 for Orion OB1a and OB1b respectively.
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These distances are about 5% closer than the distances found by Warren &Hesser (1977, 1978). The ages derived for the di�erent sub-associations vary.Brown publishes ages of 11.4, 1.7, 4.6 and <1 Myr for OB1a through OB1drespectively. Warren & Hesser found ages of 7.9, 5.1 3.7 and < 1 Myr, whichis somewhat discrepant with Brown in terms of relative ages. Blaauw (1991)revisited these sub{associations and found 12 and 7 Myr for Orion OB1a andOB1b respectively. For the remainder of the dissertation, I will use the mostrecent values (Brown 1996) when referring to the various sub-associations withthe caveat that the correct values are not obvious. The observations which Ipresent will concentrate on Orion OB1a and OB1b.2.2 Source SelectionThe stars examined here were primarily culled from two lists of X{raysources in Orion. The objects in the lists were detected by pointed observationsusing the rosat X{ray satellite. The observations, made by Walter (1993,1994, 1995), cover two regions in Orion. One region is six degrees in north{south aspect and ten degrees east{west, centered on the belt of Orion. Thesecond region is two degrees in extent east{west and ten degrees north{southwith � Orionis being near the northern edge. X{ray satellites have been provento be extremely e�cient in �nding PMS stars which would have gone unnoticedby other search techniques such as objective prism imaging (Walter 1986).Near the dark clouds of the Taurus{Auriga star forming region, it has beenestimated that the nTTs (detected primarily via their X{ray ux) outnumber
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cTTs by a ratio of nearly 10 to 1 (Walter et al. 1988). More recent workin Taurus-Auriga gives similar (a ratio of 9:1) results and suggests an agedependence of the ratio (Neuh�auser et al. 1995).The rosat point source lists provided over 800 X{ray sources with uxesat least three � above the background located in Orion north of M42. To limitthis to a more tractable number, I chose to concentrate on the regions densestin X{ray sources. In this way, the observing program could be very e�cientby observing many X{ray sources in every exposure. By selecting the bestregions to monitor, I could measure rotational periods for the highest possiblenumber of PMS stars. In the end, two main regions were chosen for monitor-ing: stars near � Orionis and stars northwest of the belt of Orion. The groupof sources associated with � Orionis are within the OB1b association. It waschosen since it represented an extreme of compactness with over 50 sources inthe central 25 arcminutes. The total area of this region is about 900 minutesof arc. This region was observed by rosat during 2 pointed observations. The�rst of these was 25 Kseconds of exposure time using the Position SensitiveProportional Counter (PSPC). Supporting ribs obscure part of the PSPC'snominal 1� radius �eld of view. Problems caused by the obstruction are small,since the central �eld of view is clear and the ribs move relative to the sky dueto spacecraft wobble. A larger problem with the PSPC is scattered light fromthe bright central X{ray source (� Orionis), which raises the local backgroundand makes detection of faint sources di�cult. A followup 15 Ksecond expo-sure was obtained by M. Freyberg (1994) using the High Resolution Imager(HRI), which had an unobstructed view of 25 arcminutes centered on � Orionis
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and higher resolution. These data were processed using SASS processing andanalyzed using IDL/RX software (Walter 1993). Source extractions were per-formed using the SEX procedure. Sixty{three sources were identi�ed within250 of � Orionis.While both PSPC and HRI data were available, the HRI was the primarysource of targets, because it was much more complete near � Orionis. TheHRI detected 18 sources that PSPC missed. Sixteen of these sources arewithin 603000 of � Orionis, so they were probably missed due to scattered light.The PSPC identi�ed 22 sources within 150 of � Orionis in addition to thesources listed in Table 2.1, giving a total of 85 X{ray sources in the � Orionisregion. It is not surprising that the PSPC would detect additional sourcessince it is about 5 times more sensitive than the HRI. Of the 22 sources, 8 hadno obvious optical counterpart and one was the bright star SAO 132412. Thisleft 13 sources additional sources to be monitored. All the X{ray sources near� Orionis with optical counterparts are listed in Table 2.1.A second region to the northwest of the belt in the OB1a was also cho-sen because it was expected that this group would represent somewhat moreevolved stars. This area was initially observed by the PSPC using a 7 Ksecondexposure. The data were analyzed in a similar manner to those near � Ori-onis. One PSPC �eld covers over 3000 arcminutes of �eld. This is too muchto monitor with the same time resolution as the � Orionis �eld. The areaof analysis was limited to the 1350 arcminutes which was densest in X{raysources. These sources are listed in Table 2.2
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X-ray Sources Near � OrionisSource ID RA (J2000.) Dec (J2000.) Count RateR053751-0235 5 37 51.5 -2 35 25 1.49e-03� 6.60e-04R053752-0240 5 37 52.1 -2 40 40 1.20e-03� 5.86e-04R053752-0233 5 37 52.7 -2 33 33 1.34e-02� 1.13e-03R053754-0239 5 37 53.9 -2 39 27 1.82e-02� 1.57e-03R053755-0245 5 37 55.4 -2 45 07 2.24e-02� 1.67e-03R053755-0245 5 37 55.7 -2 45 16 2.24e-02� 1.56e-03R053756-0245 5 37 56.0 -2 45 12 2.35e-02� 1.67e-03R053807-0231 5 38 07.5 -2 31 27 6.31e-03� 8.48e-04R053808-0235 5 38 08.0 -2 35 50 1.14e-03� 6.28e-04R053827-0242 5 38 27.7 -2 42 58 2.25e-03� 6.42e-04R053828-0236 5 38 28.8 -2 36 00 9.50e-04� 6.09e-04R053831-0235 5 38 31.4 -2 35 04 8.49e-04� 4.21e-04R053832-0235 5 38 32.7 -2 35 35 3.20e-03� 7.85e-04R053833-0236 5 38 33.7 -2 36 25 3.57e-04� 6.90e-04R053834-0234 5 38 34.2 -2 34 16 1.60e-03� 7.29e-04R053834-0234 5 38 34.1 -2 34 18 9.23e-04� 6.40e-04R053835-0231 5 38 35.2 -2 31 48 8.23e-03� 9.51e-04R053835-0230 5 38 35.7 -2 30 39 3.52e-03� 7.65e-04R053838-0236 5 38 38.1 -2 36 38 3.44e-03� 7.62e-04R053838-0234 5 38 38.3 -2 34 51 1.21e-02� 1.07e-03R053839-0230 5 38 39.8 -2 30 17 2.51e-03� 7.49e-04R053841-0237 5 38 41.2 -2 37 20 3.03e-03� 7.25e-04R053843-0233 5 38 43.3 -2 33 20 1.23e-03� 7.26e-04R053844-0240 5 38 44.0 -2 40 18 6.10e-03� 8.40e-04R053844-0232 5 38 44.1 -2 32 30 7.49e-03� 9.18e-04R053844-0235 5 38 44.6 -2 35 58 1.20e-01� 2.99e-03R053845-0241 5 38 45.3 -2 41 58 1.59e-03� 6.34e-04R053845-0236 5 38 45.4 -2 36 00 1.30e-01� 3.76e-03R053847-0235 5 38 47.0 -2 35 35 8.33e-03� 1.03e-03R053847-0227 5 38 47.6 -2 27 09 4.28e-03� 9.26e-04R053847-0237 5 38 47.6 -2 37 18 2.34e-03� 7.99e-04R053849-0238 5 38 49.0 -2 38 21 6.40e-03� 8.66e-04R053851-0236 5 38 51.3 -2 36 15 2.65e-03� 4.96e-04R053851-0246 5 38 51.8 -2 46 41 5.39e-03� 9.79e-04R053852-0238 5 38 52.7 -2 38 56 1.91e-03� 6.16e-04R053852-0243 5 38 52.9 -2 43 47 2.88e-03� 8.27e-04R053853-0233 5 38 53.2 -2 33 20 1.20e-02� 1.08e-03R053854-0249 5 38 54.2 -2 49 27 4.03e-03� 8.95e-04R053900-0239 5 39 00.4 -2 39 35 6.51e-04� 8.18e-04R053901-0238 5 39 01.3 -2 38 54 5.96e-03� 9.04e-04R053905-0232 5 39 05.3 -2 32 24 2.75e-03� 7.32e-04R053907-0232 5 39 07.4 -2 32 33 3.20e-03� 7.49e-04R053911-0235 5 39 11.6 -2 35 58 1.67e-03� 6.93e-04R053914-0228 5 39 14.8 -2 28 27 1.48e-03� 6.17e-04R053918-0229 5 39 18.2 -2 29 27 3.02e-03� 7.81e-04R053932-0239 5 39 32.7 -2 39 40 3.35e-03� 7.36e-04R053936-0242 5 39 36.4 -2 42 17 1.69e-02� 1.42e-03R053937-0242 5 39 36.8 -2 42 19 1.45e-02� 1.26e-03R053947-0232 5 39 47.4 -2 32 22 4.96e-04� 9.55e-04R053947-0226 5 39 47.6 -2 26 05 2.54e-03� 6.83e-04R053806-0230 5 38 06.8 -2 30 30 1.01e-03� 4.72e-04R053813-0234 5 38 13.9 -2 34 57 1.80e-03� 4.17e-04R053814-0236 5 38 14.6 -2 36 37 5.97e-04� 1.39e-04R053820-0237 5 38 20.3 -2 37 47 2.01e-03�4.66e-04R053859-0244 5 38 59.1 -2 44 59 3.65e-03�8.47e-04R053901-0240 5 39 01.6 -2 40 57 9.67e-04�2.24e-04R053902-0229 5 39 02.6 -2 29 47 2.61e-03�6.06e-04R053908-0239 5 39 08.7 -2 39 54 8.09e-04�1.88e-04R053911-0230 5 39 11.3 -2 30 59 1.89e-03�4.38e-04R053916-0233 5 39 16.8 -2 33 03 7.74e-04�1.79e-04R053919-0230 5 39 19.5 -2 30 36 2.95e-03�6.84e-04R053923-0233 5 39 23.1 -2 33 33 5.46e-03�1.27e-03R053930-0238 5 39 30.4 -2 38 20 1.85e-03�4.29e-04Table 2.1: Locations and uxes of X{ray sources near � Orionis.
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X-ray Sources Northwest of the BeltSource ID RA (J2000.) Dec (J2000.) Count RateJ052321+0107 5 23 21.6 1 07 46.6 0.00348 � 0.000803J052325+0100 5 23 25.2 1 00 44.7 0.00233 � 0.000538J052325+0059 5 23 25.2 0 59 28.0 0.00423 � 0.000977J052329+0115 5 23 29.5 1 15 59.1 0.00590 � 0.001362J052330+0112 5 23 30.8 1 12 39.3 0.00543 � 0.001254J052347+0103 5 23 47.1 1 03 58.9 0.00169 � 0.000390J052350+0056 5 23 50.0 0 56 56.4 0.00151 � 0.000348J052351+0100 5 23 51.8 1 00 26.7 0.02788 � 0.006440J052354+0055 5 23 54.7 0 55 15.1 0.00295 � 0.000681J052358+0116 5 23 58.7 1 16 23.4 0.01159 � 0.002677J052401+0056 5 24 01.8 0 56 51.1 0.00202 � 0.000466J052408+0108 5 24 08.9 1 08 02.7 0.03909 � 0.009029J052410+0111 5 24 10.7 1 11 32.1 0.00755 � 0.001744J052418+0102 5 24 18.1 1 02 02.8 0.02289 � 0.005287J052422+0100 5 24 22.3 1 00 12.0 0.00349 � 0.000806J052425+0152 5 24 25.4 0 52 04.0 0.00480 � 0.001108J052426+0108 5 24 26.0 1 08 11.1 0.00519 � 0.001198J052426+0126 5 24 26.6 1 26 50.2 0.00579 � 0.001337J052426+0118 5 24 26.8 1 18 13.3 0.00282 � 0.000651J052429+0127 5 24 29.0 1 27 34.6 0.00208 � 0.000480J052435+0110 5 24 35.8 1 10 11.4 0.01269 � 0.002931J052435+0110a 5 24 35.8 1 10 17.4 0.00217 � 0.000501J052439+0121 5 24 39.9 1 21 42.4 0.00200 � 0.000462J052443+0134 5 24 43.1 1 34 12.8 0.00103 � 0.000237J052446+0131 5 24 46.5 1 31 25.1 0.03737 � 0.008632J052447+0136 5 24 47.9 1 36 36.2 0.00280 � 0.000646J052453+0124 5 24 53.9 1 24 12.9 0.00400 � 0.000924J052457+0138 5 24 57.5 1 38 29.0 0.06685 � 0.015442J052459+0138 5 24 59.8 1 38 30.3 0.02181 � 0.005038J052503+0120 5 25 03.2 1 20 53.8 0.00820 � 0.001894J052503+0133 5 25 03.2 1 33 10.5 0.00200 � 0.000462J052505+0120 5 25 05.1 1 20 46.3 0.05202 � 0.012016J052505+0121 5 25 05.8 1 21 12.2 0.00225 � 0.000519J052511+0136 5 25 11.3 1 36 04.4 0.00301 � 0.000695J052515+0133a 5 25 11.6 1 33 35.0 0.00155 � 0.000358J052515+0133 5 25 15.8 1 33 39.2 0.00283 � 0.000653J052521+0121 5 25 21.5 1 21 40.8 0.00066 � 0.000152J052529+0124a 5 25 29.3 1 24 15.2 0.00357 � 0.000824J052531+0124 5 25 31.0 1 24 35.4 0.02201 � 0.005084J052536+0121 5 25 36.6 1 21 25.2 0.00144 � 0.000332J052540+0125 5 25 40.0 1 25 50.0 0.00192 � 0.000443Table 2.2: Locations and uxes of X{ray sources northwest of the belt of Orion.
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2.3 Optical PhotometryOptical photometric data were taken of �elds encompassing all thesesources during a total of seven telescope runs. The facilities used were theKitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO), the Cerro Tololo Inter{AmericanObservatory (CTIO), the Lowell Observatory, the Florence and George WiseObservatory (WISE) and the Mount Stony Brook Observatory (MTSB; seeAppendix C for details.) With the exception of the CTIO run and part ofthe KPNO run, photometric conditions were not encountered. The CCD de-tectors used were Photometrics 512 and 1K arrays, two Tektroniks 2K arraysand a Santa Barbara Instrument Group ST{6 camera. Johnson U, B, V andKron{Cousins R and I band �lters were used. These details are summarizedin Table 2.3.The initial goal of the photometric observations is to follow up the X{raysources, assign them colors in a standard system, so that the observed objectscan be placed on a color{magnitude diagram. This can be used to verify thatthe X{ray sources are indeed PMS stars. In many cases, more than one starfalls within the X{ray error circle (nominally about 1500). The photometricdata are very useful in selecting out the probable X{ray source from amongthe several possibilities. The optical colors can be combined with infrared andspectral data so that the stars can be placed on the H{R diagram. Once on theH{R diagram, they can be �t to evolutionary tracks so that ages and massescan be measured for individual sources.Raw CCD frames were debiased and at �elded using the CCDRED pack-
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age in IRAF.1 In addition, for the data taken with the Photometrics detec-tors, a dark correction was applied between the debiasing and the at�elding.Aperture photometry was performed using the APPHOT package in IRAF.The apertures used varied from run to run due to changes in the seeing andfocus at the individual sites. The apertures averaged about four arcsecondsin radius. Sky background was measured in an annulus with a �ve arcsecondinner radius and a seven arcsecond outer radius. The product of this phase ofthe reductions was an instrumental magnitude for every star of interest.

1The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility is distributed by the National Op-ticalAstronomy Observatories.
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History of all runsRUN ID D93a D93b N94 J95 O95 J96Observatory KPNO Lowell MTSB Wise MTSB CTIOTelescope 0.9m 0.8m 0.35m 1.0m 0.35m 0.9mDetector Tek2K Phot512 ST6 Phot1K ST6 Tek2KDates Dec 93 Dec 93 Oct/Nov 94 Jan 95 Oct/Nov 95 Jan 96Weather Some 8 nights 15 nights 10 nights 17 nights 5 nightsphotometric useful useful useful useful photometricconditionsextraction 4" 4" 8" 5" 8" 3"aperaturessky 7" 7" 11" 7" 11" 6"aperturesTable 2.3: Statistics for all observing runs associated with this dissertation.
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The instrumental magnitudes were converted to the standard John-son (U, B, V; 1963) Kron{Cousins(R, I; Cousins 1980) system using theIRAF/PHOTCAL package. Data used for these observations were taken fromonly the three best photometric nights: 8 December 1992, 29 January 1996 and2 February 1996. For target stars, there were usually two observations madein all �lters, except for the U band in which only one observation was madedue to time constraints. Calibration stars were taken from Landolt (1992).Standard star �eld observations were made approximately once every 90 min-utes. Airmasses of standard stars varied between 1.1 and 2.4. Airmasses oftarget stars were between 1.1 and 1.3 for calibrated observations. Since theLandolt �elds are very dense in standard stars, there were more than 100 stan-dard measurements made in each �lter on each night. Internal errors were lessthan 0.01 magnitudes. Sky variability limited the overall accuracy of the data.Overall errors were about 0.02 magnitude in the V band at 16th magnitude ina two{minute exposure. Errors were somewhat higher in the B and U bands.The measured colors and magnitudes for all X{ray sources observed inOrion OB1b (stars nears � Orionis) and OB1a (stars NW of the belt) arelisted in Tables 2.4 through 2.7. The errors given in these tables are thedeviation of the standards to the �t at the magnitude of the target star. Ifmore than one observation was made, the standard deviations of the mean ofthe measurements is listed instead. In most cases, this latter value is muchlarger than the deviation of the �t and gives an indication of the intrinsicvariability of the star. In Figures 2.1 and 2.2, the V magnitude is plottedagainst the R�I color for stars near � Orionis and those northwest of the belt
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respectively. A line representing the location of the main sequence at 380 pchas been added to the �gure. The bulk of the X{ray sources lie above thisline. These are probably PMS stars (assuming that they are at 380 pc). Otherobjects in this plot are most likely background or foreground objects whichwere within the error ellipse of the X{ray source. Overall, about 85% of theX{ray sources with measurable V, R and I band uxes appear to be PMS stars.In about ten cases, there were multiple targets with V> 16 inside the errorcircle. In these cases, both objects are plotted on the H-R diagram. Althoughthe extinctions have not been calculated for the X{ray sources shown in these�gures, conclusions about the PMS nature of these sources is not e�ected sincethe reddening vector runs roughly parallel to the main sequence.
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Figure 2.1: V magnitude plotted against the R�I color for X{ray sources near� Orionis. The thick line is the main sequence at a distance of 380 pc. Themean error bars are indicated.

Figure 2.2: V magnitude plotted against the R�I color for X{ray sourcesnorthwest of the belt. In this case, each observation is plotted. The thick lineis the location of the main sequence. Error bars are plotted.
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Optical photometry of X{ray sources near � OrionisStar R.A. (J2000.) Dec. (J2000.) U�B B�V V V�R R�I No.R053751-0235 5 37 51.5 -2 35 26.0 0.71 0.08 1.40 0.03 15.630 0.010 1.07 0.01 1.21 0.00 14771 0775 5 37 52.9 -2 33 34.4 0.27 0.00 0.78 0.00 11.565 0.001 0.46 0.01 0.42 0.01 14771 0921 5 37 54.2 -2 39 29.8 0.54 0.00 0.94 0.00 11.113 0.001 0.56 0.01 0.51 0.01 1R053802-0224 5 38 02.2 -2 24 24.0 -0.12 0.24 1.10 0.15 17.607 0.059 0.61 0.07 0.51 0.05 14771 0950 5 38 06.3 -2 28 49.4 0.28 0.14 1.19 0.19 14.825 0.111 0.95 0.05 0.97 0.04 3(2)4771 0947 5 38 06.6 -2 30 22.8 0.19 0.07 0.68 0.05 15.224 0.024 0.44 0.02 0.50 0.02 3(2)4771 0854 5 38 06.9 -2 31 17.4 0.69 0.07 1.08 0.02 12.718 0.064 0.63 0.03 0.64 0.02 3(2)R053807-0231 5 38 07.7 -2 31 31.4 -0.60 0.29 0.61 0.30 17.101 0.136 0.87 0.13 0.52 0.08 1R053808-0235 5 38 08.1 -2 35 56.1 0.66 0.02 0.95 0.12 15.190 0.038 0.65 0.02 0.56 0.03 3(2)R053808-0235 5 38 08.4 -2 35 40.8 -0.29 0.38 1.42 0.33 16.170 0.166 0.95 0.21 1.36 0.04 3(2)R053810-0232 5 38 10.6 -2 32 54.3 1.14 0.27 1.44 0.02 14.455 0.063 0.80 0.03 0.73 0.03 2R053812-0232 5 38 12.5 -2 32 59.5 1.22 0.02 1.27 0.08 13.924 0.027 0.75 0.01 0.65 0.01 2R053813-0230 5 38 13.1 -2 30 33.3 0.79 0.02 1.14 0.01 14.659 0.022 0.64 0.01 0.61 0.03 2R053814-0235 5 38 14.0 -2 35 05.3 0.44 0.06 0.94 0.05 16.012 0.230 0.58 0.18 0.56 0.05 3(1)R053820-0238 5 38 20.1 -2 38 01.3 -0.18 0.38 0.88 0.32 17.030 0.121 0.64 0.12 0.26 0.11 1R053827-0242 5 38 27.1 -2 42 59.7 0.38 0.38 1.41 0.20 16.340 0.114 1.33 0.12 1.35 0.01 2R053828-0242 5 38 28.1 -2 42 55.3 1.21 0.43 1.00 0.12 16.407 0.052 0.83 0.06 0.61 0.10 2R053829-0236 5 38 29.0 -2 36 02.4 1.40 0.06 1.08 0.44 16.096 0.193 0.91 0.16 1.12 0.05 3(1)R053829-0223 5 38 29.8 -2 23 38.1 0.27 0.07 0.77 0.05 13.135 0.058 0.43 0.03 0.43 0.02 3(2)R053830-0241 5 38 30.5 -2 41 19.5 0.39 0.03 0.90 0.02 14.001 0.010 0.47 0.01 0.47 0.01 1R053831-0235 5 38 31.4 -2 35 14.9 1.35 0.15 1.44 0.03 15.658 0.011 1.05 0.01 1.09 0.01 1R053832-0235 5 38 32.5 -2 35 03.9 1.16 0.39 1.41 0.15 15.145 0.406 0.92 0.10 1.08 0.17 3(2)R053832-0235 5 38 32.8 -2 35 39.0 0.97 0.27 1.25 0.03 14.548 0.072 0.84 0.02 0.83 0.03 3(2)R053833-0236 5 38 33.9 -2 36 37.5 1.09 0.46 1.03 0.24 16.403 0.180 1.15 0.17 1.54 0.02 4(3)R053834-0234 5 38 34.2 -2 34 59.7 0.14 0.05 0.70 0.03 14.726 0.018 0.42 0.02 0.43 0.01 1R053834-0234 5 38 34.4 -2 34 18.1 0R053835-0231 5 38 35.3 -2 31 31.3 1.17 0.02 1.27 0.06 14.025 0.058 0.78 0.05 0.79 0.02 4(3)R053835-0230 5 38 35.7 -2 30 42.2 2.53 1.49 0.21 0.15 16.731 0.096 0.65 0.10 0.27 0.09 14771 1097 5 38 35.7 -2 30 43.3 0.86 0.18 1.11 0.07 13.951 0.110 0.73 0.05 0.79 0.012 3(2)R053836-0236 5 38 36.7 -2 36 44.3 0.80 0.40 1.28 0.04 14.089 0.056 0.85 0.07 0.85 0.030 3(2)R053838-0236 5 38 38.0 -2 36 38.4 0.73 0.31 1.30 0.04 14.053 0.007 0.82 0.02 0.86 0.035 3(2)R053838-0234 5 38 38.2 -2 34 54.7 0.89 0.00 1.18 0.20 12.244 0.013 0.71 0.02 0.65 0.027 24771 1147 5 38 38.3 -2 34 55.2 0.68 0.02 1.18 0.08 13.713 0.078 0.76 0.01 0.76 0.007 3(2)R053838-0226 5 38 38.3 -2 26 44.3 0.76 0.20 1.15 0.04 14.679 0.014 0.70 0.00 0.65 0.014 2R053840-0230 5 38 40.1 -2 30 18.5 0.73 0.36 1.32 0.13 14.650 0.003 0.91 0.01 0.94 0.02 3(2)R053840-0230 5 38 40.2 -2 30 19.0 0.82 0.12 1.19 0.07 13.956 0.119 0.74 0.06 0.78 0.019 3(2)R053841-0227 5 38 41.1 -2 27 22.6 0.95 0.11 1.36 0.00 14.582 0.071 0.94 0.08 0.87 0.009 1R053843-0240 5 38 43.6 -2 40 33.9 0.70 0.03 1.06 0.17 15.414 0.136 0.71 0.14 0.69 0.054 24771 1051 5 38 44.1 -2 40 20.1 0.87 0.45 1.20 0.10 13.935 0.189 0.81 0.09 0.79 0.008 3(2)4771 1055 5 38 44.3 -2 32 41.7 1.09 0.09 1.29 0.06 13.741 0.018 0.84 0.01 0.86 0.020 3(2)R053844-0240 5 38 44.5 -2 40 30.5 0R053845-0241 5 38 45.1 -2 41 58.9 0.63 0.44 1.44 0.21 15.593 0.155 1.03 0.12 1.35 0.01 3(2)R053847-0237 5 38 47.7 -2 37 19.6 0.21 0.12 1.22 0.06 15.982 0.022 0.84 0.02 0.68 0.01 14711 0899 5 38 47.9 -2 27 14.1 0.87 0.08 1.18 0.05 12.899 0.099 0.73 0.03 0.82 0.01 3(2)R053848-0244 5 38 48.4 -2 44 20.0 0.17 0.01 0.79 0.01 13.215 0.005 0.52 0.01 0.52 0.01 1R053849-0238 5 38 49.0 -2 38 21.4 1.15 0.02 1.33 0.10 14.838 0.194 0.96 0.08 1.00 0.05 4R053851-0236 5 38 51.3 -2 36 21.1 0.20 0.45 1.00 0.19 17.68 0.087 1.50 0.09 1.77 0.03 14771 0080 5 38 51.9 -2 46 43.6 1.02 0.04 1.36 0.01 14.483 0.004 0.90 0.01 0.80 0.01 1R053852-0238 5 38 52.9 -2 38 50.3 1.24 0.07 1.42 0.09 14.816 0.102 1.00 0.09 1.05 0.01 3R053852-0238 5 38 52.9 -2 38 53.8 1.27 0.06 1.38 0.09 14.534 0.269 0.92 0.01 0.95 0.15 2R053853-0243 5 38 53.0 -2 43 52.3 1.13 0.15 1.23 0.28 15.653 0.258 1.03 0.16 1.08 0.08 3(1)4771 1049 5 38 53.2 -2 33 23.3 0.84 0.08 1.15 0.05 13.021 0.044 0.72 0.02 0.73 0.01 3(2)R053853-0233 5 38 53.2 -2 33 24.0 0.63 0.57 1.31 0.14 15.130 0.034 0.93 0.02 1.11 0.04 3(2)4771 0119 5 38 53.9 -2 49 29.7 0.72 0.00 1.03 0.00 12.954 0.002 0.64 0.01 0.58 0.01 1R053856-0231 5 38 56.9 -2 31 25.1 0.20 0.05 0.70 0.01 12.914 0.009 0.40 0.01 0.40 0.02 2R053859-0247 5 38 59.0 -2 47 12.8 1.06 0.02 1.21 0.00 13.845 0.003 0.79 0.01 0.69 0.01 1R053859-0332 5 38 59.0 -2 33 51.3 0.83 0.08 1.16 0.06 13.021 0.044 0.72 0.01 0.73 0.01 3(2)4771 0026 5 38 59.4 -2 45 07.8 0.06 0.14 0.59 0.04 12.386 0.090 0.36 0.06 0.34 0.03 3(2)R053901-0240 5 39 01.6 -2 40 57.0 -0.24 0.09 1.15 0.06 16.441 0.026 1.10 0.03 1.32 0.01 14771 901 5 39 11.4 -2 31 06.4 -0.15 0.82 1.00 0.48 16.406 0.564 1.11 0.04 1.09 0.10 3(2)4771 1038 5 39 11.5 -2 36 03.0 1.24 0.14 1.17 0.05 14.514 0.078 0.83 0.09 0.90 0.02 2(1)Table 2.4: Colors of X{ray sources near � Orionis.
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Photometry of X{ray sources near � Orionis...(cont.)Star R.A. (J2000.) Dec. (J2000.) U�B B�V V V�R R�I No.R053911-0236 5 39 11.7 -2 36 03.7 1.26 0.06 1.37 0.01 14.792 0.005 0.91 0.01 0.94 0.01 1R053916-0232 5 39 16.8 -2 32 55.5 1.84 1.59 1.10 0.23 18.157 0.094 0.82 0.11 0.72 0.06 14771 598 5 39 17.9 -2 29 28.9 0R053918-0229 5 39 18.4 -2 29 31.1 0.54 0.01 0.93 0.01 12.423 0.001 0.54 0.01 0.47 0.00 14771 910 5 39 18.7 -2 30 53.3 1.22 0.04 1.44 0.01 14.344 0.004 0.92 0.01 0.84 0.01 1R053922-0233 5 39 22.7 -2 33 32.9 1.55 0.37 1.41 0.07 16.508 0.022 1.12 0.02 1.23 0.01 14771 0579 5 39 30.2 -2 35 06.5 0.75 0.02 1.28 0.01 14.227 0.004 0.78 0.01 0.74 0.01 1R053930-0238 5 39 30.4 -2 38 26.3 1.02 0.76 1.55 0.20 17.631 0.057 0.95 0.06 1.51 0.03 1R053930-0238 5 39 30.4 -2 38 27.1 0R053931-0239 5 39 31.5 -2 39 30.0 0R053932-0239 5 39 32.4 -2 39 44.1 0R053936-0242 5 39 36.4 -2 42 17.0 1.18 0.02 1.37 0.00 13.653 0.002 0.87 0.01 0.84 0.01 14771 1075 5 39 05.3 -2 32 30.1 0.89 0.30 1.31 0.08 14.414 0.032 0.88 0.01 0.87 0.03 3(2)R053906-0232 5 39 06.5 -2 32 33.2 1.19 0.03 1.39 0.01 14.376 0.004 0.88 0.01 0.83 0.01 1R053907-0228 5 39 07.7 -2 28 16.0 -0.04 0.20 1.55 0.11 16.886 0.031 1.05 0.03 1.45 0.01 1R053907-0232 5 39 07.7 -2 32 39.2 0.81 0.02 1.32 0.01 14.299 0.004 0.86 0.01 0.80 0.01 14771 1056 5 39 00.5 -2 39 38.0 0.50 0.05 0.87 0.05 13.469 0.086 0.55 0.06 0.49 0.01 4(3)R053901-0238 5 39 01.4 -2 38 55.6 | | | | | | | | | | 0R053902-0241 5 39 02.5 -2 41 20.1 1.32 0.33 1.14 0.12 15.720 0.127 0.70 0.15 0.66 0.08 2R053902-0229 5 39 02.6 -2 29 55.8 0.98 1.22 1.27 0.33 16.998 0.201 1.10 0.20 1.55 0.05 4(2)R053902-0241 5 39 02.8 -2 41 26.9 -0.24 0.09 1.15 0.06 16.329 0.159 1.12 0.10 1.31 0.02 2(1)4771 1092 5 39 07.4 -2 32 39.3 0.44 0.05 1.19 0.03 14.118 0.015 0.79 0.01 0.80 0.01 2(1)4771 1094 5 39 07.6 -2 40 10.5 0.35 0.02 0.76 0.11 15.448 0.094 0.53 0.07 0.60 0.05 3(2)Table 2.5: Colors of X{ray sources near � Orionis (continued).
Photometry of stars used as comparison objectsStar R.A. (J2000.) Dec. (J2000.) U�B B�V V V�R R�I No.C053802-0229 5 38 02.0 -2 29 55.7 -0.13 0.64 1.38 0.19 15.859 0.112 0.55 0.05 0.56 0.01 2C053834-0228 5 38 34.3 -2 28 48.3 0.20 0.13 0.98 0.04 15.354 0.025 0.60 0.02 0.59 0.03 2C053842-0227 5 38 42.2 -2 27 08.2 -0.24 0.08 0.20 0.01 11.297 0.016 0.15 0.01 0.18 0.01 2C053845-0243 5 38 45.9 -2 43 46.0 1.02 0.16 1.54 0.06 14.562 0.014 0.77 0.01 0.75 0.01 1C053859-0242 5 38 59.3 -2 42 19.5 0.23 0.02 0.81 0.01 13.877 0.007 0.45 0.00 0.53 0.01 1C053900-0237 5 39 00.5 -2 37 32.3 1.41 0.84 0.95 0.23 16.272 0.136 0.71 0.06 0.65 0.10 2(1)C053903-0237 5 39 03.1 -2 37 27.2 0.12 0.34 0.84 0.13 15.264 0.026 0.58 0.06 0.58 0.02 2C053918-0236 5 39 18.3 -2 36 53.4 0.35 0.02 0.98 0.01 14.752 0.005 0.62 0.01 0.60 0.01 1Table 2.6: Colors of stars used as comparison objects near � Orionis.
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Optical photometry of X{ray sources NW of the beltStar R.A. (J2000.) Dec. (J2000.) U�B B�V V V�R R�I No.101 0518 5 23 21.6 1 07 51.2 0.15 0.01 0.67 0.01 11.878 0.002 0.37 0.00 0.36 0.01 2(1)J052324-0059 5 23 24.9 0 59 33.0 1.12 0.18 1.43 0.02 15.220 0.021 0.62 0.51 2.25 2.72 4(1)J052325-0100 5 23 25.7 1 00 37.7 0.23 0.64 0.25 0.77 18.291 0.320 0.52 0.34 0.46 0.09 2(1)J052329-0116 5 23 29.5 1 16 13.0 | | 2.38 1.03 16.249 0.023 1.13 0.00 1.34 0.01 2(0)101 0807 5 23 29.6 1 12 40.8 | | 1.08 0.01 12.993 0.012 0.57 0.00 0.52 0.01 2(0)J052347-0104 5 23 47.3 1 04 02.2 0.56 0.18 1.57 0.27 17.307 0.087 1.32 0.09 1.59 0.02 4(2)J052350-0057 5 23 50.1 0 57 01.9 -0.01 0.01 0.48 0.02 15.169 0.021 0.31 0.00 1.51 2.31 4(1)101 2495 5 23 51.6 1 03 25.3 1.12 0.20 1.26 0.03 14.624 0.013 0.80 0.00 0.76 0.01 4(2)J052351-0100 5 23 51.7 1 00 31.2 -0.56 0.45 0.92 0.89 17.012 0.063 0.73 0.33 0.99 0.42 4(2)J052354-0055 5 23 54.6 0 55 21.6 0.78 0.13 1.43 0.01 15.834 0.000 0.99 0.00 1.03 0.01 2(1)J052357-0116 5 23 57.8 1 16 40.6 | | 2.09 0.89 15.849 0.049 1.29 0.00 1.62 0.03 2(0)J052402-0056 5 24 02.2 0 56 59.5 0.83 0.17 1.54 0.04 15.887 0.015 0.92 0.03 0.91 0.01 2(1)101 0537 5 24 08.7 1 08 11.0 0.69 0.01 1.04 0.01 13.410 0.003 0.61 0.00 0.59 0.01 2(1)J052410-0111 5 24 10.5 1 11 39.0 0.90 0.13 1.41 0.12 15.626 0.003 1.05 0.00 1.23 0.01 4(1)101 0594 5 24 11.8 1 22 03.0 3.70 0.37 1.07 0.01 13.632 0.004 0.63 0.00 0.57 0.01 2(1)101 1156 5 24 17.6 1 02 15.8 0.49 0.02 1.19 0.01 14.312 0.021 0.79 0.02 0.81 0.01 2(1)101 2447 5 24 18.9 1 01 51.8 0.38 0.01 0.86 0.01 12.727 0.004 0.50 0.00 0.47 0.01 2(1)J052417-0124 5 24 17.7 1 24 39.8 0.04 0.01 0.55 0.01 11.774 0.004 0.31 0.00 0.30 0.01 2(1)J052422-0100 5 24 22.7 1 00 01.2 0.78 0.02 1.09 0.01 12.225 0.008 0.58 0.00 0.55 0.01 2(1)J052424-0052 5 24 24.9 0 52 08.7 0.11 0.11 0.36 0.17 17.239 0.044 0.30 0.08 0.38 0.09 2(1)J052426-0108 5 24 26.9 1 08 02.6 0.06 0.01 0.58 0.01 12.771 0.001 0.34 0.00 0.34 0.01 2(1)J052426-0126 5 24 26.4 1 26 48.9 0.13 0.01 0.64 0.01 11.260 0.001 0.37 0.00 0.35 0.01 2(1)J052426-0118 5 24 26.5 1 18 14.5 |- |- 1.42 0.07 15.110 0.010 0.98 0.01 1.00 0.01 2(1)J052429-0127 5 24 29.0 1 27 32.1 | | 1.17 0.01 14.288 0.006 0.72 0.00 0.65 0.01 2(0)J052435-0120 5 24 35.5 1 20 44.8 0.24 0.45 | { | | 0.80 0.24 0.71 0.07 1J052435-0120 5 24 35.6 1 20 55.0 | | 1.52 0.31 16.832 0.060 4.37 4.40 1.46 0.02 1(0)J052436-0120 5 24 36.4 1 20 48.3 -1.69 1.10 0.36 0.71 18.826 0.386 0.37 0.50 0.61 0.39 1J052435-0110 5 24 35.6 1 10 18.9 0.51 0.01 0.92 0.01 12.699 0.003 0.52 0.00 0.48 0.01 1J052442-0134 5 24 42.6 1 34 09.5 0.76 0.03 1.17 0.01 13.410 0.001 0.70 0.00 0.62 0.01 2(1)J052446-0131 5 24 46.2 1 31 28.9 0.13 0.00 0.78 0.01 11.845 0.006 0.42 0.00 0.42 0.01 2(1)J052447-0136 5 24 47.7 1 36 29.2 1.00 0.35 1.48 0.06 15.457 0.018 0.91 0.00 0.97 0.01 2(1)J052453-0124 5 24 53.9 1 24 10.2 0.76 0.03 1.08 0.02 13.784 0.006 0.68 0.00 0.64 0.01 2(1)J052500-0138 5 25 00.1 1 38 32.6 -0.10 0.01 0.41 0.01 10.994 0.004 0.22 0.00 0.23 0.01 2(1)J052501-0138 5 25 01.0 1 38 32.6 0.01 0.01 0.69 0.01 13.357 0.006 0.38 0.01 0.36 0.01 2(1)J052502-0133 5 25 02.7 1 33 04.6 | { | { | | | | 1.43 1.03 1101 0719 5 25 03.1 1 20 52.3 0.83 0.01 1.14 0.01 12.494 0.001 0.67 0.00 0.60 0.01 2(1)J052504-0120 5 25 04.6 1 20 51.5 | | 0.45 0.07 17.062 0.042 1.33 0.33 1.31 0.01 2(0)101 2429 5 25 05.7 1 21 10.2 0.85 0.15 1.42 0.05 15.177 0.045 0.99 0.03 1.07 0.01 2(1)J052510-0135 5 25 10.5 1 35 58.6 0.56 0.02 1.03 0.02 13.277 0.007 0.59 0.00 0.58 0.01 2(1)J052511-0133 5 25 11.4 1 33 29.1 -0.03 0.01 0.20 0.01 9.912 0.001 0.04 0.00 0.11 0.01 1J052515-0133 5 25 15.5 1 33 37.9 0.54 0.07 1.28 0.01 14.342 0.004 0.80 0.00 0.79 0.01 2(1)J052521-0121 5 25 21.4 1 21 39.2 0.16 0.00 0.70 0.01 10.828 0.002 0.40 0.00 0.40 0.01 2(1)J052529-0124 5 25 29.3 1 24 14.5 0.83 0.03 1.10 0.01 13.988 0.005 0.67 0.00 0.62 0.01 2(1)J052532-0124 5 25 32.0 1 24 48.7 |- |- 0.80 0.08 15.781 0.026 0.42 0.01 0.43 0.03 2(1)J052536-0121 5 25 36.2 1 21 25.0 | | 1.44 0.10 16.490 0.022 1.13 0.02 1.41 0.01 2(0)J052539-0125 5 25 39.7 1 25 48.8 | | 3.34 3.02 16.068 0.047 1.19 0.03 1.38 0.01 2(1)Table 2.7: Colors of X{ray sources NW of the Belt.
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2.4 Calculation of Extinction from OpticalColorsIn theory, the application of a reddening correction should be straightfor-ward. For example, one method is to derive the spectral energy distribution(SED) for a target star and compare it to the SED of a dereddened standardstar. One can multiply the standard SED by various extinction coe�cients(AV ), so the residual of the target with respect to standard is minimized.However, since I only have �ve �lter bands to work with and the U band dataare very noisy, I lack su�cient leverage to use this method. Nonetheless, Bthrough I data can still be useful. Temperature can be determine via the B�Vcolor (Gilliland 1985):log(Teff) = 3:9255� 0:31661(B � V ) + 0:11780(B � V )2 � 0:049392(B� V )3:(2:1)Likewise, the R�I color can be converted to temperature (Laird 1985):�eff = 0:993(R� I) + 0:539: (2:2)Here �eff is de�ned in the usual way (�eff = 5040=Teff). The relations areboth valid for dwarfs between 4000K and 7000K. PMS stars are sub giants,a luminosity class which is not well understood. The spectral type assignedto a star of a given temperature can di�er by 3 subtypes, depending on lumi-nosity class, with the largest di�erences being seen for G stars. However, thedi�erence in color index between luminosity classes III and V for a given tem-perature is less than 0.03 for B�V and R�I. The spectral subtype I derived
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here is based on the observed color index. The di�erence in the color tempera-tures thus obtained is a function of the reddening. By adjusting the reddeningto minimize the di�erence between the B�V and R�I color temperatures, anestimate to extinction can be made. The extinction is determined to be the AVneeded to make to B�V and R�I temperatures the same. This methodologywas tested against the background stars in the Orion OB1a �elds. The resultsproduced small extinctions to the background stars of between AV = 0:1 andAV = 0:4. However, when the same techniques were applied to the X{raydata, very unusual results were obtained. Extinctions of AV > 8 or < 0 werenot uncommon. These results are considered spurious and were likely the ef-fect of photospheric contamination by the active chromosphere. Such unusualextinctions could be the result of chromospheric activity which was primarilydetected in the B band and therefore made the star appear warmer in theblue than in the red. The high extinctions could be the result of strong chro-mospheric H� line emission which is observed in the R{band and can makethe R�I color temperature arti�cially high. Given coverage into the infrared,temperature and be independently derived from the V�K color so long as thestars lack any near-IR excess (Carney 1983). Alternatively, spectral typinggives an independent assessment of temperature. The most accurate extinc-tion calculation requires both IR and spectral data.
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2.4.1 Infrared DataNear{infrared observations were made on 5{6 February 1996 at CTIOusing the CIRIM imager. CIRIM is a 256�256 HgCdTe array sensitive tonear infrared wavelengths. At the focus of the CTIO 1.5 meter, the pixels are1.1600 on a side. The �eld of view was about 50�50, and J, H and K �lters wereused. Sixteen �elds near � Orionis were observed. Exposure times averagedabout 10 seconds in each �lter with six coadds per exposure. In the infrared,the sky background is high relative to the dynamic range of the detector.This e�ect is mild at J{Band, but it limits K{band exposures to under 10seconds. It is desirable to coadd several exposures together. The nominalseeing at the CTIO 1.5 meter was about 0.8 arcseconds. Since the pixel sizewas larger than the nominal size of a seeing disk, it was necessary to movethe telescope several times during the exposure sequence to get an accurateux measurement. This process is called dithering. Five dithered exposureswere taken of each �eld. As the �rst step in the reduction, all frames had alinearity correction applied (Elston 1994). Afterward, the individual frameswere dark{subtracted and at�elded. The dithered frames, thus reduced, werethen added together to create a composite frame and median �ltered to createa sky background frame. This sky background frame was multiplied by �veand then subtracted from the composite frame to produce a �nal frame.Photometry was carried out only on those sources for which a possible (notnecessarily con�rmed) optical counterpart to an X{ray source had been identi-�ed. The IRAF/APPHOT package was used in a similar manner to the optical
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data with a similar 4" radius aperture. In some cases, the dithering procedurecaused stars to overlap with other stars on the �nal frame. In these cases, cor-rected single star frames were measured using IRAF/APPHOT. Comparisonsstars were taken from the UKIRT faint standards (Casali & Hawarden 1992).Standard stars were observed between �ve and nine times at each airmass;airmasses ranged from 1.2 to 2.2. The solution for each night was accurateto about 5% in each color. These analyses lead to �ve measurements of eachtarget star in each �lter. The results were averaged and are listed in Table 2.8.The errors given are the standard deviations among the �ve measurements.
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IR photometry of X{ray sourcesObject ID K Err K H-K Err H-K J-H Err J-HR053806-0228 9.76 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.28 0.02R053807-0231 14.76 0.30 -0.02 0.24 0.81 0.25R053807-0231 9.80 0.05 0.09 0.03 0.70 0.04R053808-0235 11.41 0.03 0.34 0.11 0.69 0.17R053808-0235b 12.51 0.09 0.13 0.08 0.55 0.14R053815-0236 13.69 0.11 0.17 0.16 0.39 0.31R053827-0242 11.33 0.11 0.11 0.07 0.74 0.04R053828-0242 13.46 0.06 0.14 0.16 0.56 0.12R053829-0223 11.18 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.46 0.04R053829-0236 11.78 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.81 0.08R053832-0235 10.61 0.02 0.52 0.01 0.97 0.02R053832-0235 10.85 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.76 0.06R053833-0236 11.10 0.03 0.16 0.02 0.79 0.06R053833-0236 11.09 0.04 0.24 0.07 0.70 0.07R053834-0231 11.15 0.03 | | 0.44 0.27R053834-0234 12.91 0.06 0.18 0.09 0.28 0.06R053835-0230 14.57 0.20 -0.08 0.28 0.73 0.30R053835-0231 12.52 2.37 0.16 0.04 1.02 0.33R053836-0236 10.61 0.06 0.16 0.01 0.80 0.11R053838-0234 9.14 0.01 0.13 0.01 0.69 0.01R053838-0236 10.35 0.03 0.11 0.09 0.76 0.06R053840-0230 10.52 0.06 0.23 0.04 0.83 0.03R053840-0230 10.57 0.04 0.17 0.03 0.98 0.05R053840-0230 10.54 0.05 0.11 0.04 0.73 0.02R053844-0232 10.08 0.05 0.22 0.12 0.50 0.27R053844-0240 11.32 1.10 0.41 0.39 0.37 0.53R053845-0241 11.06 0.02 0.19 0.03 0.82 0.03R053847-0237 10.61 0.04 0.21 0.04 0.88 0.04Table 2.8: IR Colors of X{ray near � Orionis.
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IR photometry of X{ray sources (continued)Object ID K Err K H-K Err H-K J-H Err J-HR053849-0238 10.60 0.02 0.41 0.13 0.30 0.44R053849-0238 10.60 0.05 0.13 0.05 0.74 0.05R053852-0238 10.86 0.05 0.12 0.04 0.68 0.03R053852-0238 10.96 0.07 0.25 0.07 0.57 0.09R053853-0233 9.72 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.71 0.05R053853-0243 11.33 0.08 0.19 0.06 0.81 0.02R053859-0247 10.50 0.03 0.16 0.04 0.74 0.03R053900-0239 11.16 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.51 0.04R053901-0238 8.09 0.03 0.12 0.00 -0.04 0.04R053902-0229 14.03 0.24 -0.11 0.27 0.69 0.38R053902-0229 11.80 0.08 0.25 0.09 0.43 0.28R053902-0241 11.81 0.89 0.67 0.09 0.22 0.10R053902-0241b 12.47 0.19 0.52 0.21 0.13 0.34R053907-0240 13.54 0.18 0.27 0.29 0.17 0.28R053916-0232 14.68 0.08 -0.01 0.11 0.81 0.13R053922-0233 13.72 0.29 0.00 0.37 0.47 0.114771 0026 10.83 0.05 0.08 0.02 0.30 0.054771 0080 10.62 0.06 0.25 0.02 0.89 0.024771 0598 10.15 0.12 0.05 0.16 0.48 0.104771 0899 9.35 0.05 0.22 0.00 0.95 0.024771 0901 11.06 0.14 0.32 0.16 0.92 0.074771 0947 13.16 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.45 0.074771 0950 10.57 0.03 0.46 0.05 0.99 0.034771 1056 11.31 0.14 0.11 0.16 0.45 0.064771 1075 10.69 0.15 0.17 0.24 0.84 0.064771 1092 10.31 0.09 0.22 0.15 0.80 0.094771 1097 10.50 0.02 0.10 0.02 0.80 0.024771 1147 10.41 0.09 0.11 0.05 0.74 0.02Table 2.9: IR Colors of X{ray near � Orionis (continued).
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2.4.2 Spectroscopic DataF. Walter (1996) obtained WIYN/HYDRA queue observations of stars inboth the � Orionis �eld and the �eld NW of the belt. The targets fell in twocategories: A. Stars which are likely counterparts of the X{ray sources. Thesewere identi�ed by visual inspection of optical images. B. Stars with magni-tudes and colors comparable to those selected as likely X{ray counterparts.Observations were in the 5850{6800�A band at 1�A resolution (Grating 860).The integration time was an hour on each �eld. This yielded S/N of about100 per pixel in the continuum for V=14, and S/N of about 40 at V=16.The spectra were trimmed, debiased and overscan and at{�eld correctedusing the IRAF/DOHYDRA package. The wavelength calibration was alsoperformed using this package. All subsequent analysis was performed using theIDL/ICUR package (Walter 1992). The spectra were not ux calibrated. Tocorrect for wavelength dependent detector e�ects, spectra of three bright starswere combined, heavily smoothed and �tted with a third order polynomial.The �ts were then normalized with respect to the maxima. Data analysiswere mostly performed by undergraduate student James Petreshock under mysupervision.Equivalent widths of Ca I absorption lines at 6122�A, 6162�A, and 6494�Aand Fe I at 6103�A, 6200�A, and 6574�A were measured for several spectralstandards. All spectral observations were made with the KPNO 2.1 metertelescope using the GOLDCAM. The spectral standards were observed severaltime per nights so that spectra at di�erent airmasses could be sampled. The
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spectral types of the target stars were determined by comparing source lineratios to those of standard stars. Line ratios were used as an indicator ofspectral type. The ratios were obtained from the three Ca I absorption lines:6122/6494, 6162/6494, and 6122/6162. As shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the CaI lines show a strong dependence upon spectral type over the range of spectraltype we were expecting to observe. The majority of the spectra showed thatthe Fe I line at 6574 was �lled in by H� emission and therefore would not bean accurate indicator. Also, the Fe I lines were generally weaker than the Ca Ilines. In Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the solid line represents a third order polynomial�t to the observed data. The standard deviation to this �t is about 1.5 spectralsub{types. I take this to be the error in the �nal spectral type determination ofthe target stars. The standard used are given in Table 2.10 It was not possibleto classify sources with an average count rate below 100 photons/pixel. Theresults of the spectral classi�cation are shown in Tables 2.12 through 2.11. Theuncertainty in the spectral type is about one and a half sub{types. For starswith S/N of greater than 100, the deviation was usually less than one spectralsubtype. However, in the cases of high noise observations, the deviation wasup to three subtypes.All but one of the bright X{ray sources near � Orionis shows a Li ab-sorption feature and six (out of 49 = 12.3%) show strong (>10�A) H� emissionlines. Northwest of the belt, again all but one source shows Li in absorption,but only one star (out of 13 = 7.7%) shows an H� emission line. The dataverify that the X{ray emission is a good indicator of youth.
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Results of WIYN observations of spectral standardsName Sp Type Ca I 6122/ Ca I 6122/ Ca I 6162/ Fe I 6103/ Fe I 6103/ Fe I 6200/6162 6494 6494 6200 6574 6574SAO 82868 F5 0.340 0.148 0.383 7.611 | |HD 115043 G1 0.333 0.220 0.548 4.630 19.364 4.182HD 69830 G7.5 0.317 0.262 0.773 3.710 14.222 3.833HD 131156A G8 0.327 0.248 0.718 4.726 12.739 2.696HD 124752 K0 0.361 0.340 0.953 3.753 6.549 1.745HD 124750 K0 0.391 0.378 0.866 2.978 8.839 2.968HD 142091 K1 0.276 0.227 0.699 1.695 3.263 1.925HD 109011 K2 0.384 0.456 1.147 3.083 4.139 1.343HD 110463 K3 0.457 0.563 1.212 2.791 3.084 1.105HD 128165 K3 0.415 0.538 1.109 3.061 3.041 0.993HD 113156B K5 0.457 0.848 1.790 3.172 3.854 1.215HD 237903 K7 0.382 0.818 | 3.539 2.161 0.611Table 2.10: Ca I and Fe I absorption lines ratios as a function of spectral typefor observed standards.

Figure 2.3: Ca I absorption lines ratios 6122/6494�A, 6162/6494�A and6122/6162�A as a function of spectral type. The 6162/6494�A and 6122/6494�Aratios show a fairly monotonic correspondence with spectral type. The solidlines represent third order polynomial �ts to the observed data.
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Figure 2.4: Fe I absorption lines ratios 6103/6574�A, 6200/6574�A and6103/6200�A as a function of spectral type. Although the 6103/6574�A and6200/6574�A ratios have fairly monotonic correspondence with spectral typeand are somewhat steeper, the 6574�A line is often blended with H� 6563�A.The solid lines represent third order polynomial �ts to the observed data.Results of WIYN observations of X{ray sources NW of the beltName Sp Type Ca I 6122/ Ca I 6162/ Ca I 6122/ Fe I 6103/ H� Li I notes6495 6494 6162 6574 6563 6707R052329+0115 { | | | | 0.000 0.000 fR052426+0108 { | | | | 0.000 0.000 fR052435+0110 M1 2.185 3.055 0.715 -23.198 0.000 1.320R052505+0120 M1 1.449 0.000 | | 0.000 0.519 fR052510+0105 { | | | | 0.000 0.000 fR052645+0104 { | | | | 0.000 0.000 fGSC 101 518 G0 0.726 3.066 0.237 | 0.000 0.790GSC 101 537 K0 0.941 2.876 0.327 0.000 0.169 1.310GSC 101 843 G8 0.755 4.287 0.176 96.170 0.016 0.562GSC 101 1156 K0 0.784 2.787 0.281 4.430 0.130 0.938GSC 101 1544 F5 0.925 3.159 0.293 95.000 0.000 0.495GSC 101 1579 K7 1.950 4.521 0.431 -3.240 0.225 1.110GSC 101 2447 K7/M0 2.968 4.317 0.688 -4.238 0.000 0.216 fNotes:f { Faint spectraTable 2.11: Spectroscopic data for X{ray sources NW of the Belt of Orion.
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Results of WIYN observations of � Orionis X{ray sourcesName Sp Type Ca I 6122/ Ca I 6162/ Ca I 6122/ Fe I 6103/ H� Li I notes6495 6494 6162 6574 6563 6707R053752-0233 K7 3.605 6.879 1.908 | -3.690 0.000 fR053807-0235 { | | | | 0.000 0.000 fR053820-0237 M0 | | | | -7.010 0.562 fR053833-0236 K5 | | | | -24.460 2.160 fR053844-0240c K5 | | 3.961 | -7.340 1.660 fR053849-0238 K5 0.878 0.860 0.980 | -5.870 0.000 fR053851-0236 K5 | | | | -86.290 0.000 fR053851-0246 K7 0.595 0.598 1.006 | -3.840 0.247 fR053853-0243 { 3.069 2.332 0.760 | -4.220 0.000 fR053923-0233 K7 1.320 3.058 2.316 | -5.070 1.180 fR053932-0239 { | | | | 0.000 0.000 fR053751-0235b M0 1.421 0.228 0.161 | -6.410 0.315R053807-0235a K5 1.277 2.078 1.627 | -15.220 0.219R053828-0235 K5 1.643 8.307 5.056 | -5.800 0.350R053831-0235 K7 0.828 2.917 3.524 | -5.710 4.030R053834-0234 K0 0.999 1.029 1.031 | 1.030 0.851R053835-0231 K5 0.343 0.244 0.711 | -1.330 0.299R053838-0234 K5 0.503 0.923 1.836 | -1.340 0.389R053838-0236 K5 0.660 1.186 1.798 | -3.640 0.391R053840-0230a M0 0.607 1.428 2.352 | -2.080 0.409R053841-0237 K3 0.370 1.068 2.890 | -7.760 0.316R053844-0240b K3 1.142 0.424 0.371 | 2.640 0.000R053847-0237 K5 0.787 5.654 7.181 | -9.560 0.263R053853-0239 M1 1.105 1.505 1.362 | -0.274 0.028R053902-0229 K7 0.188 2.385 12.662 | -5.320 0.177 BGSC 4771 579 K2 0.000 0.935 | | 1.750 0.0007 fGSC 4771 751 K0 0.251 0.918 3.656 10.182 1.460 0.195GSC 4771 775 K0 0.220 0.805 3.657 | -9.420 0.188GSC 4771 899 K3 0.322 1.761 5.470 1.522 -1.680 0.256GSC 4771 901 K5 0.857 1.536 1.792 | -13.800 0.571 fGSC 4771 910 K3 0.800 2.121 2.652 3.451 -11.850 0.472GSC 4771 921 K0 0.285 0.948 3.323 3.654 0.521 0.417GSC 4771 947 { 1.728 3.811 2.205 | -31.380 0.689GSC 4771 950 K0 0.268 0.458 1.707 | 4.900 0.030GSC 4771 953 K5 3.757 7.992 2.127 3.372 -1.520 0.557GSC 4771 1038 K5 0.537 2.246 4.183 5.826 -2.520 0.492GSC 4771 1049 K5 0.692 1.708 2.469 1.511 -2.270 0.450GSC 4771 1051 K5 0.837 2.009 2.399 1.832 -5.540 0.429GSC 4771 1056 K1 0.315 0.987 3.132 2.524 0.520 0.107GSC 4771 1075 K5 0.444 1.410 3.175 2.113 -1.550 0.354GSC 4771 1092 K3 0.663 1.554 2.345 3.537 -9.070 0.533GSC 4771 1097 K5 0.672 1.595 2.374 1.691 -1.920 0.457GSC 4771 1147 K0 0.586 1.456 2.483 1.922 -1.440 0.311 BNotes:B { Double lines, binary.f { Faint spectraTable 2.12: Spectroscopic data for X{ray sources near � Orionis.
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2.5 Fits to Evolutionary ModelsWith knowledge of the spectral types and IR colors, Teff could be calcu-lated for a subset of the stars. Since B�V colors are not useful, one insteadworks from V�K as well as R�I (Carney 1983). For those stars with spec-tra, the intrinsic colors for a given spectral type are taken from Bessell (1979)and Bessell and Brett (1988). The Seaton (1979) extinction curve is used forreddening. Extinction is solved for by dereddening the stars, so that the dered-dened colors match the observed spectral type. By varying the spectral classand spectral type (by one class and one subtype respectively), I calculate theextinction (Av) for each color. The best �t Av was then used to deredden thecolors. Extinction was calculated for all of the colors. However, Av determinedfrom the R-I color was used preferentially in the dereddening procedure be-cause it would be least a�ected by chromospheric activity. Dereddened colorscould only be obtained for those stars with either IR data or spectra. Thedereddened colors for those stars are given in Table 2.13.To determine luminosity, one can simply integrate the dereddened SEDand assume a blackbody law beyond the range of the photometric coverage.Alternatively, if one assumes the stars have normal photospheres, then thebolometric ux, in units of ergs/cm2/s, is given by:fbol = 2:48� 105 � 2:512�(mV +BC): (2:3)In equation 2.3, mV is the dereddened V magnitude and BC is the bolomet-ric correction. The bolometric correction is taken from Lang (1994). Thebolometric correction is dependent on spectral classi�cation, the value of the
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correction tabulated in Lang varies by up to 10% between luminosity classesIII and V, with class V sources having lower values than class III sources. Wal-ter et al. (1994) explicitly solved for the bolometric correction of luminosityclass IV objects. These value are systematically lower than the Lang values forclass V stars by 5 { 10%. The estimation of the bolometric correction basedon tables from Lang for class V sources introduces an error of about 5%. Thebolometric ux thus obtained was divided by the solar value (Allen 1973) ata distance of 380 pc to produce the luminosity given in the table.Figure 2.5 shows the photometric data from all Orion OB1 stars for whichextinctions were calculated in this manner overplotted with evolutionary tracksfrom D'Antona and Mazzitelli (1994). Many authors (e.g., D'Antona andMazzitelli 1994, Swenson 1996, Vandenberg 1985) have recently published evo-lutionary models for low{mass PMS stars. These models generally attemptto reproduce the temperature and luminosity of a PMS star as a function oftime. The D'Antona and Mazzitelli tracks employ mixing length theory andconvection (following the prescription of Canuto and Mazzitelli 1990). Hightemperature opacities are taken from Rogers and Iglesias (1992) and low tem-perature opacities are from Alexander et al. (1989). In general, it is di�cultto use such evolutionary models to obtain exact ages for PMS sources becauseof di�culty in setting the zero point. This di�culty mainly arises because itis unclear how stars form in the natal stages. Most authors assume that thesestages move very quickly, so the exact starting point is unimportant. D'Antonaand Mazzitelli (1994) begin their calculations when the core temperature inhydrostatic equilibrium reaches 6 � 105K. Some young stars sit at the birth-
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line (Stahler 1983) for an extended period of time while still accreting material(e.g., the stars in Upper Scorpius; Walter et al. 1994). It is not appropriateto start the model evolving until after the star has started down the Hayashitrack, at this point the evolution of the star is treated as a function of themass of the star alone, and the disk is discounted. Other di�erences amongthe models, such as the treatment of convection and opacities can generateage di�erences of up to 40%.The models can be used to measure relative parameters of the samples inthe two sub{associations examined. The data given in Table 2.13 indicate that,in general, the redding of the stars near � Orionis is small (Av < 2). Basedon this observation, and the data in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, the X{ray sources inOrion OB1a are about 0.5 dex older than the stars near � Orionis. The stars

Figure 2.5: Luminosity{temperature diagram for all X{ray sources for whichextinctions could be calculated based on optical plus either IR or spectral data.The evolutionary tracks used are described in the text.
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near � Orionis also have a much narrower age dispersion. In both cases, theX{ray sources are less than 1.5 M�. Both samples show some sources whichappear to be far younger than the rest of the sample. One explanation forthese stars may be that they are part of binary systems. Binary systems ofstars occupy higher positions on the H{R diagram than single stars since themagnitudes of the two components are combined (Simon et al. 1993).
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Extinction correctionsStar AV V Te� BC LbolR053751-0235 1.51 14.12 3534 1.93 0.260R053808-0235 0.21 14.98 4337 0.84 0.117R053829-0223 1.95 14.14 3604 1.78 0.254R053831-0235 1.89 13.76 3618 1.76 0.360R053838-0236 0.78 13.27 3852 1.34 0.568R053840-0230 0.70 13.95 3762 1.49 0.304R053841-0227 1.30 13.28 3843 1.36 0.563R053852-0238 0.25 14.56 3645 1.70 0.172R053922-0233 2.01 14.49 3528 1.95 0.1834771 0775 0.05 11.51 5054 0.66 2.8684771 0901 1.85 14.55 3615 1.76 0.1744771 0910 1.19 13.15 3870 1.32 0.6334771 0950 2.10 12.72 3723 1.56 0.9444771 1038 0.96 13.55 3807 1.41 0.4384771 1049 0.19 12.83 4010 1.13 0.8534771 1051 0.47 13.46 3935 1.23 0.4754771 1056 0.63 12.83 4638 0.70 0.8474771 1075 0.82 13.59 3843 1.36 0.4224771 1092 0.52 13.59 3921 1.25 0.4214771 1097 0.49 13.46 3928 1.24 0.477Table 2.13: Extinction corrected bolometric magnitudes for those stars withsu�cient spectral or IR data.
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2.6 CompletenessThe X{ray selected PMS candidates may not constitute a complete list.The primary factor is the sensitivity limit, complicated by the vignetting inthe �eld of the PSPC which was used to make the source list. The vignettingcauses the sensitivity function to vary over the �eld, so one cannot quote asingle sensitivity limit. In order to better understand the completeness of theX{ray data, photometry of every star in both regions was undertaken. Thestar identi�cation was performed in the R{band frames using the DAOFINDtask in the IRAF/APPHOT package. This task is fairly robust in rejectingobjects with non{stellar point spread functions. The source positions thusidenti�ed were recentered on the individual frames using the CENTER task.Photometry and standardization were performed identically to the other starsin this study. The optical completeness, as determined by number counts, wasV of 18.5 with some stars as faint as magnitude V=20 detected in at least threecolors. More than 4000 stars were detected over a total of 2200 arcminutes2 ofsky observed. The results (with X{ray sources removed) are overlayed with theX{ray sources in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. The �gures show that the data bifurcateinto two distinct groups. There is a set of background stars below the mainsequence (for an assumed distance of 400 pc). This set includes probable giantbranch stars which can most clearly be seen in Figure 2.7 as a group of starsnear V = 14 and R�I = 0.5 which lie in between the background and the PMSstars. The second set of stars are co{spatial with the X{ray sources. Sincereddening is not known for the bulk of the stars in the group, the temperature
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is measured simply by interpolating R�I using translations given by Bessell(1990). The V magnitude was converted to luminosity by using the sameformulation as used in the previous section. Data on these additional PMScandidates are summarized in Tables 2.14 and 2.16.In Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the X{ray quiet stars, in the PMS region of thecolor{magnitude diagram between magnitudes V=11 and V=16, are about50% of the total number of sources. This result is not an artifact of vignettingin the X{ray observations. Observations were made using both the rosat HRIand the rosat PSPC. While both of the instruments have strong sensitivityvariations across the �eld, regions generally obscured to one camera are notobscured in the other. There is no positional correlation with the locations ofthe X{ray sources and the HRI sensitivity function. The X{ray quiet sourcesare distributed evenly across the �eld (see Figure 2.8).
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Non X-ray PMS stars near � OrionisStar R.A. (J2000.) Dec. (J2000.) U�B B�V V V�R R�IP053752-0233 5 37 52.1 -2 33 38.1 1.93 0.62 1.30 0.09 16.792 0.031 1.04 0.03 1.33 0.014771 0775 5 37 52.9 -2 33 34.3 0.27 0.01 0.78 0.01 11.565 0.001 0.46 0.01 0.42 0.01P053754-0241 5 37 54.7 -2 41 08.2 0.94 0.77 0.64 0.28 18.750 0.163 1.62 0.17 1.72 0.04P053758-0241 5 37 58.3 -2 41 25.7 | | 1.47 0.51 18.607 0.149 1.49 0.16 1.79 0.044771 0720 5 37 58.9 -2 41 00.3 0.44 0.01 0.77 0.01 11.601 0.000 0.44 0.01 0.37 0.014771 0961 5 38 02.0 -2 29 55.8 1.33 0.05 1.45 0.01 14.499 0.004 0.82 0.01 0.69 0.01P053805-0240 5 38 05.5 -2 40 17.8 0.26 0.05 0.44 0.03 16.437 0.021 1.11 0.02 1.23 0.01P053808-0235 5 38 08.2 -2 35 56.1 -0.01 0.10 1.46 0.05 16.187 0.017 1.10 0.02 1.32 0.014771 0706 5 38 10.5 -2 32 57.5 1.21 0.02 1.33 0.01 13.943 0.003 0.74 0.01 0.65 0.01P053816-0238 5 38 16.0 -2 38 05.5 | | 0.52 0.16 18.300 0.109 1.49 0.12 1.60 0.03P053817-0240 5 38 17.8 -2 40 48.7 | | 0.66 0.18 18.283 0.105 1.43 0.11 1.86 0.03P053820-0238 5 38 20.1 -2 38 02.1 0.60 0.45 1.45 0.16 17.430 0.047 1.37 0.05 1.72 0.01P053820-0234 5 38 20.5 -2 34 11.0 -2.14 0.37 1.07 0.32 18.542 0.131 1.29 0.14 1.83 0.04P053822-0245 5 38 22.8 -2 45 30.9 | | 1.22 0.24 18.022 0.084 0.91 0.10 1.33 0.05P053822-0236 5 38 22.8 -2 36 49.1 -0.22 0.66 1.45 0.38 18.331 0.112 1.09 0.12 1.56 0.04P053823-0225 5 38 23.0 -2 25 34.3 -0.64 0.26 0.81 0.20 18.218 0.102 1.20 0.11 1.49 0.04P053823-0244 5 38 23.1 -2 44 14.4 -0.54 0.58 1.70 0.37 17.996 0.091 1.19 0.10 1.57 0.03P053823-0241 5 38 23.5 -2 41 29.6 -0.30 0.67 1.74 0.42 18.108 0.089 1.22 0.10 1.73 0.034771 1021 5 38 26.2 -2 34 29.3 0.21 0.01 0.81 0.01 13.103 0.002 0.50 0.01 0.50 0.014771 0041 5 38 27.1 -2 45 10.0 0.44 0.02 1.24 0.01 14.561 0.005 0.92 0.01 0.82 0.01P053827-0235 5 38 27.4 -2 35 03.8 0.31 0.20 1.07 0.08 17.087 0.037 1.24 0.04 1.50 0.01P053831-0236 5 38 31.3 -2 36 32.3 -1.09 0.03 0.72 0.03 16.303 0.018 1.21 0.02 1.29 0.01P053833-0236 5 38 33.3 -2 36 17.0 0.83 0.16 1.58 0.04 15.866 0.013 1.13 0.01 1.26 0.014771 1095 5 38 33.5 -2 44 14.4 1.08 0.01 1.38 0.01 13.201 0.002 0.92 0.01 0.81 0.01P053833-0241 5 38 33.7 -2 41 09.4 | | 1.46 0.28 17.871 0.081 1.73 0.08 1.43 0.02P053834-0222 5 38 34.1 -2 22 56.5 0.66 0.01 1.27 0.01 13.802 0.003 0.78 0.01 0.76 0.01P053834-0239 5 38 34.6 -2 39 29.1 | | 1.83 0.01 14.155 0.004 1.20 0.01 1.05 0.01P053834-0239 5 38 34.7 -2 39 29.1 2.13 0.10 1.83 0.01 14.065 0.003 1.11 0.01 1.04 0.01P053834-0232 5 38 34.7 -2 32 53.1 0.70 0.01 1.07 0.01 11.919 0.001 0.63 0.01 0.54 0.014771 1097 5 38 35.7 -2 30 43.3 0.97 0.02 1.25 0.01 14.080 0.003 0.79 0.01 0.81 0.014771 1026 5 38 35.7 -2 43 51.3 1.10 0.01 1.30 0.01 13.563 0.003 0.85 0.01 0.72 0.01P053836-0244 5 38 36.5 -2 44 13.0 0.83 0.42 1.04 0.15 17.649 0.060 1.56 0.06 1.76 0.02P053836-0236 5 38 36.7 -2 36 44.3 | | 0.70 0.23 18.427 0.123 1.67 0.13 1.80 0.03P053838-0245 5 38 38.8 -2 45 32.9 0.77 0.38 1.31 0.14 17.263 0.043 1.34 0.04 1.33 0.014771 0740 5 38 39.4 -2 26 49.3 0.82 0.01 1.02 0.01 13.150 0.002 0.59 0.01 0.52 0.01P053839-0240 5 38 39.6 -2 40 20.2 0.20 0.87 0.99 0.42 18.943 0.178 1.67 0.19 1.77 0.05P053840-0233 5 38 40.4 -2 33 27.2 | | 1.25 0.17 17.638 0.061 1.45 0.06 1.63 0.02P053840-0232 5 38 40.7 -2 32 58.3 0.19 0.47 1.53 0.22 17.645 0.064 1.44 0.07 1.67 0.02P053841-0236 5 38 41.2 -2 36 39.3 -0.58 0.61 1.49 0.22 17.206 0.050 1.33 0.05 1.36 0.02P053841-0230 5 38 41.4 -2 30 28.7 | | 1.63 0.14 17.022 0.037 1.16 0.04 1.44 0.01P053842-0237 5 38 42.1 -2 37 18.4 0.62 0.10 1.37 0.02 15.080 0.007 1.01 0.01 1.00 0.01P053842-0238 5 38 42.8 -2 38 51.9 | | 1.34 0.11 17.064 0.035 1.02 0.04 1.11 0.01P053843-0232 5 38 43.3 -2 32 02.2 0.60 0.45 1.37 0.16 17.461 0.052 1.57 0.05 1.74 0.01P053843-0237 5 38 43.7 -2 37 04.0 | | 0.97 0.21 17.928 0.081 1.33 0.09 1.78 0.03P053844-0240 5 38 44.4 -2 40 30.5 | | 1.55 0.34 18.114 0.098 1.47 0.10 1.59 0.034771 1030 5 38 44.6 -2 33 59.2 0.81 0.01 1.24 0.01 12.458 0.001 0.70 0.01 0.67 0.01P053845-0245 5 38 45.8 -2 45 27.9 -3.37 0.98 1.16 0.86 19.434 0.339 2.11 0.36 1.82 0.054771 1090 5 38 45.9 -2 43 47.7 1.10 0.05 1.36 0.01 14.740 0.006 0.88 0.01 0.74 0.01P053847-0234 5 38 47.1 -2 34 50.0 -0.31 0.24 0.81 0.14 17.356 0.088 1.26 0.10 1.45 0.03P053847-0247 5 38 47.4 -2 47 30.4 | | 0.12 0.13 18.239 0.105 -0.19 0.18 1.42 0.15P053847-0230 5 38 47.5 -2 30 35.6 -1.49 0.80 1.41 0.64 18.933 0.196 1.50 0.21 1.99 0.05P053847-0247 5 38 47.5 -2 47 27.0 | | 1.37 0.04 16.106 0.016 1.33 0.01 1.50 0.014771 0638 5 38 47.7 -2 24 55.0 0.35 0.01 0.66 0.01 13.433 0.002 0.41 0.01 0.42 0.014771 1057 5 38 48.4 -2 44 18.0 0.42 0.01 0.86 0.01 13.358 0.002 0.60 0.01 0.51 0.01P053848-0235 5 38 48.5 -2 35 24.0 -1.58 0.17 0.97 0.18 14.799 0.135 0.84 0.16 0.97 0.08P053848-0235 5 38 48.7 -2 35 09.0 -1.23 0.13 0.43 0.23 15.417 0.233 1.48 0.26 0.98 0.08P053849-0241 5 38 49.0 -2 41 24.6 | | 0.12 0.13 18.239 0.105 -0.19 0.18 1.42 0.15Table 2.14: Coordinates and colors of candidate non{X{ray PMS stars near �Orionis.
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Non X-ray PMS stars near � Orionis... (cont.)Star R.A. (J2000.) Dec. (J2000.) U�B B�V V V�R R�IP053849-0241 5 38 49.1 -2 41 24.9 | | 1.37 0.04 16.106 0.016 1.33 0.01 1.50 0.01P053849-0241 5 38 49.1 -2 41 26.6 0.90 0.14 1.44 0.04 15.982 0.013 1.24 0.01 1.49 0.01P053849-0245 5 38 49.6 -2 45 28.0 | | 1.61 0.08 16.482 0.022 1.10 0.02 1.23 0.01P053849-0241 5 38 49.8 -2 41 23.3 | | 1.56 0.12 16.973 0.035 1.39 0.03 1.37 0.01P053850-0237 5 38 50.0 -2 37 35.5 1.14 0.62 0.50 0.17 18.172 0.107 1.65 0.11 1.69 0.03P053850-0226 5 38 50.2 -2 26 49.6 1.53 0.44 1.37 0.08 16.792 0.028 1.21 0.03 1.47 0.01P053850-0236 5 38 50.3 -2 36 37.7 | | 1.46 0.15 15.448 0.103 1.20 0.12 0.87 0.05P053854-0240 5 38 54.2 -2 40 03.4 | | 0.92 0.36 18.730 0.173 1.10 0.19 1.58 0.07P053854-0228 5 38 54.8 -2 28 57.2 1.35 4.70 1.71 0.87 18.996 0.209 1.80 0.22 1.70 0.04P053855-0241 5 38 55.2 -2 41 28.4 1.33 0.24 1.49 0.04 16.113 0.015 1.16 0.01 1.40 0.01P053855-0241 5 38 55.2 -2 41 28.4 | | 1.38 0.05 16.280 0.018 1.31 0.02 1.38 0.014771 1071 5 38 56.8 -2 31 25.9 0.24 0.01 0.72 0.01 12.921 0.002 0.42 0.01 0.40 0.01P053859-0233 5 38 59.1 -2 33 51.3 -0.39 0.06 0.78 0.04 16.532 0.023 0.81 0.02 1.13 0.01P053859-0233 5 38 59.1 -2 33 51.3 -0.45 0.05 0.72 0.03 16.451 0.021 0.73 0.02 1.13 0.01P053901-0236 5 39 01.0 -2 36 39.6 |{ |- -0.84 0.80 20.477 0.837 -0.31 1.47 1.84 1.12P053902-0238 5 39 02.3 -2 38 35.6 0.89 0.14 1.75 0.03 15.151 0.008 -0.21 0.01 1.67 0.01P053902-0229 5 39 02.5 -2 29 54.9 1.61 0.62 1.39 0.11 17.001 0.036 1.25 0.04 1.55 0.01P053902-0222 5 39 02.7 -2 22 40.7 | | | | 17.899 0.086 0.35 0.11 1.37 0.07P053902-0241 5 39 02.8 -2 41 28.6 -0.12 0.08 1.10 0.05 16.407 0.020 1.14 0.02 1.38 0.01P053902-0241 5 39 02.8 -2 41 28.6 -0.24 0.09 1.18 0.05 16.412 0.025 1.18 0.02 1.30 0.01P053903-0246 5 39 03.3 -2 46 26.0 -0.01 0.13 0.96 0.07 16.957 0.032 1.19 0.03 1.41 0.01P053904-0226 5 39 04.9 -2 26 21.1 0.07 0.59 1.23 0.32 18.323 0.115 0.96 0.13 1.54 0.06P053905-0232 5 39 05.0 -2 32 59.1 | | | | 18.034 0.099 1.40 0.09 1.61 0.034771 1075 5 39 05.2 -2 32 30.4 1.09 0.03 1.39 0.01 14.376 0.004 0.88 0.01 0.84 0.01P053905-0226 5 39 05.6 -2 26 15.9 0.07 0.59 1.23 0.32 18.323 0.115 0.96 0.13 1.54 0.06P053907-0228 5 39 07.4 -2 28 21.9 -0.04 0.20 1.55 0.11 16.886 0.031 1.05 0.03 1.45 0.014771 1092 5 39 07.4 -2 32 39.3 0.79 0.02 1.28 0.01 14.296 0.004 0.86 0.01 0.82 0.01P053907-0228 5 39 07.9 -2 28 42.1 0.39 0.49 0.76 0.23 18.411 0.125 0.85 0.15 1.69 0.06P053908-0232 5 39 08.0 -2 32 27.6 | | 0.73 0.33 18.833 0.186 1.27 0.20 1.80 0.064771 0135 5 39 08.1 -2 49 46.2 1.15 0.01 1.26 0.01 13.402 0.002 0.79 0.01 0.66 0.014771 0645 5 39 09.7 -2 25 47.5 0.95 0.01 1.06 0.01 13.222 0.002 0.61 0.01 0.50 0.014771 0668 5 39 11.1 -2 25 49.2 0.35 0.01 0.91 0.01 12.901 0.002 0.57 0.01 0.57 0.01P053911-0227 5 39 11.6 -2 27 39.5 -0.24 0.75 1.85 0.45 18.030 0.084 1.26 0.09 1.60 0.03P053912-0229 5 39 12.9 -2 29 56.9 -0.43 0.58 1.58 0.37 18.118 0.097 1.57 0.10 1.85 0.024771 0955 5 39 25.1 -2 38 22.1 0.09 0.01 1.22 0.01 14.487 0.004 0.94 0.01 0.91 0.01P053925-0231 5 39 25.1 -2 31 44.2 1.51 0.18 1.71 0.03 15.426 0.009 0.87 0.01 0.81 0.014771 0767 5 39 26.6 -2 33 37.6 0.10 0.01 0.67 0.01 12.728 0.001 0.39 0.01 0.37 0.014771 0579 5 39 30.3 -2 35 07.5 0.75 0.02 1.28 0.01 14.227 0.004 0.78 0.01 0.74 0.01P053933-0236 5 39 33.2 -2 36 41.8 0.45 0.01 1.02 0.01 14.018 0.003 0.65 0.01 0.64 0.01P053938-0233 5 39 38.1 -2 33 06.0 0.24 0.01 0.85 0.01 13.438 0.002 0.55 0.01 0.54 0.01P053939-0231 5 39 39.6 -2 31 20.6 -0.84 0.01 0.89 0.01 14.531 0.005 0.88 0.01 0.76 0.01Table 2.15: Coordinates and colors of candidate non{X{ray PMS stars near �Orionis ....continued
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Photometry of other candidate PMS stars NW of the BeltStar R.A. (J2000.) Dec. (J2000.) U�B B�V V V�R R�IP052312+0110 5 23 12.04 1 10 47.5 | | | | 19.424 0.388 -1.14 1.14 1.90 0.98P052313+0110 5 23 13.26 1 10 50.3 -0.11 0.40 0.21 0.22 18.400 0.141 1.31 0.15 1.27 0.04P052315+0106 5 23 15.59 1 06 25.7 | | 1.70 0.58 18.060 0.100 0.98 0.11 1.61 0.04P052316+0049 5 23 16.16 0 49 45.6 | | 0.94 0.23 17.498 0.075 -2.64 0.78 1.37 0.76P052317+0106 5 23 17.50 1 06 28.5 0.47 0.82 1.36 0.27 17.454 0.059 1.12 0.06 1.25 0.020101 0518 5 23 21.67 1 07 51.0 0.15 0.01 0.67 0.01 11.877 0.000 0.38 0.01 0.36 0.00P052324+0059 5 23 24.90 0 59 33.0 1.23 0.20 1.40 0.03 15.211 0.008 0.90 0.01 0.87 0.00P052329+0116 5 23 29.45 1 16 12.9 | | 1.53 0.11 16.242 0.022 1.11 0.02 1.35 0.01P052334+0051 5 23 34.59 0 51 22.9 | | | | 17.640 0.090 1.28 0.09 1.67 0.020101 1252 5 23 35.31 1 01 16.5 0.41 0.01 0.93 0.01 12.356 0.001 0.51 0.01 0.50 0.000101 1252 5 23 35.31 1 01 16.5 | | 0.91 0.01 12.403 0.001 0.54 0.01 0.50 0.00P052336+0054 5 23 36.00 0 54 36.8 | | 1.19 0.15 16.627 0.041 0.71 0.04 1.86 0.02P052337+0112 5 23 37.67 1 12 34.3 -0.29 0.68 1.28 0.34 17.679 0.081 0.80 0.09 1.38 0.04P052341+0114 5 23 41.16 1 14 33.5 0.55 0.43 1.15 0.13 16.721 0.033 0.93 0.03 1.09 0.01P052341+0111 5 23 41.75 1 11 53.7 1.01 0.20 1.36 0.04 15.473 0.010 0.89 0.01 0.83 0.00P052341+0112 5 23 41.78 1 12 00.0 0.08 0.01 0.59 0.01 13.327 0.002 0.33 0.01 0.34 0.00P052342+0051 5 23 42.45 0 51 06.0 | | 0.24 0.28 19.050 0.176 0.74 0.21 1.33 0.09P052342+0104 5 23 42.49 1 04 06.6 -0.21 0.46 0.68 0.27 18.692 0.119 0.92 0.13 1.35 0.050101 1151 5 23 42.50 0 49 17.0 | | 1.28 0.02 14.357 0.005 0.71 0.01 0.63 0.00P052342+0102 5 23 42.50 1 02 21.8 | | 1.87 0.86 18.822 0.135 1.27 0.15 1.45 0.04P052342+0102 5 23 42.50 1 02 21.8 0.50 1.02 1.00 0.35 18.114 0.106 0.52 0.13 1.45 0.060101 1242 5 23 42.90 0 52 44.7 4.67 0.81 1.27 0.01 12.953 0.002 0.83 0.01 0.73 0.00P052344+0111 5 23 44.97 1 11 32.5 | | 1.41 0.05 15.486 0.012 0.86 0.01 0.85 0.000101 0497 5 23 45.26 1 07 20.9 0.94 0.05 1.29 0.01 14.170 0.003 0.67 0.01 0.61 0.000101 1191 5 23 46.02 0 52 27.3 3.14 0.26 1.02 0.01 13.593 0.003 0.57 0.01 0.52 0.00P052347+0104 5 23 47.25 1 04 02.0 0.53 0.89 1.59 0.28 17.309 0.053 1.29 0.05 1.61 0.01P052349+0050 5 23 49.71 0 50 10.5 | | 1.30 0.32 17.417 0.068 1.29 0.07 1.64 0.02P052350+0100 5 23 50.39 1 00 51.7 -0.34 0.70 2.14 0.40 17.044 0.041 1.05 0.04 1.36 0.01P052350+0100 5 23 50.39 1 00 51.7 -0.75 0.45 1.57 0.28 17.080 0.051 1.07 0.05 1.36 0.02P052352+0101 5 23 52.62 1 01 52.6 | | 0.47 1.16 19.957 0.564 0.25 0.77 1.65 0.47P052353+0105 5 23 53.92 1 05 55.7 -0.85 0.84 0.91 0.62 19.401 0.238 1.21 0.26 1.53 0.08P052354+0055 5 23 54.57 0 55 21.6 1.38 0.55 1.32 0.07 15.830 0.016 0.97 0.01 1.02 0.00P052355+0104 5 23 55.26 1 04 22.7 | | 0.43 0.19 17.910 0.098 0.48 0.12 1.51 0.06P052355+0108 5 23 55.32 1 08 45.9 | | | | 18.647 0.126 1.18 0.14 1.33 0.050101 1235 5 23 55.60 1 01 31.0 | | 0.61 0.01 11.779 0.001 0.38 0.01 0.35 0.000101 1235 5 23 55.60 1 01 31.5 0.10 0.01 0.62 0.01 11.723 0.000 0.35 0.01 0.35 0.00P052355+0049 5 23 55.87 0 49 04.8 | | 0.98 0.77 18.738 0.234 -1.72 1.13 1.57 1.06P052356+0053 5 23 56.39 0 53 50.3 | | | | 19.509 0.226 -2.78 3.19 1.69 2.98P052356+0109 5 23 56.66 1 09 57.6 -0.87 0.59 1.12 0.42 18.195 0.129 0.72 0.15 1.21 0.070101 0429 5 23 57.13 1 06 07.4 0.23 0.01 0.73 0.01 13.111 0.001 0.41 0.01 0.40 0.000101 0429 5 23 57.15 1 06 07.9 0.26 0.01 0.74 0.01 13.109 0.002 0.40 0.01 0.37 0.00P052359+0102 5 23 59.95 1 02 35.7 -0.30 0.75 1.44 0.41 18.487 0.100 1.38 0.11 1.35 0.030101 0666 5 24 01.20 1 10 32.5 | | 1.16 0.01 14.331 0.004 0.64 0.01 0.60 0.00P052404+0114 5 24 04.27 1 14 06.0 | | 0.43 0.19 17.910 0.098 0.48 0.12 1.51 0.06P052404+0116 5 24 04.95 1 16 15.7 | | 1.17 0.09 16.430 0.027 1.01 0.03 1.15 0.01P052405+0058 5 24 05.17 0 58 05.9 | | | | 20.124 0.433 1.53 0.47 1.36 0.12P052406+0057 5 24 06.48 0 57 42.6 | | | | 18.597 0.104 -2.99 1.62 1.32 1.60P052406+0108 5 24 06.89 1 08 55.5 0.64 0.29 1.53 0.08 16.621 0.018 1.00 0.02 1.22 0.01P052406+0108 5 24 06.89 1 08 55.5 0.82 0.72 1.46 0.16 16.671 0.034 1.09 0.03 1.21 0.01P052407+0129 5 24 07.02 1 29 20.7 | | | | 18.023 0.107 1.20 0.11 1.43 0.03P052407+0129 5 24 07.02 1 29 20.7 0.78 0.29 1.44 0.06 15.770 0.014 0.95 0.01 0.97 0.00P052407+0104 5 24 07.30 1 04 52.6 | | | | 18.048 0.068 1.13 0.07 1.41 0.02P052407+0117 5 24 07.47 1 17 57.8 | | 0.76 0.84 19.230 0.334 -0.98 0.88 1.38 0.780101 0410 5 24 07.64 1 23 48.7 4.74 0.90 1.16 0.01 13.552 0.002 0.70 0.01 0.60 0.00P052407+0055 5 24 07.73 0 55 10.9 | | 0.26 0.20 18.758 0.130 1.10 0.14 1.33 0.050101 1205 5 24 07.91 1 01 52.1 1.13 0.01 1.28 0.01 12.361 0.000 0.68 0.01 0.62 0.000101 0717 5 24 10.31 1 27 13.4 0.64 0.01 1.02 0.01 12.795 0.001 0.55 0.01 0.52 0.00P052411+0118 5 24 11.66 1 18 30.4 -0.56 0.64 1.34 0.38 17.772 0.095 0.93 0.11 1.30 0.04P052413+0102 5 24 13.60 1 02 05.9 -1.02 0.43 0.53 0.35 19.137 0.165 0.09 0.26 1.58 0.18P052414+0054 5 24 14.97 0 54 54.8 0.15 1.15 0.83 0.52 19.281 0.198 1.19 0.22 1.43 0.070101 0539 5 24 15.75 1 22 33.5 | | 1.13 0.01 14.356 0.004 0.70 0.01 0.58 0.000101 1184 5 24 16.76 0 52 24.9 0.48 0.01 0.91 0.01 13.161 0.001 0.50 0.01 0.47 0.000101 0652 5 24 16.77 1 26 51.6 | | 1.01 0.01 14.030 0.003 0.57 0.01 0.52 0.000101 0423 5 24 17.87 1 06 03.2 0.67 0.01 1.03 0.01 14.074 0.002 0.54 0.01 0.54 0.00P052418+0121 5 24 18.30 1 21 46.3 | | | | 18.622 0.172 -1.41 0.64 1.75 0.57P052418+0124 5 24 18.58 1 24 36.5 0.05 0.01 0.54 0.01 11.776 0.000 | | 0.53 0.09P052420+0110 5 24 20.31 1 10 52.8 0.73 0.02 1.08 0.01 14.177 0.003 0.58 0.01 0.55 0.000101 0556 5 24 20.43 1 22 23.5 0.35 0.01 0.84 0.01 11.094 0.000 0.46 0.01 0.44 0.00P052420+0124 5 24 20.81 1 24 05.9 1.27 0.31 1.26 0.04 15.596 0.012 0.97 0.01 0.97 0.00P052422+0101 5 24 22.01 1 01 41.0 | | 0.80 0.83 19.859 0.360 0.85 0.42 1.37 0.18P052422+0100 5 24 22.17 1 00 22.8 0.14 0.12 1.33 0.05 16.290 0.014 1.19 0.01 1.37 0.000101 0534 5 24 22.30 1 26 03.8 0.20 0.01 0.69 0.01 11.021 0.000 0.38 0.01 0.36 0.00P052424+0102 5 24 24.57 1 02 42.9 | | 2.14 0.59 18.154 0.074 1.19 0.08 1.16 0.02Table 2.16: Coordinates and colors of candidate non{X{ray PMS stars NW ofthe Belt.
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Other candidate PMS stars NW of the Belt...(cont.)Star R.A. (J2000.) Dec. (J2000.) U�B B�V V V�R R�I0101 0596 5 24 25.89 1 09 22.2 0.84 0.00 1.04 0.00 12.791 0.001 0.59 0.00 0.51 0.00P052426+0128 5 24 26.77 1 28 45.3 | | 1.72 0.28 17.044 0.045 1.14 0.05 1.32 0.020101 1166 5 24 27.08 1 02 10.4 | | | | 18.411 0.107 1.21 0.10 1.28 0.04P052427+0103 5 24 27.91 1 03 20.4 | | 0.83 0.44 19.203 0.185 1.28 0.20 1.40 0.06P052429+0058 5 24 29.19 0 58 14.1 0.85 0.98 0.96 0.26 18.386 0.092 1.29 0.10 1.24 0.03P052429+0100 5 24 29.94 1 00 27.0 | | | | 19.630 0.292 1.08 0.33 1.52 0.12P052431+0101 5 24 31.21 1 01 22.1 0.99 0.13 1.41 0.03 15.661 0.008 0.88 0.00 0.84 0.00P052432+0123 5 24 32.88 1 23 50.2 -1.55 1.15 2.16 0.93 17.962 0.098 -2.58 0.95 1.86 0.88P052433+0129 5 24 33.89 1 29 37.1 | | | | 17.830 0.104 1.23 0.10 1.51 0.030101 0296 5 24 36.05 1 39 41.5 0.29 0.01 0.81 0.00 13.301 0.002 0.41 0.00 0.38 0.00P052437+0133 5 24 37.33 1 33 44.6 -0.33 0.58 0.24 0.33 18.342 0.196 0.66 0.23 1.68 0.10P052437+0129 5 24 37.98 1 29 51.0 | | | | 17.954 0.101 1.07 0.11 1.21 0.040101 0746 5 24 39.05 1 32 58.2 0.53 0.00 1.02 0.00 12.255 0.001 0.52 0.00 0.49 0.000101 0638 5 24 40.28 1 10 07.2 0.42 0.00 0.85 0.00 13.551 0.002 0.48 0.00 0.47 0.00P052440+0110 5 24 40.99 1 10 55.5 -1.18 0.86 1.63 0.68 18.696 0.120 1.23 0.13 1.76 0.040101 0889 5 24 41.05 1 31 00.4 0.49 0.03 1.03 0.01 13.914 0.004 0.55 0.00 0.50 0.00P052441+0132 5 24 41.12 1 32 15.6 | | 0.07 0.43 18.741 0.272 1.76 0.29 1.53 0.05P052441+0134 5 24 41.19 1 34 31.3 | | 0.23 0.29 18.242 0.176 0.56 0.21 1.31 0.10P052449+0129 5 24 49.68 1 29 39.4 | | 0.77 0.25 17.907 0.095 0.98 0.11 1.57 0.04P052449+0129 5 24 49.68 1 29 39.4 | | 0.61 0.33 17.961 0.137 1.03 0.15 1.64 0.05P052450+0125 5 24 50.75 1 25 16.1 | | 1.42 0.39 17.709 0.080 1.32 0.08 1.48 0.020101 0320 5 24 52.26 1 38 43.5 0.75 0.04 1.21 0.01 13.686 0.003 0.73 0.00 0.66 0.000101 0381 5 24 53.81 1 24 09.4 0.77 0.03 1.09 0.00 13.777 0.003 0.67 0.00 0.64 0.00P052454+0134 5 24 54.09 1 34 02.3 0.72 | | | 17.770 0.117 1.32 0.12 1.41 0.03P052454+0140 5 24 54.20 1 40 03.2 | | 1.79 0.17 16.104 0.024 0.99 0.02 1.08 0.010101 0780 5 24 54.72 1 20 14.7 0.03 0.00 0.58 0.00 13.135 0.002 0.34 0.00 0.34 0.000101 0300 5 24 55.02 1 39 23.0 0.00 0.00 0.66 0.00 11.257 0.000 0.36 0.00 0.36 0.00P052455+0127 5 24 55.02 1 27 02.4 -1.19 0.72 1.55 0.53 17.961 0.101 1.32 0.11 1.36 0.03P052455+0141 5 24 55.14 1 41 46.0 | | 1.45 0.51 17.582 0.093 1.11 0.10 1.58 0.03P052457+0141 5 24 57.69 1 41 42.7 | | | | 17.952 0.134 1.43 0.14 1.59 0.04P052458+0125 5 24 58.80 1 25 18.6 | | 1.08 0.89 19.016 0.268 1.25 0.29 1.79 0.08P052500+0139 5 25 00.99 1 39 43.8 | | | | 18.252 0.192 1.46 0.19 1.58 0.04P052501+0140 5 25 01.28 1 40 52.2 | | | | 18.179 0.161 0.77 0.18 1.19 0.08P052501+0134 5 25 01.87 1 34 56.7 0.79 1.36 1.43 0.31 17.097 0.062 1.19 0.06 1.44 0.02P052501+0137 5 25 01.97 1 37 21.3 0.06 0.36 1.63 0.14 16.082 0.023 0.97 0.02 1.30 0.010101 2527 5 25 02.27 1 31 49.9 | | -0.26 0.83 19.619 0.674 1.54 0.73 1.72 0.150101 0932 5 25 03.63 1 30 14.1 0.35 0.01 0.94 0.00 12.775 0.002 0.53 0.00 0.48 0.000101 0514 5 25 03.72 1 22 50.7 0.14 0.01 0.67 0.00 13.554 0.004 0.37 0.00 0.39 0.00P052505+0136 5 25 05.01 1 36 54.0 -0.43 0.60 1.69 0.33 16.959 0.055 1.27 0.06 1.46 0.010101 0431 5 25 05.36 1 36 38.6 0.13 0.01 0.81 0.00 13.637 0.003 0.43 0.00 0.42 0.00P052507+0134 5 25 07.47 1 34 24.8 -1.30 0.43 2.13 0.33 16.390 0.031 1.19 0.03 1.39 0.010101 0876 5 25 07.89 1 31 15.6 0.61 0.02 1.10 0.00 12.985 0.002 0.57 0.00 0.52 0.00P052511+0129 5 25 11.29 1 29 25.9 | | 0.64 0.99 19.131 0.396 0.73 0.47 1.94 0.200101 0716 5 25 11.57 1 20 53.0 0.68 0.00 1.00 0.00 11.843 0.001 0.54 0.00 0.51 0.000101 0977 5 25 11.79 1 29 08.8 0.68 0.01 1.08 0.00 12.608 0.002 0.56 0.00 0.49 0.000101 0977 5 25 11.79 1 29 08.8 0.78 0.01 1.07 0.00 12.628 0.002 0.57 0.00 0.52 0.00P052513+0136 5 25 13.32 1 36 15.9 | | 0.73 0.69 18.720 0.266 1.59 0.28 1.56 0.06P052514+0138 5 25 14.30 1 38 39.0 | | 0.03 0.46 18.828 0.308 -0.73 0.64 1.32 0.55P052514+0122 5 25 14.95 1 22 44.9 | | 0.14 0.37 18.431 0.242 1.95 0.26 1.46 0.040101 0600 5 25 16.48 1 21 56.7 0.01 0.00 0.52 0.00 13.131 0.003 0.32 0.00 0.34 0.000101 0712 5 25 16.50 1 27 13.5 | | 0.88 0.22 17.240 0.081 1.24 0.09 1.46 0.03P052516+0116 5 25 16.66 1 16 16.1 -0.60 0.51 2.22 0.39 16.452 0.040 1.13 0.04 1.39 0.01P052517+0128 5 25 17.54 1 28 30.0 | | | | 19.007 0.350 1.59 0.37 1.42 0.080101 0433 5 25 20.34 1 23 37.1 0.47 0.00 0.92 0.00 12.718 0.002 0.52 0.00 0.51 0.000101 2518 5 25 20.63 1 23 35.5 0.19 0.01 0.67 0.00 13.369 0.004 0.39 0.00 0.39 0.000101 0685 5 25 21.04 1 33 41.0 -0.01 0.01 0.67 0.00 13.401 0.003 0.37 0.00 0.35 0.00P052525+0129 5 25 25.70 1 29 50.7 -0.50 0.67 1.35 0.37 17.403 0.082 1.26 0.09 1.54 0.02P052527+0141 5 25 27.62 1 41 47.2 | | | | 17.544 0.094 1.13 0.10 1.44 0.030101 0369 5 25 28.07 1 37 17.8 0.90 0.07 1.27 0.01 14.020 0.004 0.76 0.00 0.69 0.000101 0873 5 25 29.15 1 28 30.2 | | 1.10 0.01 13.796 0.004 0.58 0.00 0.55 0.000101 0873 5 25 29.15 1 28 30.2 0.70 0.02 1.06 0.01 13.786 0.005 0.59 0.00 0.54 0.000101 0443 5 25 30.18 1 23 22.4 0.12 0.00 0.66 0.00 11.525 0.001 0.36 0.00 0.36 0.000101 0579 5 25 30.96 1 26 30.3 0.69 0.00 1.04 0.00 11.142 0.001 0.55 0.00 0.51 0.00P052533+0122 5 25 33.87 1 22 31.0 -0.30 0.12 0.99 0.09 16.129 0.029 0.23 0.03 1.43 0.02P052535+0128 5 25 35.58 1 28 23.2 2.10 0.42 1.26 0.05 15.357 0.016 0.94 0.01 0.86 0.01P052537+0127 5 25 37.64 1 27 18.8 | | 1.30 0.81 18.194 0.195 1.20 0.21 1.42 0.07P052541+0126 5 25 41.41 1 26 44.9 | | 1.68 0.52 17.282 0.088 1.26 0.09 1.28 0.03P052541+0123 5 25 41.80 1 23 48.2 0.93 0.26 1.18 0.09 16.058 0.029 0.95 0.03 1.13 0.010101 0697 5 25 46.47 1 21 04.7 0.06 0.00 0.62 0.00 11.201 0.001 0.35 0.00 0.34 0.000101 0718 5 25 50.30 1 27 19.2 0.86 0.00 1.03 0.00 11.522 0.001 0.56 0.00 0.48 0.00Table 2.17: Coordinates and colors of candidate non{X{ray PMS stars NW ofthe Belt. (continued)
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Figure 2.6: A color{magnitude diagram for all stars in 900 square arcminutesnearest to � Orionis. Triangles indicate X{ray sources. The smaller dotsindicate background sources. A one magnitude reddening vector is shown.
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Figure 2.7: A color{magnitude diagram for all stars in 1350 square arcminuteswhich were observed during observations of X{ray sources northwest of thebelt of Orion. Triangles indicate X{ray sources, two observations of eachX{ray source are displayed in the �gure. All other symbols are the same asthe previous �gure.
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Figure 2.8: The locations of non{X{ray PMS candidates near � Orionis. Thesources cover the �eld uniformly. There are no sources in the corners of theregion displayed since no data were taken in these regions.
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2.6.1 X{ray Quiet PMS CandidatesThere are several explanations for these X{ray quiet PMS stars. To ex-amine the explanations, it is proper to divide the PMS stars into three groups:those bluer than R�I = 0.7, those redder than the X{ray sources (R�I >1.25) and those with colors similar to the X{ray sources. For the �rst group,contamination by background stars is a problem. The peak in the distributionof background stars appears at R�I of 0.5. At this color, it is possible thatdozens background stars are occupying the same region of the H-R diagramas PMS stars. However, since this group is also the brightest, we were able toobtain spectra for many of these objects.A total of 26 of the non{X{ray detected PMS candidates had spectrataken. They were part of the control sample of non{X{ray emitting starswhich was drawn drawn for the Guide Star Catalog (Lasker et al. 1990). Theresults are given in in Table 2.18. Strong (EW > 0.200 �A) Li I absorptionfeatures were found in absorption in 19 of them. Of the 19 con�rmed PMSstars, nine were near � Orionis. Two of these had strong H� emission linesassociated with cTTs. A preliminary result is that 73% � 15% of the PMScandidates identi�ed solely through their optical colors, are indeed PMS.As stars get redder, there is a clear gap between the background sourcesand the PMS candidates. The bifurcation between the background group andthe X{rays sources is almost a magnitude for stars redder the R�I = 0.7 andincreases in the redward direction. These stars were too dim to be observedwith the spectroscopic survey. To estimate contamination for the stars near
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Results of WIYN observations of X{ray quiet GSC starsName Sp Type Ca I 6122/ Ca I 6162/ Ca I 6122/ Fe I 6103/ Fe I 6200/ H� Li I6495 6494 6162 6574 6574 6563 6707101 410 K5 2.006 4.308 0.466 | | 0.211 1.440101 443 K0 0.563 2.534 0.222 178.095 0.000 0.000 0.584101 518 K0 0.709 3.112 0.228 | | 0.077 0.750101 638 G8 1.149 3.490 0.329 | | 0.062 1.060101 666 K2 0.411 2.740 0.150 | | 0.158 1.050101 697 K0 0.768 3.000 0.256 113.704 0.000 0.017 0.584101 780 { | | | | | 0.000 0.000101 977 K1 0.772 3.713 0.208 | | 0.139 0.888101 1151 G8 1.379 3.757 0.367 | | 0.000 1.180101 1166 K3 0.970 3.188 0.304 61.786 0.000 0.000 0.152101 2518 K0 0.698 2.842 0.246 103.235 0.000 0.028 0.589101 2527 G8 0.732 2.204 0.332 225.385 0.000 0.074 0.6184771 41 K5 0.634 2.240 0.283 | | -45.60 0.3874771 135 K5 0.639 1.634 0.391 | | 0.662 0.0004771 579 { 0.000 0.000 | | | 1.890 0.0004771 638 F5 0.109 0.473 0.231 | | 6.750 0.0604771 720 G1 0.135 0.991 0.136 | | 3.290 0.0004771 740 K2 0.705 1.950 0.361 | | 0.809 0.0004771 767 G8 0.285 0.847 0.337 | | 4.240 0.0004771 775 K1 0.319 1.300 0.245 | | -1.090 0.2084771 1026 K3 0.407 1.132 0.360 | | -1.280 0.3334771 1071 G8 0.195 0.926 0.210 | | 4.230 0.0544771 1075 K5 0.227 1.495 0.152 | | -2.370 0.4564771 1092 K5 0.706 1.895 0.373 | | -8.640 0.5664771 1095 K5 0.489 1.308 0.374 | | -24.42 0.4044771 1097 K5 0.541 1.876 0.289 | | -2.130 0.514Table 2.18: Spectroscopic data for optically selected candidate PMS stars.� Orionis, I divided the color{magnitude diagram of from R�I of 0.7 to 1.25into 4 bins. The bins were de�ned by lines running parallel to the reddeningvector, and passing through R�I = 0.7 and V magnitudes of 14 through 18.(See 2.6 for more details.) The group of stars below the bottom line wasignored since this bin is incomplete. In the lowest bin there are 63 stars, inthe bin above that there are 24, in the next bin (the once that most closely�lls the gap between the background sources and the PMS stars) there are10 sources. A �t to these data projects 3{4 background sources to be foundin the top bin. If I had accounted for the incompleteness in the bottom twobins, this number would be even smaller. Excluding X{ray sources, there area total of 22 sources in the top bin. Based on the above argument, I expectabout 85% � 10% of these to be PMS stars.
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The existence non{X{ray detected PMS stars implies one of two conclu-sions. The �rst possibility is there are X{ray quiet PMS stars. It is possiblethat these stars are relatively slow rotators, so that the dynamo for generatingthe activity is not as powerful. The second possibility is that the activity ratesin stars change with time. Figure 2.9 shows the X{ray count rate of all butthe brightest detected X-ray sources near � Orionis. The bottom 12 sourcesin the �gure are within 3 � of the detection limit. Given that the observedX{ray variability of PMS stars in Taurus is up to a factor of �ve (Walter et al.1988), many of the sources observed could be missing in later observations andmany stars not observed here may be seen in future observations. The X{rayux changes may be secular in nature or could indicate stellar activity cyclesin these stars, similar to those of the Sun and older stars (cf. Dorren 1995).However, Walter et al. (1988) note that of Taurus{Auriga stars observed inX{rays more than once, 25% of them have signi�cant source variability whichled to non{detections during at least one observation. Between V=14 andV=16, I �nd 25 stars which are X{ray sources and estimate 19 non{X{rayPMS stars. Based on their colors the non{X{ray detected stars are PMS.The group of stars which are redder than the X{ray sources, R�I > 1:25,is probably composed of stars similar to the X{ray sources, except that theirsmaller mass leads to a smaller surface area. Assuming a constant X{ray uxper unit surface area, the lower mass stars are X{ray dim. Consequently, theyfall below the rosat detection limit.
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2.6.2 Very Low Mass PMS ObjectsIn Figures 2.10 and 2.11, the color-magnitude data from Figures 2.6 and2.7, have been moved onto a luminosity{temperature plot using the follow-ing steps. First the color was converted to a temperature, using tables fromBessell (1990). Then the bolometric correction, appropriate for these temper-atures was applied to the observed V magnitudes. Bolometric magnitude wasthen compared to the bolometric magnitude of the Sun at 380 pc. Since thereddening found for the stars in Table 2.13 was small, no reddening correctionwas attempted. The evolutionary tracks of D'Antona and Mazzitelli (1994)have been overplotted. Note the addition of seven diamonds at the lowerright{hand corner of the plot. These diamonds indicate the positions of verylow mass, 3 Myr old, objects from the work of Burrows et al. (1993). These

Figure 2.9: The X{ray count rates of all but the brightest HRI sources near �Orionis. One sigma error bars are indicated.
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models are similar to those mentioned above except that they focus particularattention to absorption of H2 molecules and Coulomb corrections due to freeelectrons in cool stellar atmospheres. Consequently these models are expectedto be more accurate than other models in the cool regime. The diamondsrepresent objects of masses from 0.2 M� to 0.05 M�. From the �gure, it isclear that masses determined using the Burrows et al. tracks are higher thanthose with the D'Antona and Mazzitelli tracks. Nonetheless, there are still asigni�cant number of PMS sources cooler than the 0.08 M� hydrogen burninglimit. These objects are candidate brown dwarfs.As stated above, no reddening correction was applied to the sources. Sincethe reddening vector runs in the redward direction along the main sequence,it is possible that these objects are simply highly reddened PMS stars. JHKdata will aid in determining the reddening and temperatures of these objects.Spectral line diagnostics of these stars will give a more complete picture of theirnature. It has been suggested (Stau�er, private communication) that theremay be a dust sheet behind the � Orionis cluster, and that the extremelyred sources are simply embedded in the cloud. However, this is consideredunlikely based on the comparison of Figures 2.6 and 2.7. From these �gures,one can calculate the mean color of the background populations. The meansare R�I = 0.55 and R�I = 0.4 for � Orionis stars and stars northwest of thebelt respectively. While there is di�erence in the overall extinction beyond thetwo groups, it is only about 0.15 in R�I, which translates to an extinction ofonly 0.5 in V. Global extinction probably does not exceed 0.8 magnitudes atV.
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The number of stars near the brown dwarf cuto� may betray the existenceof many more. The completeness limit of the diagram is approximately Vmagnitude 18.5. Note that in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the density of sources in thePMS group decreases only slightly as this limit is approached. This seems toimply the existence of additional stars redward of those in the �gure. Thesesources would either be subject to extreme reddening (AV > 2) or be belowthe hydrogen burning limit. In either event, the data do indicate a plethoraof extremely low mass objects.This optical V versus R�I scheme is a very powerful method of detect-ing very low mass (VLM) objects. The usual method of �nding young browndwarfs is to use deep infrared mapping of star formation regions (cf. Com-eron et al. 1993, Stau�er et al. 1994 and references therein). The advantageof infrared mapping is that very low mass stars are expected to be brightest inthese colors. As one moves toward the optical, ux falls o� rapidly since coolobjects have their ux peak well into the near{IR (although for a su�cientlycool temperature, absorption dominates and objects appear bluer as their ef-fective temperature drops). When one looks at young stars (< 2 Myr in thecase of � Orionis), there is no discernible break in the luminosity function asone moves below the hydrogen burning limit (Burrows et al. 1989). Becauseof this, young brown dwarfs are intrinsically no more di�cult to observe in theoptical than low mass stars at the age of � Orionis. Although 2 Myr old browndwarfs have less ux by in optical wavelengths than the IR, it appears thatthis e�ect is outweighed by the wide �eld and low background of optical CCDswith respect to IR arrays. The ability to identify a complete population of
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PMS stars is very important to our understanding of these objects. Previoussamples used to study the binary fraction have been naturally biased towardstars with strong emission lines or X{ray emission. The capacity to identifyPMS stars independent of their activity levels will greatly aid us in the pursuitof understanding the nature of these objects.
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Figure 2.10: A luminosity{temperature diagram for all stars in 900 squarearcminutes nearest to � Orionis. Triangles indicate X{ray sources. The smallerdots indicate background sources. Diamonds indicate the locations of 3 Myrstars (0.1 { 0.06 M� (Burrows et al. (1993) No reddening corrections havebeen applied. Isochrones are taken from D'Antona and Mazzitelli (1993) usingopacities from Alexander et al. (1989).
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Figure 2.11: A luminosity{temperature diagram for all stars in 1350 squarearcminutes which were observed during observations of X{ray sources north-west of the belt of Orion. Triangles indicate X{ray sources, two observationsof each X{ray source are displayed in the �gure. All other symbols are thesame as the previous �gure.
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Chapter 3
Period Analysis

The combination of the X{ray and photometric observations have pro-duced two samples of low mass PMS stars. At the time that the starswere monitored for rotational modulation, their photometric and spectroscopicproperties were not yet known. For this reason, only the stars in each samplewhich were coincident with X{ray sources and randomly chosen comparisonstars had their photometric data extracted and analyzed. By measuring therotational periods of the stars in the two samples, one can separate out thee�ects of age on the rotation period from those of other factors such as mass.3.1 Period DeterminationPeriod determination for short period stars is performed by observingtarget �elds several times per night for several consecutive, or closely spaced,nights. Data are reduced to instrumental magnitudes in a similar manner tothat described in Section 2.2. First the individual frames are debiased and
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at{�elded, then uxes within a four arcsecond aperture around each star(targets and randomly chosen background stars) are extracted. The nominalseeing was about 1.5 arcseconds at both the Wise observatory and at Lowell.An annulus with an inner radius of �ve arcseconds and an outer radius of sevenarcseconds is used for background subtraction. The relative uxes are put ona magnitude scale with the zero{point set to 25. Since the goal of the programis di�erential photometry, nightly airmass and color solutions are not needed.In any event, the sky conditions under which these data were taken were notphotometric.After instrumental magnitudes were calculated for the stars observed dur-ing the run, several comparison stars are chosen. These comparison stars werethen compared among themselves, and the four most stable in each �eld werechosen as �eld standards. Di�erential magnitudes were then measured betweenthe target stars each �eld standard star. For any single target star, there areusually three to four observations per night and four �eld standard stars perobservation. The longest continuous run was at the Wise Observatory. Itcontained 11 nights of data. Counting each comparison star separately andremoving unusable frames, each target had about 100 data points per �lter.Observations made from MTSB had many more observations.The �rst step in period searches involves trimming highly discrepantpoints, those that vary from the mean magnitude by more than six stan-dard deviations. Normally, one or two highly deviant points were removedthis way. Usually, such deviations occurred to many objects in the same �eldand were caused by either �lter misalignment or terrestrial clouds. Then, two
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separate numerical period searching routines are used. One is a phase disper-sion minimization (PDM) method (Stellingwerf 1978) and periodogram (Scar-gle 1982).3.1.1 Phase Dispersion MinimizationIn the PDM method, the period producing the least possible scatter aboutthe derived light curve is chosen. One does this by minimizing the sum of thesquares of the di�erences in the ordinate from one data point to the next.The period resulting in the smallest sum is taken to be the true periods.Conceptually, this has been referred to as the \shortest string" connecting allthe data points (Dworetsky 1983). More rigorously, any set of observations canbe represented by the ordered pair (xi; ti) where xi; ti represent the magnitudeand time. of the ith observation. Given N observations, the variance of x isde�ned as: �2 = P(xi � �x)N � 1 : (3:1)For this case, �x is the mean magnitude. One can calculate such a variancefor any given sample range. One is interested in minimizing the variance ofthe data with respect to the mean value of the lightcurve. To do this, onechooses a test period. Modular division of the observation times by this testperiod assigns a phase to each data point. The observations are then groupedinto bins of roughly the same phase. The variance in each bin can now becalculated. The overall variance is the sum of the variance of the samples:The data are explicitly folded of each test period until the total variance is
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minimized. PDM is well suited to small and randomly spaced samples. Thismethod has no preference for a particular shape (e.g., sinusoidal) for the curve.3.1.2 PeriodogramThe other period search technique is the periodogram which is based onthe prescriptions of Lomb (1976) and Horne & Balinas (1986). The peri-odogram is essentially a discrete Fourier transform of the input data. Anyfunction of time can be written as a function of frequency:H(f) = Z 1�1 h(t)e2�iftdt or h(t) = Z 1�1H(f)e�2�iftdf (3:2)This transformation conserves power:Power = Z 1�1 jh(t)j2dt = Z 1�1 jH(f)j2df (3:3)Decomposition of a regularly sampled signal into its Fourier components isstraightforward. The di�culty that arises in astronomical data is that weatherand daylight usually render even sampling impossible. The classical peri-odogram is de�ned as a discrete sum:Px(f) = 1N0 �����N0Xj=1h(tj)e�2�iftj �����2 (3:4)The periodogram provides an approximation to the power spectrum. In thisrespect, the procedure breaks down the signal into sine wave components acrossa frequency range. The residuals of the least squares �t to the data are thensummed. The period is chosen by minimization of this sum.
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3.1.3 False Alarms and AliasingOne major advantage of the periodogram method is that it generatesa value called the power. The power can be converted to the probabilitythat the period found is not true, the false alarm probability (FAP). Scargle(1982) showed that the probability distribution returned by this method isexponential, and thus the probability of a false alarm is de�ned as P � 1 �(1� ez)N , where z is the power at a given frequency and N is the number offrequencies sampled. Unfortunately, the formulation for calculating the FAPis only valid in the case where the data are not clumped in their sampling.The data reported here are clumpy since up to four observations are taken pernight, but none during the day.To overcome this problem, Eaton et al. (1995) have suggested calculatingthe power of the most likely period in a set of data created by randomizingthe night number associated with observations of a given star. By calculatingthe maximum power on a large number of randomized data, the conversionfrom power to FAP can be individually determined for each set of observationsin a statistical manner. However, it is still possible to have several possibleperiods with less than 1% probability of being true. This is due to aliasing inthe dataset. Aliasing is caused by periodicity in the timing observations beingcoupled with the periodic nature of the source. The sampling theorem showsthat if the frequency of a continuous function h(t) (in this case the amplitude)is less than half the sampling frequency (the Nyquist frequency) the originalsignal can be recovered. Given a sampling time interval �, one can identify
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individual observations at time t as the nth observations. If one were to observean in�nite number of times, one would obtain:h(t) = � 1Xn=0 hn sin[2�fc(t� n�)]�(t� n�) (3:5)where: fc = 1=2� is the Nyquist frequency. This has an unfortunate sidee�ect, Two waves, f1 and f2 give the same samples if they di�er by 1/�. Thisimplies than any given sample can be reconstructed into an in�nite numberof original signals all separated by n/� in frequency space. Any power inthe spectral density which exists outside the search range is moved into thesearch range. Two periods p1 and p2 will give the same samples, and thusbe indistinguishable, if they di�er by the inverse of the sampling frequency.The problem is complicated by the two sampling frequencies in the data, thediurnal cycle and the � three hours between samples each night. The aliasingcauses several peaks in the periodogram analysis to appear at similar power.3.1.4 WindowingThe term \spectral window" is used to describe the response of the dataanalysis system to a perfect sine wave. If one observes a non-variable objectwith �nite signal{to{noise each night at exactly the same time (equivalentlyan object with a one day period), the periodogram analysis on it will returna power spectrum that is peaked at 1 day. This means that there is energyis the sampling frequency itself. The observing times de�ne a window. Thiswindow, convolved with the signal, determines the periodogram (Deeming
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1975). The sampling frequency enters because you can de�ne a period thatoscillates wildly, yet hits all the observed points.Figure 3.1 shows a typical analysis, including the window function. Thisdemonstrates the main features of the window function. First there is a narrowcentral peak with width � 2�=N where N equals the number of samples.The number of samples taken places a fundamental limit on the accuracy ofthe period measurement. Second, there are roughly evenly spaced side lobes.These side lobes contain spectral leakage due to high frequency componentsin the Fourier transform of the original signal. Third, the total power in thepeak of the window function is greater than the power of the true signal by afactor of a few. Finally, there are large peaks on either side of the main lobedisplace by one rotation per day. This is due to the one day periodicity in theobservations. The windowing can cause a problem with period determinationsince periods very close to one day and very long periods and appear similarto the null signal case. Careful study of Figure 3.2 reveals di�erence betweenthe window function and periodograms of these signals. Even with only 30samples, periods deviating from a day by 1% are detectable. For convincingresults though, the periodogram requires the aid of other data analysis. Thisusually consists of visual inspection of the raw data and the phased data. Togain a better understanding of how the observational data behave, simulationswere run using synthetic data.
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Figure 3.1: Typical period analysis. The top left panel show the raw \ob-served" data. The top right panel shows the results of running using peri-odogram analysis of a non{varying signal observed at the same time as thedata. The lower left panel shows the periodogram analysis on the data. Thesmall triangle near the top of this frame shows the expected location of theinput period. The lower right panel shows the data folded over the measuredperiod. In this and the following �gures, the \ux" is normalized relative tothe mean value for the input signal (i.e flux = signal � mean flux). Datashown in this example are simulated as a single sine wave with noise as de-scribed in section 3.2. The input period is 2.32 days, data were taken on 8 of11 nights and the S/N of the data is 5. The window function here is similar tothose shown in �gure 3.2. Note the strong main lobe with adjacent side lobes.Large peaks are visible at the zero and two rotations per day.
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Figure 3.2: The e�ect of windowing on period analysis. In these cases, theperiodogram of the data with signal looks very similar to the non{varying case.When the data are folded over the measured period however, the modulationbecomes apparent. Panels are the same as in the previous �gure. The inputperiods are 0.95 days and 12.5 days for the top and bottom �gures respectively,S/N of the data is 5.
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3.2 Simulations3.2.1 Synthetic ModulationSince the bulk of the data for rotational modulation were taken duringshort (< 11 night) runs, there is a great deal of variation in the sensitivityto periods, depending on the length of the period. The searches are muchmore sensitive to short periods than to longer ones. To test the sensitivityin a quantitative way, I made numerical simulations of the photometric data.For the simulation, the input data was a pure sine wave. Poisson noise wasadded so that the signal to noise ratio (S/N) varied from 5:1 to 1:1.1 The runwas simulated to be 11 nights long with anywhere from one to seven nightsrandomly removed to simulate bad weather. The data were sampled, threetimes a night, roughly at 9 p.m., midnight and 3 a.m. to simulate the nominalsampling. The sampled data were then processed through the periodogramroutine. Forty{eight sets of input parameters were used, eight di�erent peri-ods each with six di�erent signal to noise settings. Each parameter set wassimulated 1000 times. An example of a simulation with an input period of 5.4days is shown in Figure 3.3.From this �gure, both the strengths and the weakness of period �ndingbecome apparent. The strength is that in all cases, even down to signal tonoise levels of one, a large percentage of the power can be found in the correct1The usage of S/N in this context is not the same as in standard photometry.\Noise" has the same meaning, but here \signal" refers to the intrinsic strength ofthe modulation. If a star is measured to 2% accuracy and has at 10% modulation(0.2 magnitudes peak to peak), the S/N is 5.
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period. Weaknesses are noted in the two aliased peaks near 1.18 days and0.82 days. 1=(1:18� 1) = 1=(1� :82) � 5:4: A similar pair of peaks is presenteither side of 0.5 days (frequency = 2). Such families of solutions are a resultof the uneven and clumped sampling. The aliased peaks can be as strongor stronger than the correct peak. In the example, the correct peak is givensome additional power due to its low frequency. The lowest frequency peakcovers a very large portion of the search window. In the highest S/N case,the full width half maximum of the 5.4 day peak ranges from about 4 days toabout 6.5 days. The low spectral resolution at lower frequencies can inatethe strengths of these peaks. Also, note that in one of the high S/N cases,the sampling causes a split the normal family of solutions into two narrowerfamilies.The overall results of the simulation are given in Figure 3.4. The mainlessons found here are:� No matter how high the S/N and how short the period, 5% of all starswill not have the correct period found. In the cases of the strongestsources, aliases are found instead.� Accuracy better than 5% can be found only for the < one day periods orS/N higher than 5. To some extent, this is a function of the periodogramparameters, which can be set for any degree of accuracy at a geometri-cally increasing cost in CPU time. However, it is also an indication oflimitations incurred due to the short duration of the run and the smallnumber of samples.
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� For periods less than half the run, length S/N of 4 is su�cient to get theFAP below 10%.� As periods approach the length of the run, the exact period found be-comes increasingly less accurate. Signal to noise > 2 is su�cient, butthe FAP averages 70%.� For periods longer than the length of the run, there is still a possibilityof �nding the correct period, but S/N must be high and the resultingFAP is high as well.In reality, it is hard to imagine a spot modulation being perfectly sinu-soidal. If a star has a single spot, or spotted region, on its surface the observedvariation will be constant (bright) for the time that the spot is on the far side.A slow fall (rise) will be observed as the spot rotates into (out of) view. Theux will be nearly constant (dim) in between since the projected area of thespot does not change. Further, there is no reason to expect that any givenstar will have only one spot. In fact, Doppler imaging of active stars usuallyindicates more than one spotted region, and none of the spotted regions areround (cf. Strassmeier et al. 1994). To simulate this more realistic case, theabove model was modi�ed so that the input signal was the sum of three sinewaves. The sine waves are assigned random strength. The phases are assignedwith a random uctuation with a standard deviation of one about phase 0 sothat two spots do not cancel each other. Of course in the real universe, twospots may cancel each other so this simulation still overestimates the abilityof the periodogram to detect periods. Also, input signals are still initially
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sine waves and other possibilities such as di�erential rotation have not beenexplored. With these caveats in mind, the results are shown in Figures 3.5and Figure 3.6. Not surprisingly, the results are far more complicated thanthe single spot case. The power peaks can develop side lobes and the bifurca-tion of a family of solutions into two or more is common, even at high S/N.In general, higher S/N is required to detect any given period and the FAP ishigher.
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Figure 3.3: Period analysis of simulated data. The panels on the left hand sideshow the input data folded over the 5.4 day period (
 = 0:19). The panelson the right hand side show the results of the periodogram analysis. The S/Nratio is 3 in the top panels and lowers to 2, 1.5 and 1 in the lower panels.
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Figure 3.4: Results of period searches on simulated data with one input sinu-soidal signal. As the signal to noise drops, it becomes rapidly more di�cultto detect the correct period. In the high signal to noise regime, as the periodbecomes longer by one{tenth the observing window, FAP increase by about4%.
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Figure 3.5: Same as Figure 3.3 except that this simulation features three sinecurves are di�erent amplitudes and phases. The input signal had a 2.75 dayperiod (
 = 0:36) S/N ratios of 5, 3, 2 and 1.5 are shown.
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Figure 3.6: Results of period searches on simulated data with three inputsinusoidal signals. Results are similar to Figure 3.4 except that FAPs areabout 7% higher
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3.2.2 StarspotsSimulations were also carried out to quantify the range in parameter spacewhich could be �lled by stars varying in accordance with the spot hypothesis.Spotted stars were modeled in a two step process. First, an unspotted starwas produced. To do this, colors of a given spectral type (taken from Besselland Brett 1992) were converted to uxes for a normalized distance. The uxwas summed over 100 grid locations to represent a 100% �lling factor. In thismodel, each portion of the star's surface is weighted evenly and limb darkeningis not accounted for. No correction was applied for spectral class IV relativeto spectral class V since the goal of the simulation was to gain a qualitativeunderstanding of the expected result. As a test, summation over the 100 gridlocations returns the original colors. To simulate spots, between �ve and 40of the grid locations were re�lled with values corresponding to temperaturesbetween 100K and 1000K cooler than the photosphere. Summation over thisgrid returns the colors of the spotted star. The original and �nal colors aresubtracted to produce �V, �R and �I.All spectral types between K0 and M5 were simulated. The change in thecolors for each given band, the observable quantity, was calculated. For anygiven waveband, the ux change for spots with a spot �lling factor of about20% (assuming spots 500K cooler than the ambient photosphere) is about10%. The largest change in any given color was about half a magnitude.This was for a spot 1500K cooler than the photosphere covering 40% of theobservable surface. There have been some stars in the literature with reported
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spot modulation of over one magnitude. For example, DR Tau has had severalreported periods ranging from 2.8 to 9 days (Bouvier et al. 1995). Its peakto peak variation ranges from 1.5 magnitudes at I to 3 magnitudes at U. Itis not possible to produce such large and color sensitive variation using coolspots. Bouvier et al. conclude that, in this case, the modulation is causedby hot spots, presumably due to accretion. Herbst et al. (1994) suggestmore generally that variations between 0.5 and three magnitudes are usuallythe result of hot spots, variable accretion or variable circumstellar obscuration.Eaton et al. (1995) discuss large amplitude variables (LAVs) and found similarresults.In Figure 3.7, the results of the simulation are displayed in terms of thechange observed in R and I relative to change in V. One can see that thesevalues are all � 1. Values close to unity indicate stars with very cool spots rel-ative to their photosphere. It is interesting to note that spotted stars occupya fairly small triangle of parameter space. The right{hand side of the triangleis de�ned by the M4 stars, the left{hand side by the K0 stars, and the bottomby stars with spots just slightly cooler than their photosphere and large spot�lling factors. Another result is the apparent uniqueness of any given pointin the parameter space. Each point on the plot corresponds to exactly onecombination of spectral type, spot temperature and �lling factor (the unique-ness breaks down as �V, �R and �I approach unity). While this uniquenessquality provides hope for the future determination of spot properties basedsolely on photometric data, it should be pointed out that this would requiresignal to noise in the modulation of about 100, which is a factor of 20 better
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than were obtained. Also, the model uses only a single spot temperature whichis a vast over{simpli�cation. The color behavior is an important criterion forperiod determination. The change in the bluer color must be greater than orequal to the change in the redder color. The details are far too subtle anyuseful study to be made with the data here due to insu�cient signal to noise.

Figure 3.7: Plot showing the ratio of the variations in color generated bysimulating spots on a rotating star. Spectral types K0{M5 were used for thephotosphere, spectral type K1{M6 were used for the spots. Spot �lling factorwas varied between 5% and 40% in steps of 5%.
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3.3 Period CriteriaActual stars are expected to be more complicated than these simulations.For example, if a star is inclined and has a nearly polar spot, the variationwill be far more complicated. The spot may be entirely visible most of thetime (one would observe a prolonged ux minimum low), and then part of itmay disappear over the horizon briey and then return (slow rise and thenfall back to constant level). In this case, the observed modulation is actuallya brightening from the base signal. Flares on stars are even more trouble-some, since they usually occur near spotted regions. When the photosphere isbecoming dimmer, there can be a very bright group of data points. In theserealistic cases, it would be very di�cult to determine the correct period with-out high S/N and additional information. With the set of observations takenhere, I have information available from several comparison stars and color in-formation. I use four consistency criteria to mitigate against noise, and twoadditional criteria to �ght aliasing.1. The same period must be found using both period �nding tech-niques. The rule that was used here was that a peak in the power dis-tribution of the periodogram had to coincide with a local minimum ofthe PDM code.2. The same period must be found using multiple comparisonstars. This is an obvious criterion which is used to remove variablecomparison stars.
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3. The same period must be found in the V, R and I �lters. Ifthe periodic behavior does not have the same period in the three �lters,it is probably not due to rotation. Five percent deviation is consideredacceptable to allow for measurement errors in the time of observation andin the sampling grid used by the period search routines. As is shown inthe Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5. The full width half maximum of thepeaks in the periodogram functions are quite wide. This width is causedby the low number of sample used in the simulation, and the actual datasets.4. The same phase must be found in the three �lters. This criterionis similar to the previous one. Again �ve percent errors are consideredacceptable.5. The period found must be consistent with the data from anygiven night. One way to test whether a true period or an alias hasbeen found is to compare the �t to the period with the data for a givennight. For example, if the �t to the data predict that on a given nightthe target star should be getting fainter, yet the data for that night showthat star is getting signi�cantly brighter, the period is discarded.6. The color changes observed are consistent with the starspothypothesis. All the period measurements rest on the initial hypothesisthat the observed modulations are induced by the rotation of spotted re-gions of the star onto and o� of the side of the star facing the Earth. Thishypothesis has fundamental predictions for the observed color changes
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that should be observed. For a star with very cold spots, the spots ap-pear black relative to the star and the same color variation is observedin all colors. For a star with warmer spots, 300K cooler than the photo-sphere, more ux is removed from the V band than the I band, thereforethe observed variations are greater in V than in R, and greater in Rthan in I. If the behavior di�ers from this prediction by more than theobserved noise in the signal, the period is discarded.Before discussing the results, a few cautionary notes should be made clear.Even with these criteria, there is no method available to completely preventfalse period detections. The statistical FAP calculation should be looked uponas a relative measure for comparing di�erent results and not an absolute mea-sure. It is also very di�cult to distinguish between periods that are aliases ofeach other and are also close to one day, which is a fairly common occurrence.In the following section, I present the most probable periods that are consis-tent with the criteria that have been discussed. The data are separated intotwo main sections, those with FAPs below 1% which are expected to be verysecure, and those with FAPs between 1% and 20% which are far less certain.
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Chapter 4
Results

Overall, 105 PMS stars were monitored in an attempt to measure theirrotational period. Analysis began with periodogram and PDM searches ineach passband to locate the most likely periods. The data were then foldedover the candidate periods so that the other criteria could be evaluated. Thecriteria left one \best{�t" period. The quality of the best{�t varied.4.1 Speci�c StarsWhile the bulk of these stars were located in the Orion OB1a and OB1b�elds, two stars of particular interest were monitored from our Mount StonyBrook Observatory. One of these stars was TAP 26 (NTTS 041559+1716,HBC 376). This star, located in Taurus, had a measured rotational periodwhich was inconsistent with its v sin i. The other star was P1724, located nearOrion OB1d, for which x{ray periodicity had been observed.
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4.1.1 TAP 26TAP 26 was �rst reported by Feigelson et al. (1987) as a K7 PMS star.Walter et al. (1988) found a relatively high v sin i of about 70 km/s. Itwas �rst monitored for rotational modulation by Bouvier et al. (1993). Theyreported a 2.5 day rotation period for this star which they con�rmed with their1995 results (Bouvier et al. 1995). While acknowledging that their derivedequatorial velocity was only 28 km/s, they suggested that they were seeingthe orbital motion of a binary system. Mathieu et al. (1989) observed thisstar, yet did not report it as a spectroscopic binary. Prosser et al. (1995) weresuspicious that Bouvier et al. may have missed the true period due to thefact that their sampling rate was not high enough. Since Bouvier et al. onlyaveraged one measurement per night, they were not sensitive to periods of < 2days. Prosser et al. monitored TAP 26 during a six day period in which theyobserved the star 12 times. They reported a 13 hour period. However, theynoted that the con�dence in the period was low because they did not obtainsu�cient data.TAP 26 was monitored from MTSB on 15 nights. On average, �ve ob-servations were made of the star each night in each of three �lters, V, R andI. During three of these 15 nights, the �lter wheel failed and approximately17 observations were made of the star, all in the I �lter. From these data,I derived a 0.715 day period for the star. The MTSB data are displayed inFigure 4.1. The MTSB data indicate that the previously published period isan alias of the true, shorter, period. In Figure 4.2, MTSB data are compared
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with those of Bouvier et al. (1995). If one con�nes the period search rangefor the MTSB data to be greater than one day, the results are nearly identicalto those for the data presented by Bouvier et al. Further, the Prosser et al.results are consistent with one of the aliases of our periodogram result, as ex-pected in the case of insu�cient data. Combining the period of TAP 26, withthe published radius (1.1 R�; Walter et al. 1988) one derives the sine of theinclination to Earth to be � :93 or about 68�.

Figure 4.1: Results of data analysis for TAP 26 based on observations made fromthe Mount Stony Brook Observatory located atop the E.S.S. Building at SUNYStony Brook. The period search was limited to be greater than 0.5 days. The righthand side shows the results of the periodogram analysis. The pluses on the left{handpanels are the data folded on a 0.715 day period.
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4.1.2 P1724P1724 is a recently reported, X{ray active PMS star (Preibisch et al.1995). Neuh�auser et al. (1995) found an X{ray variability with modulation ona � 20 hour time scale in the star and speculated that the variability was theresult of rotational modulation. P1724 was monitored fromMTSB on 17 nightsover a six week period. About �ve observations were made per night using V,R and I �lters. Three �eld stars were used for comparison (see Figure 4.3).The results of these observations are shown in Figure 4.4. One can see fromthe �gure the e�ects of aliasing. There is a family of several periods indicatedby the periodogram. The preferred frequency is 1.18 rotations per day (a 0.85day long period), but the power at this peak is not particularly stronger thanthe three other strong peaks. However, the 1.21 day period (0.826 rotationsper day) is excluded by the nightly trend analysis. In this case, the trend ofthe data is opposite to the direction of the �t (see Figure 4.5). Evaluation ofthe 5.5 day period is more di�cult. The dispersion of the data in any givennight is only 10% greater than that of the 0.85 day solution. However, whenthe data are �t to the 5.5 day period, each given night has the mild trend,expected from the shorter period. Only one �eld standard star was availablefor the TAP 26 �eld. This, and the fact that the signal to noise is higher forP1724, are the reasons for the much cleaner results of the P1724 periodogramwith respect to that of TAP 26.
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4.2 Other StarsSimilar analyses were carried out on all the sources monitored during theobserving run at the Wise observatory in January 1995. Stars were analyzedwithout knowledge of color or location so that human biases could be mini-mized. Usually, the PDM and periodogram codes returned several candidateperiods. In many of these cases, more than one period satis�ed the criteriagiven in Chapter 3. In these situations, the folded data were �t to a high{orderpolynomial function. The use of the polynomial �t adds a smoothness crite-ria to the method used by the PDM code, which simply tries to connect thedata points using the shortest possible \string". The standard deviation of thedata to the �t was then measured. If more than one period was found, the onewith the lowest standard deviation was chosen. To keep computation timesreasonable, the periodogram code has a limited number of bins, thus it haslimited temporal resolution. Because of this, standard deviation minimizationwas also used to �ne tune the period.
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Figure 4.2: Results of data analysis for data from Bouvier et al. (1995) for TAP 26.Note that if the search range included periods less than 1 day, a second family ofsolutions appears. The periods indicated by the arrows are separated by exactlyone in frequency space. The peak at a frequency of 0.58 was not discussed inBouvier et al. and is not considered likely based on the data shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: The �eld of P1724. This image is a I{band exposure, the targetstar and �eld standard stars are indicated.
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Figure 4.4: Results of data analysis for P1724. Panels are like those in Figure 4.1,the data are folded over a 0.85 day period. All data presented here were taken fromMTSB.
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Figure 4.5: Nightly trend analysis for P1724. R{band data from a single night,Julian Date 2,450,018, for P1724 are shown. The dotted lines indicate the �t tothe whole data set. The top panel shows the data compared to the �t for a 0.85day period; both the data and the �t decrease by about 0.04 magnitudes during thenight. The middle panel shows the data compared to the 1.21 day �t; note that thedata decrease while the �t increases with increasing phase. The bottom panel showsa 5.69 day period. Clearly, the slope of the data in the 0.85 day panel is much closerto the �t than it is for the longer periods.
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4.2.1 Stars with Highly Secure PeriodsThere were 105 stars in Orion OB1b and OB1d sub-association whichwere analyzed in this way. About 30 observations were made of each star ineach of the three �lters. The observations occurred near dusk and again eachthree hours until the stars had fallen below 2.5 airmasses. The results for all12 stars for which periods were determined which had false alarm probabilitiesof less than 1% are summarized in Table 4.1. A comment is needed regardingtwo of these stars, 0101 2447 and 4771 1097. Both of these stars have periodsvery close to one day, thus they �ll{in only a small portion of their light curvesand because of the problems with the window function. However, the shape ofthe periodograms of these stars (see Appendix A) is consistent with Figure 3.2and other simulations of period very close to 1 day. For this reason, I believethat FAP is very low.4.2.2 Stars with Less Secure PeriodsPeriods could be determined for many other stars. However, due to lowersignal to noise their periods are less secure. The results are subdivided intotwo groups, 21 have FAPs between 1% and 5%, 26 have FAPs between 5%and 20%. These results are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. I expect thatof the 47 periods listed in these tables, up to ten of them deviate from thetrue period by more than 5%. Figure 4.6 is a histogram of all the periodsobserved by this program. The darker regions indicate the stars with themore secure period determinations. In the histogram, the stars with the less
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secure period determinations trace the other stars well. While speci�c starsmay be wrong, the trends seem consistent between the more secure and lesssecure periods. Note the large clumping of periods at the rapidly rotating endof the diagram, with a small hump near 8 days. This could be interpretedas a continuous distribution with statistically insigni�cant deviations whichgive the appearance of gaps or a real gap. The continuous distribution peakssharply at 2 days, and then is �t with long Lorentzian shoulders. Such a �texpects between one and two stars in the �ve and six day bins. The peakat 0 { 2 days is not as abrupt as it �rst appears. This height of this peakis an artifact of the binning. Since the duration of the rotation period is anobservable, the data are binned by period length in days. However, periods ofless than two days cover the bulk of the rotational phase space. All stars withrotational velocities greater than about 50 km/s are put in one of these twobins. Stars with rotational velocities less than this are spread among all theother bins.In Figure 4.7, the data from the stars in the Orion OB1a association areshown separately from the stars near � Orionis. Data from the ONC (Choi& Herbst 1996) are also shown. As displayed, the data show an evolution intime from less than 1 Myr in the top panel through about 2 Myr in the middlepanel to about 10 Myr in the third panel. There is a trend which shows abimodal distribution at early time with a fast rotator (FR) to slow rotator(SR) ratio of about 1:2 moving to a bimodal distribution with FR:SR=2:1 inabout half a dex. At an age of about 10 million years, most of the SR groupis gone.
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A two{sided Kolmogrov{Smirnov (KS) test of the distribution of the ONCdata with all the stars measured in this study shows a probability of < 0:1%of the sets being drawn from the same distribution. This indicates that thedistributions are not at all similar. It should be noted that the comparison ofthe two data sets is not entirely fair. This is because the data set presentedhere and those from the ONC have di�erent edge conditions. The data hereare sensitive to periods below a day and insensitive to periods longer than 13days. When the distributions of periods less than four days are compared, theKS test gives a higher probability of the distributions being drawn from thesame parent population, but the probability is still < 1%. However, the ONCdata have a di�erent low{end cut o� than the data reported here. When thedistributions of periods greater �ve days are compared for the ONC stars andthose near � Orionis the KS test gives a 47% probability of these distributionsbeing drawn from the same population.The distribution of the slow rotators looks similar. Di�erences in thehigh end distribution are accounted for by the duration of the J95 run whichlimited the longest measurable period to about 13 days. The Choi & Herbstdata have a much longer observing run and are sensitive to longer periods. Iflong periods do exist among the PMS stars in Orion, I am not sensitive tothem here. The Choi & Herbst data were monitored irrespective of colors orX{ray and spectral properties. However, they limit their sample to objects inthe Jones & Walker (1988) catalog of proper motion ONC cluster members.Di�erences in the selection criteria may be important for the fast rotators.The distributions of the fast rotators look somewhat di�erent. This is
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probably a function of our high speed sampling. The period searches conductedon this data were sensitive to periods up to four times faster than those in thesurveys summarized in Figure 1.2. However, the data presented here show adearth of three and four day rotators. Undoubtedly, some of the fast rotatorsindicated here (especially the ones with higher FAPs) are high frequency aliasesof the true period. It is also likely that many rotational periods in the literatureare low{frequency aliases. In these cases, the FAP or power measured wouldnot be a proper measurement of the likelihood since the range of the trueperiod was excluded from the calculation.4.2.3 Stars without PeriodsWhile periods were detected on 59 of 105 stars monitored only 12, ten inOrion OB1a and OB1b plus TAP 26 and P1724, had detections with FAP'sbelow 1%. This seems consistent with results from the Van Vleck Observa-tory. At the Van Vleck observatory, they obtain data about 35 nights a yearover the entire winter season, but they have a somewhat smaller aperture thanthe 1 meter used for the bulk of the results presented here. The Van VleckObservatory has reported periods for 75 stars (Choi & Herbst 1996) and vari-ability has been seen in 186 stars (Attridge & Herbst 1992) over four years.In general, they report that they can only measure rotation periods for about10% of their target stars in any given season (Herbst 1996). It is unclear whatfraction 186 is of the total number of Jones & Walker (1988) objects in their�elds.
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Several factors contributed in keeping the ratio of monitored stars to de-tected periods low. First of all, as demonstrated in the previous section, thevariability of the stars can be complicated, especially when inclination e�ectsand ares are included. Some stars had very little signal; at least 20% of theX{ray sources monitored exhibited variations which were less than the meannoise level in the �eld standard stars.1 Exposures were calculated so that thebrightest X{ray sources, usually about 11th magnitude at V, would be wellexposed. Unfortunately, this causes fairly large errors in dimmer stars. Thebrightest X{ray sources themselves usually showed very little variability sincethe bulk of these stars are G7 and earlier. At the other end of the scale, someof the sources showed huge variability of well over a magnitude. These couldbe early{type T Tauri stars (ETTS; Herbst et al. 1994) or cTTs with highlyvariable accretion.

1The sensitivity limit varied from �eld to �eld on the basis on the brightestavailable �eld standard star. The mean noise level in the �eld standards was about5%.
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Stars with secure rotation period determinationsStar < V > � V � R � I Period FAPTAP 26 | 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.715 < 0:1%P1724 | 0.17 0.22 0.21 0.85 < 0:01%4771 1049 12.92 0.14 0.13 0.07 1.57 < 1%4771 1097 14.03 0.17 0.15 0.08 0.98 < 0:1%4771 0901 15.45 0.53 0.43 0.22 8.10 < 1%0101 2447 15.22 0.31 0.28 0.18 1.05 < 0:1%J052426+0118 15.18 0.12 0.11 0.08 1.09 < 1%0101 0756 14.28 0.16 0.12 0.10 1.26 < 0:1%R053904-0229 16.97 0.41 0.20 0.12 1.10 < 1%4771 0947 14.77 0.30 0.27 0.31 1.12 < 1%Table 4.1: Periods measured by this program with high con�dence. The table liststhe mean magnitudes of each star measured relative to the reference stars. The �magnitude value is one{half of the peak to peak amplitude of the polynomial �t.The false alarm probability is also listed.
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Periods of stars measured with lower con�denceStar < V > � V � R � I Period FAP4771 1051 13.62 0.19 0.18 0.12 12.2 < 1:5%R053849-0238 14.53 0.17 0.15 0.15 12.9 < 1:5%R053835-0231 14.15 0.12 0.13 0.09 9.1 < 2%R053840-0230 14.79 0.17 0.13 0.12 1.16 < 2%4771 0899 12.93 0.18 0.11 0.16 1.12 < 2%R053859-0247 14.74 0.68 0.64 0.40 7.40 < 2%R053853-0243 15.49 0.32 0.29 0.14 8.22 < 5%4771 0854 12.62 0.08 0.09 0.10 3.40 < 5%R053834-0235 13.58 0.17 0.11 0.08 2.27 < 2%R053832-0235 14.62 0.09 0.06 0.04 1.08 < 5%R053828-0236 16.10 0.18 0.15 0.11 4.80 < 5%R053838-0236 13.92 0.19 0.14 0.05 1.23 < 5%R053833-0236 16.30 0.10 0.14 0.16 1.30 < 5%0101 1156 12.72 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.82 < 2%J052422+0100 16.33 0.27 0.12 0.07 1.25 < 2%0101 0657 12.70 0.08 0.06 0.09 1.29 < 2%0101 0594 13.69 0.09 0.16 0.17 0.82 < 2%J052439+0121 15.35 0.12 0.15 0.08 0.88 < 2%J052505+0121 15.11 0.15 0.20 0.17 1.41 < 5%0101 1579 14.50 0.08 0.10 0.13 3.60 < 2%J052402+0057 15.95 0.25 0.40 0.12 1.21 < 2%J052354+0055 15.09 0.13 0.09 0.05 1.16 < 5%0101 0687 14.29 0.10 0.07 0.02 0.61 < 2%Table 4.2: Periods measured by this program with medium con�dence. Thetable headings are the same as in the previous table.
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Highly uncertain period determinationsStar < V > � V � R � I Period FAPR053844-0232 13.73 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.76 < 10%4771 0080 14.74 0.49 0.57 0.37 0.90 < 10%R053845-0241 15.51 0.04 0.16 0.12 1.13 < 10%4771 0598 12.31 0.09 0.14 0.10 1.31 < 20%R053922-0233 16.41 0.40 0.23 0.12 7.10 < 20%4771 1092 13.89 0.12 0.12 0.11 1.30 < 20%4771 1075 14.27 0.10 0.10 0.05 1.30 < 20%R053931-0239 17.84 0.66 0.15 0.40 0.84 < 20%4771 0543 13.59 0.12 0.13 0.08 0.88 < 20%4771 1094 15.42 0.11 0.07 0.09 2.73 < 20%4771 1056 13.34 0.04 0.05 0.06 1.28 < 20%R053853-0238 14.67 0.04 0.04 0.06 3.64 < 20%4771 1038 14.51 0.06 0.13 0.07 8.70 < 20%4771 0945 15.24 0.07 0.06 0.18 1.45 < 10%R053808-0235 16.12 0.15 0.10 0.11 0.91 < 10%R053832-0235 14.62 0.09 0.06 0.04 1.08 < 10%R053831-0235 15.32 0.49 0.48 0.33 7.28 < 10%0101 1353 12.19 0.03 0.08 0.04 1.16 < 10%0101 0636 13.80 0.07 0.05 0.10 1.30 < 10%J052539+0125 16.13 0.08 0.12 0.06 0.66 < 20%J052401+0056 15.88 0.17 0.13 0.05 1.12 < 10%0101 1611 15.12 0.06 0.05 0.03 1.26 < 10%0101 0496 16.30 0.19 0.11 0.03 0.55 < 10%0101 0416 13.29 0.06 0.11 0.06 1.81 < 10%0101 2437 13.59 0.15 0.15 0.07 1.28 < 10%0101 0854 11.80 0.05 0.06 0.04 1.43 < 10%Table 4.3: Periods measured by this program with relatively low con�dence.The table headings are the same as in the previous tables.
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Figure 4.6: Histogram displaying all periods observed during the program.The darkened region represents those stars with FAP < 2%. The more lightlyshaded region represents stars with FAPs between 2% and 5%. The unshadedregion represents stars with FAPs between 5% and 20%.
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Figure 4.7: The three panels show histograms of rotational periods from threesamples. The top sample are stars in Orion OB1d taken from Choi & Herbst(1996). The middle panel is the � Orionis sample and the bottom panel is theOrion OB1a sample. In the lower two panels, the darkened region indicatesstars with FAPs < 2%, the shaded region indicates stars with FAPs between2% and 5%. The unshaded region represents stars with FAPs between 5% and20%.
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Chapter 5
Discussion

Based on the data presented in Figure 4.7, I can suggest several conclu-sions about the evolution of young stars. The results of the Kolmogorov{Smirnov (KS) tests with the data presented here and those of Choi & Herbst(1996) on similar regions of the histogram indicate that there is somethingwhich holds stars near eight day periods. Stars in di�erent regions also seemto share a similar mechanism which regulates the fast rotators. Further, itseems that stars migrate from the slow rotating (SR) group to the fast rotat-ing (FR) group as a function of time. To gain the most information out of thedata presented here one can combine these data with those of other authors.Before that can be done, one should �rst discuss the biases in the data sets.5.1 BiasesThe only criterion used for inclusion of a star in the monitoring programwas that the star had to be an X{ray source. As such, there may be a bias
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against observing stars with disks, since the disk might tend to obscure X{rays. This criterion is a very signi�cant bias if there is a relationship betweenrotation and activity as has been suggested by several authors. Bouvier (1990)found a power law relation between the X{ray luminosity and the rotationalvelocity. He also found a similar relation between rotation period and X{ray ux. These relations hold for both cTTs and weak{lined T Tauri stars(wTTs). Bouvier used this to argue that the source of the X{rays is thesame in both types of stars. However, the relationship between X{ray uxand rotational period is not clearly established. Walter (1996) points out thatthis perceived relation between X{ray luminosity and rotation may not be theresult of physical connection, but instead it may be the result of an X{rayux dependence on surface area which is a function of mass. In this case, thesmaller (in radius) a star is, the less it radiates in X{rays. Since radius isa monotonic function of mass on the Hayashi track, as mass drops, so doesX{ray luminosity. If period is a function of mass, a perceived relation betweenX{rays and rotation may not tell us anything about the dynamo mechanism.In addition to the selection e�ects, several observational biases a�ect the�nal results. First of all, in any given �eld there were several target stars. Theexposure times were designed to properly expose the brightest target in the�eld, usually 11th magnitude at V, so that 0.5% photometry would be possible.Generally, noise induced by fairly poor seeing and humidity conditions, loweredaccuracy on the brightest sources to 1%. This means that the accuracy of themeasurement of a 15th magnitude star in the same �eld is less than 10%. Thedetection of a period on a 0.5 M� star requires almost 10 times the variability
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level as a 1.0 M� star. Thus, one is more likely to �nd periods for either moremassive or more active stars.Another observational bias is set by the duration of the observing runs.With the exception of the two stars monitored from Mount Stony Brook, allstars were monitored over an 11 night time interval. Because of this, the dataare not very sensitive to periods longer than 11 days. The two that are found(R053844-0240 and R053849-0238), are extrapolations based on available data.Simulations with three observations per night demonstrated that a star witha period less than six days could be detected at a signal to noise level of about2.5. Stars with periods of between six and 12 days required a S/N of aboutfour. Stars with periods longer than 12 days required a S/N > 5 to detectthe period. Thus, as the period of the star gets longer, one can only measureperiods of heavily spotted stars.To compensate for these short runs, several observations (3{4) were madeof each star each night. Therefore, these data are sensitive to periods of lessthan one day. I include periods from 2 days down to 0.5 days (the length of thenight) in my search window. Such periods were explicitly excluded from periodsearch routines of Bouvier et al. (1993, 1995). This could account for thedi�erence in the period of TAP 26. Period searches below two days were alsogenerally excluded from the data presented in Eaton et al. (1995), Attridge &Herbst (1994) and Choi & Herbst (1996). This is one of the reasons that theKS test gave a very low probability of the data presented here and those fromChoi & Herbst being drawn from the same parent distribution. Additionally,due to diurnal aliasing properties of the data, it is very hard to distinguish
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between periods near a day and an alias of that period. Figure 5.1 shows anexample of this for R053844-0240. The data folded on the 1.09 and 0.91 daypeaks in the periodogram show almost as strong a sinusoidal behavior as thosefolded on the 12.2 day peak. The 12.2 day period was chosen as the correctone since it has a smaller deviation from the �t than the shorter ones. Takingthese biases as a whole, some of the higher FAP periods listed as just belowone day may be just above one day. Also, some 2{4 day periods published byother authors may in fact be < 2 days. The two data sets presented here haveidentical selection e�ects. The data from the SFRs in the � Orionis region andthose in Orion OB1a seem similar in spite of the large age di�erence.5.2 RelationsMindful of these biases, I can now explore the relations between the mea-sured rotation periods and various other observables. The hypothesis behindmonitoring stellar variability is that active stars have asymmetric spot dis-tributions on their photospheres. It has been argued (Bouvier 1990) that ifthe magnetic �eld is a function of a dynamo, then the faster rotators shouldbe more active. Taking this to its logical extension, the stronger the activity,the greater the spot coverage, and thus the stronger the observed variabilityshould be, so long as the spot �lling factor does not exceed 50%. Choi & Herbst(1996) were surprised to note the opposite e�ect. They found that only starswith rotation periods greater than seven days show variations greater than 0.4magnitudes at I. Bouvier et al. (1995) found that wTTs they observed did not
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vary by more than half a magnitude in B or V while the cTTs varied by over amagnitude. In Figure 5.2, a plot of rotation period versus observed variabilityis shown. V{band is plotted because of its greater sensitivity to spots. Almost30% of the slow rotators show variability of greater than 0.4 magnitudes atV-band, while only 2 rapidly rotating stars show such variability. Both ofthose stars had very high FAPs. Overall, the mean value of the V-band mod-ulation of the stars with rotation periods < 4 days is 0.14� 0.11 magnitudes,while the modulation for the slower rotators is 0.32� 0.18 magnitudes. If Iassume that the stars which are more slowly rotating still have or recentlylost their disks, the trend in these results, while not as strong, is in agreementwith analysis of Herbst et al. (1994). Among PMS stars without disks, theyfound that the observed variability had a mean of 0.32� 0.2 magnitudes in theV-band. They �nd the cTTs with larger amplitude variations, a mean 0.89�0.66 magnitudes.I did not observe objects as variable as those in the study of Herbstet al. (1994). This may be due to selection e�ects. The optical sources ofvariability on cTTs seem to be related to the disk and accretion (Herbst et al.1994). X{ray selection not only selects out the most X{ray active stars, it alsosingles out the more massive, G and K stars, ignoring the M stars. Prosseret al. (1993a) demonstrated a relation between X{ray ux and spectral typein ZAMS stars. As shown in Figure 5.3, this dependence does not translateitself into a simple relation between rotation period and spectral type for thePMS stars. Since spectral data for most of the stars with rotation periods arenot available, R�I color was taken to be a proxy for spectral type (Figure 5.4).
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R�I color was chosen since it was available for all stars and it is least a�ectedby both from reddening extinction e�ects (which attenuate blue wavelengthsmore strongly than red wavelengths) and by confusion caused by an activechromosphere (which is a high temperature e�ect and thus is more apparentin blue wavelengths). There is no apparent direct relation between rotationand spectral type.That the highest mass stars are rotating most quickly may be an evo-lutionary e�ect. Such stars evolve more quickly than low mass stars. Thus,they may lose their disks more quickly, so that there are no slowly rotatinghigh mass stars left to observe by the age of Orion OB1b. However, Figure 5.4does not con�rm this. The bias towards monitoring only X{ray active sourcesconfuses any possible interpretation. Note that in the Pleiades, while starslater than about K0 appear to have saturated X{ray luminosities, in earliertypes the relative X{ray luminosity decreases as mass increases (Prosser et al.1993). In Orion OB1a and b, the most evolved of these stars are starting ontheir radiative tracks, so they are no longer fully convective.5.3 Evolutionary E�ectsEdwards et al. (1993) noted that stars with near{IR ux excess havelonger rotation periods than stars with more normal photospheric IR colors.They attributed this to a mechanism which regulated stellar angular momen-tum through the accretion disk. More recently, Shu et al. (1994) have incor-porated this into their model for bipolar ows from disk winds. In Figure 5.5,
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rotation periods are plotted against H�K color for the stars near � Orionis.The result here is similar to that of Figure 5.2. While none of the rapidlyrotating stars have H�K greater than 0.4, over 3 of the 9 slower rotators do.1The lack or presence of disks seems to be primarily responsible for the bimodaldistribution of rotation periods �rst noted by Attridge & Herbst (1992).Although many slow rotators show H�K excesses, many do not. Thisis true also in the results presented by Edwards et al. (1993). This meansthat while the existence of optically thick disk material might be linked toslow rotation periods, it is not necessary. Since the IR data presented herehave large measurement errors, any estimate of evolutionary rates would beextremely rough. One can say that at an age of 2 Myr, 70% of the slow rotatorsdo not have large disk signatures. The data presented here also show a dearthof periods from 3{7 days. While some of this may be due to sampling e�ects,the data seem to indicate that after a star loses its disk, either it continues itsslow rotation for a period of time and then a rapid increase in rotation ratecommences or spin up does not necessarily follow the loss of the disk.If stars maintain their disks for a very long time, then by the time theylose their disks they have achieved their �nal internal con�guration, and noadditional spin{up occurs. There are two competing e�ects to consider here:contraction which leads to an increased rotation rate and core formation whichcan act as a brake. In the case of contraction, the star gets smaller and therotation rate must increase to maintain the star's angular momentum. This1Edwards et al. (1993) uses H-K=0.2 as their cut o� for stars without disks. Iuse 0.4 as an upper limit because the errors in H-K can be � 0.1.
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assumes that the star is rigidly rotating. Once a star forms a relatively massivecore, the envelope is freed from this constraint. If the core contains the bulkof the mass, it will spin{up to maintain angular momentum, but the stellarphotosphere, which is what is observed, does not have to follow suit since itcontains relatively little mass and thus little angular momentum. If the starloses its disk after core formation, it may be too late for photospheric spin{upto occur. Angular momentum will still be transferred from the core to thephotosphere, but the rate at which the photosphere accelerates is a strongfunction of the strength of the coupling between the core and the envelope,which is not well determined.When one compares the histograms shown in Figure 4.7, one is comparingthree temporal epochs, < 1 Myr, � 2 Myr and � 10 Myr. It seems likely thatthe di�erence among the three plots is evolutionary in nature. It follows thatyounger stars are more likely to have disks, and as the stars evolve, they losetheir disks and spin{up. There is a great deal of evidence that stars lose theirdisks as function of time. While evidence for disks is observed around allcTTs, no low mass main sequence star has ever been observed to possess anoptically thick disk. The transient nature of disks around stars was �rst notedby Herbig (1978) who suggested that there should exist a population of starsbetween the main sequence and what are now called cTTs. More recently thedata of Sterzik et al. (1995) show the ratio of nTTs to cTTs increases withincreasing distance from dark clouds. The di�erence in IR colors between theFR and SR is indicative of disk involvement. The change in the ratio of FRto SR may be a manifestation of young stars losing their disks in time.
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5.4 Rapidly Rotating StarsOnce a star loses its disk, it appears to be free to spin{up. In Chapter 1, itwas demonstrated that R / t�1=3, therefore, for a fully convective star, duringa period of free spin{up, P? / t�2=3. Here, t is the time that the star hasspent on the Hayashi track. This implies that the fundamental time scale fordetermining the rotational period at the ZAMS is the disk survival time, TDS.For example, if a 2 Myr old star is rotating at 8.25 days when loses its disk, itwill be a 4 day rotator in 6 Myr. But, if the star is 0.5 Myr old star when itloses its disk, then, it will be a 4 day rotator in 1.5 Myr. (Both cases assumethe star is freely spinning up after disk loss.) A star crosses the four to sixday gap in the same time as TDS. Choi & Herbst (1996) show that for star'srotation rate to increase from 8 to 2.5 days, the mean of their FR distribution,is � 6TDS. By the time a star reaches the � 1 day periods seen in some starsin Orion OB1a and b it must have lost their disk a relatively long time ago,and have spent only 5% of their post{birthline, PMS lifetime with a disk.Many of the stars in the � Orionis cluster have rotation periods of aboutone day and are about about 2 Myr old. This means that these stars musthave lost their disk at an age of about 100,000 years, with a few losing theirdisks as early as 50,000 years after t0 (the initial time for the tracks.) Thisis quite consistent with disk survival times measured in the Taurus{Auriga Tassociation (cf. Walter et al. 1988; Skrutskie et al. 1989; Wolk & Walter 1996)using both IR and spectral methods of disk detection.Stars in the Orion OB1a sample do not show a markedly
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di�erent distribution among the fast rotators. These stars are roughly 10Myr old. Applying the same arguments to these stars as were applied to starsnear � Orionis, we arrive at the conclusion that the rapid rotators here losttheir disks in at most 500,000 years. The most rapid rotation period amongthe Orion OB1a stars is about 0.7 days, which means that such a star wouldhave lost its disk at an age of no older than 250,000 years. This is a factor of�ve higher than the similar number for the younger Orion OB1b stars. An-other way to state this result is that stars which rotate with the same periodas stars which are �ve times older must have held on to their disks �ve timeslonger. But this is a just a manifestation of the increased age of the clus-ter. It is surprising that the FR distributions look as similar as they do. Ifstars continue free spin{up for the duration of their convective tracks, (all but�ve X{ray active stars in the Orion OB1a sample are still on their convectivetracks) then the Orion OB1a stars should show much faster periods than theOrion OB1b sample. This is not the case. Assuming this model is correct,it is hard to understand why the physical conditions of these stars would bedi�erent in exactly the right way so that the rotation period distribution ofthe slow rotators looks the same in two associations of di�erent age. The pointis, the simple free spin{up after disk loss model does not quite work and theother mechanisms must come into play.Observational biases should not account for this discrepancy since boththe Orion OB1a and OB1b samples were subject to the same criteria. Nor isthere evidence for an intrinsic di�erence between the star formation mecha-nisms in Orion OB1a and those in Orion OB1b and the Taurus T association.
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Instead, these data are suggestive of an internal braking mechanism whichprevents stars at certain evolutionary epochs from exceeding a certain spinrate. It is unclear as of yet how such braking mechanism would work, but itshould be pointed out that stars of greater than 0.5 M� develop radiative coreswhile still on their convective tracks (Barnes 1996). It is possible for internalbraking to occur between the convective and radiative zones of stars still ontheir putative convective tracks. Barnes & So�a (1996) argue for a saturationof angular momentum loss beyond a threshold speed. If the magnetic �eld isproportional to some power of the rotational period (Bo / 
a, Linsky et al.1983), and the magnetic �eld is subject to saturation, this will naturally slowthe acceleration of the rotational period. The models of Barnes & So�a weredesigned to explain UFRs to which the data presented here are not sensitive.However, their results show that angular momentum saturation does brakestars at an age of 70 Myr. In their model, such braking commences at anage of 2 Myr and has a signi�cant e�ect by the age of 10 Myr. Thereforeangular momentum saturation could be the cause of the similarity among thedistributions of the fast rotators.
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Figure 5.1: An example of aliasing. V{band data for R053844-0240 folded on3 di�erent periods. Comparison of the deviations to the �t indicates that thelongest period is correct. The full 3{band lightcurves are given in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.2: Amplitude in the modulation of the V magnitude, plotted vs.period. Filled circles represent stars near � Orionis, open circles indicate starsnorthwest of the belt of Orion.

Figure 5.3: Spectral type of stars plotted vs. period for all stars with observedspectra and rotation periods.
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Figure 5.4: R�I color vs. period for all stars with observed rotational peri-ods. Filled circles represent stars near � Orionis, open circles indicate starsnorthwest of the belt of Orion.

Figure 5.5: Infrared color vs. period for stars near � Orionis.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

I began this dissertation with a discussion of the status of our understand-ing of the rotational evolution of young stars. The existence of UFRs at theZAMS is a quandary for the understanding of the theoretical development ofyoung stars. By studying the rotation of PMS stars in Orion OB1a and OB1b,I hoped to gather some insights to the evolution of rotation in young stars.In Chapter 2, I laid the groundwork for the rotational investigation byperforming optical follow-up to X{ray observations in regions of star formation.First, optical photometry showed that the X{ray sources lay in a well-de�nedlocus, about a magnitude and a half above the main sequence. Infrared pho-tometry and optical spectroscopy were available for a small subset of stars forwhich I was able to measure extinctions and luminosities. The small size of thedata set which could be processed this way and the large variations within thedereddened group made age determination di�cult, but showed that the OrionOB1b stars are about 0.5 dex older than the Orion OB1a stars. In an e�ort tounderstand the incompleteness of my data, I carried out optical photometry
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on every star in the observed region of the two X{ray �elds. I discovered that,in addition to the background stars, there exists a population of X{ray quietstars which occupy the same region of the color{magnitude diagram as theX{ray sources. While a distance estimate is required to demonstrate that anygiven star is PMS, follow{up spectroscopy among the brightest of these starsindicates that many of them are PMS. Thus, the photometric techniques maygive us a method of identifying all the PMS stars in a given region. It mayalso provide a method of selecting PMS stars for future investigations which isindependent of their physical properties. Additionally, the X{ray quiet PMSpopulation occupies all mass ranges from 1.0 M� down to the brown dwarflimit. The magnitude limit on the optical observations was such that it pre-vented the unambiguous detection of brown dwarfs. The are not data su�cientto prove a change in the slope of the initial mass function at very low mass.The main results of the photometric study include:� Roughly 150 newly found PMS stars are introduced. For the most part,these stars are considered PMS solely on the basis of their colors. Inthe case of sources for which we do have spectra, the spectra verify theirPMS nature. These data indicate that between 70% and 90% of PMSstars near � Orionis are nTTs. A somewhat higher fraction of stars inOrion OB1a are nTTs. For some of the stars in Orion OB1b infraredcolors have been measured.� X{ray observations in regions of star formation are e�cient in detectingPMS stars. However, X{ray studies are not complete. At the sensitivity
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limit of rosat deep (25 Ksec) X{ray pointings, about one{third of thePMS stars are not X{ray sources. Additionally, there are almost as manyPMS stars below the X{ray sensitivity limit as were detected by theirX{ray emission. Such X{ray quiet stars extend down to, and perhapsbelow, the brown dwarf limit.Once the PMS nature of the X{ray sources was established, I tested myability to detect periods on stars observed during the 11 night run at the WISEobservatory. I found that the periodogram code needs fairly high signal to noiseto work e�ectively on such a short data set. In addition, the non{sinusoidalnature of the stellar signals makes period detection even more di�cult. Tomake period detection more robust, I describe the criteria which I use todetermine the validity of periods which are detected. The main results of therotational study are:� Rotation periods were measured for 63 X{ray selected PMS stars. Abimodal distribution is observed for the rotation periods of the stars inOrion OB1b, but not for the stars in Orion OB1a. This is probably notdue to observational biases since those are the same for both samples.In concurrence with prior works, these results are suggestive of diskregulation of stellar spin{up. As the stars evolve, the bimodal nature ofthe distribution ceases. There are several possible aspects to this change.1. This type of evolution is predicted by the disk-braking model. Ifall the stars in a given observation have lost their disks at a timein the su�ciently distant past, then all should be fast rotators.
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2. However, both here and in Edwards et al. (1993) there are manyyoung stars which are slow rotators and yet show no IR disk sig-natures. Some stars may maintain their disks so long that by thetime the braking mechanism has been removed the stellar core isclose its �nal con�gurations. Such stars are unable to spin{up.� Similarities in the distribution of the slow rotators observed here andthose observed in other star forming regions indicate that a similar mech-anism controls the rotation of the slow rotators in all star forming regions.Data suggest a link between existence of disks and the slow rotation. Itis unclear how to account for slow rotators without disks, and the dearthof stars with rotation periods of between 4 { 6 days.� Similarities in the distribution of the rotation periods of the fast rota-tors, independent of age, indicate that PMS stars are not subject to aninde�nite period of spin{up after they lose their disks. Therefore, someself{regulation mechanism must come into play. While it is possible thatstars in Orion OB1b have no internal braking, stars in Orion OB1a arealmost certainly under the inuence of such a mechanism. Thresholdsaturation as proposed by Barnes & So�a (1996) has the proper timescale to be relevant.The data presented here represent the start of the �rst systematic study ofthe evolution of low mass stars in the Orion OB1a and OB1b sub{associations.The data provide some of the most convincing evidence to date that the nTTsrepresent an evolutionary stage between cTTs and ZAMS stars, as well as
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strong support for disk braking of spin{up. The data have also demonstratedde�ciencies with the reliance on X{ray surveys to �nd nTTs. While moresensitive X{ray pointing will be available in the future using Advanced X{rayAnalysis Facility (AXAF), wide{�eld optical photometry supplemented withmulti{object spectroscopy has now surpassed X{rays as the premier method ofdetecting PMS stars. This new knowledge will allow future work to escape theselection e�ects which have hampered our understanding of how stars form.Future work should concentrate on the rotation periods of the non{X{ray detected PMS stars. Many of these stars were subject to monitoring, butthese data were excluded from the period searches since there was originallyno reason to suspect any unusual behavior by these stars. I will more generallystudy the recently unveiled population of PMS stars with masses below about0.5 M� as well as the spectral properties of the X{ray quiet PMS stars. Futureplanned observations also include deeper mapping of regions of star formationin V, R and I bands. Such data may allow us to search for the low end of theIMF and determine whether such an end exists. This would tell us how lowmass an object can be and still form like a star or if there is some limit on theminimum mass dictated by the physics of star formation.
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Appendix A
Finding Charts

This section contains �nding charts for all X{ray sources and candidatePMS stars. The charts are separated into two sections. The �rst is devoted toidenti�cation of the X{ray sources. The second is devoted to the identi�cationof non{X{ray detected PMS stars. There are 12 �nding charts in each section,the �rst four surround � Orionis. The other eight are located in Orion OB1a,northwest of the belt stars. The images are taken from the Digitized SkySurvey (1993).In most cases the stellar ID is derived from the coordinates of the source.The exceptions to this rule are the guide stars. In the �rst 12 charts, theoverlays on the charts and the coordinates indicate the position of the X{raysource. If a Guide Star Catalog ID is given, the GSC source is considereda likely optical counterpart, the coordinates listed are the coordinates of theX{ray source. Note that in some cases single X{ray sources were identi�edwith multiple GSC stars. In other cases, a single GSC star can be associatedwith more than one ROSAT source. This ambiguity does not exist in the �nal
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12 charts, since these sources were originally identi�ed optically.
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Figure A.1: ROSAT sources north of � Orionis.Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------1 R053822-0224 5 38 22.0 -2 24 24.0 2 R053826-0228 5 38 26.1 -2 28 59.03 R053828-0235 5 38 28.9 -2 35 58.0 4 R053828-0235 5 38 28.9 -2 35 59.05 4771 0751 5 38 29.9 -2 23 30.0 6 R053830-0225 5 38 30.0 -2 25 40.07 R053831-0235 5 38 31.5 -2 35 11.0 8 R053832-0235 5 38 32.7 -2 35 37.09 R053833-0236 5 38 33.8 -2 36 34.0 10 4771 1133 5 38 34.3 -2 34 15.011 R053834-0234 5 38 34.3 -2 34 57.0 12 4771 1133 5 38 34.4 -2 34 26.013 R053835-0231 5 38 35.4 -2 31 39.0 14 R053835-0231 5 38 35.5 -2 31 48.015 4771 1097 5 38 35.9 -2 30 41.0 16 R053838-0236 5 38 38.1 -2 36 37.017 4771 1147 5 38 38.3 -2 34 52.0 18 R053840-0230 5 38 40.2 -2 30 17.019 R053841-0237 5 38 41.2 -2 37 21.0 20 R053841-0228 5 38 41.7 -2 28 13.021 R053843-0233 5 38 43.5 -2 33 23.0 22 R053844-0232 5 38 44.3 -2 32 32.023 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 44.7 -2 35 59.0 24 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 44.9 -2 35 58.025 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 45.0 -2 35 47.0 26 R053847-0235 5 38 47.2 -2 35 40.027 R053847-0237 5 38 47.7 -2 37 18.0 28 4771 0899 5 38 48.2 -2 27 11.029 R053850-0225 5 38 50.1 -2 25 1.0 30 R053851-0236 5 38 51.5 -2 36 21.031 4771 1049 5 38 53.5 -2 33 26.0 32 R053902-0229 5 39 2.6 -2 29 47.033 4771 1075 5 39 5.8 -2 32 29.0 34 R053907-0228 5 39 7.7 -2 28 16.035 4771 1092 5 39 7.7 -2 32 39.0 36 R053909-0223 5 39 9.0 -2 23 32.037 4771 0901 5 39 11.3 -2 30 59.0 38 4771 1038 5 39 11.7 -2 36 3.0
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Figure A.2: ROSAT sources south of � Orionis.Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)-------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------1 R053817-0248 5 38 17.6 -2 48 1.0 2 R053820-0237 5 38 20.3 -2 37 47.03 R053827-0243 5 38 27.8 -2 43 2.0 4 R053828-0235 5 38 28.9 -2 35 59.05 R053832-0235 5 38 32.7 -2 35 37.0 6 R053833-0236 5 38 33.8 -2 36 34.07 R053837-0250 5 38 37.3 -2 50 12.0 8 R053838-0236 5 38 38.1 -2 36 37.09 R053841-0237 5 38 41.2 -2 37 21.0 10 R053844-0240 5 38 44.0 -2 40 20.011 4771 1051 5 38 44.1 -2 40 9.0 12 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 44.7 -2 35 59.013 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 44.9 -2 35 58.0 14 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 45.0 -2 35 47.015 R053845-0242 5 38 45.1 -2 42 1.0 16 R053847-0235 5 38 47.2 -2 35 40.017 R053847-0237 5 38 47.7 -2 37 18.0 18 R053849-0238 5 38 49.1 -2 38 23.019 R053851-0236 5 38 51.5 -2 36 21.0 20 4771 0080 5 38 51.7 -2 46 46.021 4771 1078 5 38 52.9 -2 43 55.0 22 R053853-0239 5 38 53.0 -2 39 0.023 R053853-0249 5 38 53.7 -2 49 32.0 24 R053859-0244 5 38 59.1 -2 44 59.025 R053859-0246 5 38 59.2 -2 46 57.0 26 4771 1056 5 39 0.5 -2 39 41.027 4771 1103 5 39 1.0 -2 39 9.0 28 4771 1103 5 39 1.1 -2 38 48.029 4771 1103 5 39 1.4 -2 38 58.0 30 R053901-0240 5 39 1.6 -2 40 57.031 R053908-0239 5 39 8.7 -2 39 54.0 32 4771 1038 5 39 11.7 -2 36 3.0
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Figure A.3: ROSAT sources east of � Orionis.Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------1 R053832-0235 5 38 32.7 -2 35 37.0 2 R053833-0236 5 38 33.8 -2 36 34.03 4771 1133 5 38 34.3 -2 34 15.0 4 R053834-0234 5 38 34.3 -2 34 57.05 R053834-0234 5 38 34.4 -2 34 26.0 6 R053835-0232 5 38 35.3 -2 32 12.07 R053835-0231 5 38 35.5 -2 31 48.0 8 4771 1097 5 38 35.9 -2 30 41.09 R053838-0236 5 38 38.1 -2 36 37.0 10 4771 1147 5 38 38.3 -2 34 52.011 R053840-0230 5 38 40.2 -2 30 17.0 12 R053841-0237 5 38 41.2 -2 37 21.013 R053841-0228 5 38 41.7 -2 28 13.0 14 R053843-0233 5 38 43.5 -2 33 23.015 R053844-0240 5 38 44.0 -2 40 20.0 16 R053844-0240 5 38 44.1 -2 40 9.017 R053844-0232 5 38 44.3 -2 32 32.0 18 R053844-0232 5 38 44.4 -2 32 41.019 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 44.7 -2 35 59.0 20 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 44.9 -2 35 58.021 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 45.0 -2 35 47.0 22 R053845-0242 5 38 45.1 -2 42 1.023 R053847-0235 5 38 47.2 -2 35 40.0 24 R053847-0237 5 38 47.7 -2 37 18.025 4771 0899 5 38 48.2 -2 27 11.0 26 R053849-0238 5 38 49.1 -2 38 23.027 R053851-0236 5 38 51.5 -2 36 21.0 28 R053852-0243 5 38 52.9 -2 43 55.029 R053853-0239 5 38 53.0 -2 39 0.0 30 R053853-0233 5 38 53.2 -2 33 13.031 R053853-0233 5 38 53.4 -2 33 22.0 32 R053853-0233 5 38 53.5 -2 33 26.033 4771 0026 5 38 59.1 -2 44 59.0 34 4771 1056 5 39 0.5 -2 39 41.035 4771 1103 5 39 1.0 -2 39 9.0 36 4771 1103 5 39 1.1 -2 38 48.037 4771 1103 5 39 1.4 -2 38 58.0 38 R053901-0240 5 39 1.6 -2 40 57.039 R053902-0229 5 39 2.6 -2 29 47.0 40 4771 1075 5 39 5.8 -2 32 29.041 R053907-0228 5 39 7.7 -2 28 16.0 42 4771 1020 5 39 7.7 -2 32 39.043 R053908-0239 5 39 8.7 -2 39 54.0 44 4771 0901 5 39 11.3 -2 30 59.045 4771 1038 5 39 11.7 -2 36 3.0 46 R053914-0228 5 39 14.9 -2 28 32.047 4771 1073 5 39 15.0 -2 31 29.0 48 R053916-0233 5 39 16.8 -2 33 3.049 4771 0598 5 39 18.5 -2 29 31.0 50 4771 0910 5 39 19.5 -2 30 36.051 R053920-0227 5 39 20.1 -2 27 26.0 52 R053923-0233 5 39 23.1 -2 33 33.053 R053925-0226 5 39 25.7 -2 26 7.0 54 R053930-0238 5 39 30.4 -2 38 20.055 4771 0953 5 39 32.3 -2 39 34.0 56 4771 0953 5 39 32.7 -2 39 48.057 4771 0543 5 39 36.3 -2 42 10.0 58 R053936-0228 5 39 36.9 -2 28 20.059 R053937-0226 5 39 37.2 -2 26 48.0 60 R053940-0243 5 39 40.6 -2 43 34.061 4771 0685 5 39 45.8 -2 40 24.0 62 R053947-0232 5 39 47.2 -2 32 15.063 4771 0957 5 39 47.8 -2 26 14.0 64 R053948-0236 5 39 48.1 -2 36 2.065 R053948-0229 5 39 48.4 -2 29 2.0 66 R053950-0243 5 39 50.6 -2 43 16.0
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Figure A.4: ROSAT sources west of � Orionis.Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)-------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------1 R053738-0245 5 37 38.5 -2 45 29.0 2 R053744-0228 5 37 44.9 -2 28 59.03 R053751-0235 5 37 51.7 -2 35 12.0 4 4771 0775 5 37 52.8 -2 33 29.05 4771 0921 5 37 54.1 -2 39 24.0 6 R053754-0245 5 37 54.8 -2 45 24.07 R053754-0227 5 37 54.9 -2 27 17.0 8 R053755-0244 5 37 55.3 -2 44 18.09 R053755-0245 5 37 55.9 -2 45 8.0 10 R053802-0225 5 38 2.3 -2 25 36.011 4771 0950 5 38 6.0 -2 28 36.0 12 4771 0947 5 38 6.8 -2 30 30.013 4771_0854 5 38 7.8 -2 31 25.0 14 R053808-0235 5 38 8.0 -2 35 50.015 R053812-0226 5 38 12.9 -2 26 0.0 16 4771 1069 5 38 13.9 -2 34 57.017 R053814-0236 5 38 14.6 -2 36 37.0 18 R053820-0237 5 38 20.3 -2 37 47.019 R053826-0228 5 38 26.1 -2 28 59.0 20 R053827-0243 5 38 27.8 -2 43 2.021 R053828-0235 5 38 28.9 -2 35 59.0 22 R053830-0225 5 38 30.0 -2 25 40.023 R053831-0235 5 38 31.5 -2 35 11.0 24 R053832-0235 5 38 32.7 -2 35 37.025 R053833-0236 5 38 33.8 -2 36 34.0 26 4771 1133 5 38 34.3 -2 34 15.027 R053834-0234 5 38 34.3 -2 34 57.0 28 4771 1133 5 38 34.4 -2 34 26.029 R053835-0232 5 38 35.3 -2 32 12.0 30 R053835-0231 5 38 35.5 -2 31 48.031 4771 1097 5 38 35.9 -2 30 41.0 32 R053838-0236 5 38 38.1 -2 36 37.033 4771 1147 5 38 38.3 -2 34 52.0 34 R053840-0230 5 38 40.2 -2 30 17.035 R053841-0237 5 38 41.2 -2 37 21.0 36 R053841-0228 5 38 41.7 -2 28 13.037 R053843-0233 5 38 43.5 -2 33 23.0 38 4771 1051 5 38 44.0 -2 40 20.039 R053844-0232 5 38 44.4 -2 32 41.0 40 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 44.7 -2 35 59.041 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 44.9 -2 35 58.0 42 SIGMA ORI. 5 38 45.0 -2 35 47.043 R053845-0242 5 38 45.1 -2 42 1.0 44 R053847-0235 5 38 47.2 -2 35 40.045 R053847-0237 5 38 47.7 -2 37 18.0 46 4771 0899 5 38 48.2 -2 27 11.047 R053849-0238 5 38 49.1 -2 38 23.0 48 R053851-0236 5 38 51.5 -2 36 21.049 4771 0080 5 38 51.7 -2 46 46.0 50 R053853-0243 5 38 53.0 -2 43 42.051 R053853-0239 5 38 53.0 -2 39 0.0 52 4771 1049 5 38 53.5 -2 33 26.053 4771 0026 5 38 59.1 -2 44 59.0 54 R053859-0246 5 38 59.2 -2 46 57.0
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Figure A.5: ROSAT sources northwest of the belt of Orion (region 1)Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) GSC RA(2000) DEC(2000)------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1 J052347+0103 5 23 47.10 1 3 59.02 J052348+0105 5 23 48.90 1 5 8.03 J052350+0056 5 23 50.00 0 56 56.0 0101_01611 05 23 50.15 +00 57 1.54 J052351+0103 5 23 51.50 1 3 8.05 J052351+0100 5 23 51.80 1 0 27.0 0101_01291 05 23 51.72 +01 00 30.16 J052352+0110 5 23 52.70 1 10 47.07 J052353+0059 5 23 53.40 0 59 54.08 J052401+0056 5 24 1.80 0 56 51.09 J052408+0108 5 24 8.90 1 8 3.0 0101_00508 05 24 4.96 +01 07 40.510 J052418+0107 5 24 18.00 1 7 38.011 J052418+0102 5 24 18.10 1 2 3.0 0101_01156+ 05 24 17.56 +01 02 15.512 J052422+0100 5 24 22.30 1 0 12.0 0101_01336 05 24 22.71 +01 00 0.813 J052426+0108 5 24 26.00 1 8 11.0 0101_00522 05 24 26.97 +01 08 0.614 J052435+0110 5 24 35.80 1 10 17.0 0101_00657 05 24 35.61 +01 10 19.115 J052435+0110 5 24 35.80 1 10 11.0 0101_00657 05 24 35.61 +01 10 19.1+ 0101_02447 05 24 18.95 +01 01 51.8 is also within the error circle.
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Figure A.6: ROSAT sources northwest of the belt of Orion (region 2)Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) GSC RA(2000) DEC(2000)------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1 J052411+0122 5 24 11.70 1 22 9.0 0101_00594 05 24 11.83 +01 22 2.32 J052416+0130 5 24 16.30 1 30 52.03 J052419+0124 5 24 19.90 1 24 52.04 J052421+0129 5 24 21.30 1 29 42.05 J052425+0118 5 24 25.70 1 18 7.06 J052426+0126 5 24 26.60 1 26 50.07 J052426+0118 5 24 26.80 1 18 13.08 J052427+0126 5 24 27.50 1 26 56.0 0101_00636 05 24 26.43 +01 26 49.09 J052429+0127 5 24 29.00 1 27 35.0 0101_00756 05 24 28.94 +01 27 32.110 J052435+0120 5 24 35.60 1 20 47.011 J052439+0121 5 24 39.90 1 21 42.012 J052446+0131 5 24 46.50 1 31 25.0 0101_00854 05 24 46.22 +01 31 28.713 J052453+0124 5 24 53.90 1 24 13.0 0101_00381 05 24 53.78 +01 24 9.3
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Figure A.7: ROSAT sources northwest of the belt of Orion (region 3)Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) GSC RA(2000) DEC(2000)------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1 J052453+0124 5 24 53.90 1 24 13.0 0101_00381 05 24 53.78 +01 24 9.32 J052503+0120 5 25 3.20 1 20 54.0 0101_00719 05 25 3.01 +01 20 52.63 J052504+0120 5 25 4.90 1 20 52.04 J052505+0120 5 25 5.10 1 20 46.05 J052505+0121 5 25 5.80 1 21 12.0 0101_02429 05 25 5.62 +01 21 10.16 J052511+0119 5 25 11.70 1 19 42.07 J052515+0122 5 25 15.40 1 22 46.08 J052516+0116 5 25 16.90 1 16 16.09 J052521+0121 5 25 21.50 1 21 41.0 0101_00645 05 25 21.23 +01 21 38.810 J052529+0124 5 25 29.30 1 24 15.0 0101_00372 05 25 29.08 +01 24 13.111 J052531+0124 5 25 31.00 1 24 35.012 J052536+0121 5 25 36.60 1 21 25.013 J052539+0118 5 25 39.90 1 18 22.014 J052540+0125 5 25 40.00 1 25 50.0
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Figure A.8: ROSAT sources northwest of the belt of Orion (region 4)Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) GSC RA(2000) DEC(2000)--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1 J052309+0108 5 23 9.90 1 8 17.0 0101_02345+ 05 23 10.07 +01 08 22.32 J052311+0112 5 23 11.30 1 12 30.03 J052321+0107 5 23 21.60 1 7 47.0 0101_00518 05 23 21.66 +01 07 51.04 J052325+0059 5 23 25.20 0 59 28.05 J052325+0100 5 23 25.20 1 0 45.06 J052330+0112 5 23 30.80 1 12 39.07 J052347+0103 5 23 47.10 1 3 59.08 J052348+0105 5 23 48.90 1 5 8.09 J052351+0103 5 23 51.50 1 3 8.010 J052351+0100 5 23 51.80 1 0 27.0 0101_01291 05 23 51.72 +01 00 30.111 J052352+0110 5 23 52.70 1 10 47.012 J052353+0059 5 23 53.40 0 59 54.0+AKA 0101_00544 05 23 10.27 +01 08 23.1
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Figure A.9: ROSAT sources northwest of the belt of Orion (region 5)Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) GSC RA(2000) DEC(2000)-------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1 J052321+0107 5 23 21.60 1 7 47.0 0101_00518 05 23 21.66 +01 07 51.02 J052329+0115 5 23 29.50 1 15 59.03 J052330+0112 5 23 30.80 1 12 39.0 0101_00807 05 23 29.56 +01 12 41.04 J052352+0110 5 23 52.70 1 10 47.05 J052357+0116 5 23 57.40 1 16 41.06 J052358+0116 5 23 58.70 1 16 23.07 J052408+0108 5 24 8.90 1 8 3.0 0101_00537 05 24 8.67 +01 08 10.68 J052410+0111 5 24 10.70 1 11 32.0
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Figure A.10: ROSAT sources northwest of the belt of Orion (region 6)Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) GSC RA(2000) DEC(2000)--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1 J052345+0045 5 23 45.40 0 45 43.02 J052350+0056 5 23 50.00 0 56 56.0 0101_01611 05 23 50.15 +00 57 1.53 J052351+0051 5 23 51.20 0 51 58.04 J052353+0059 5 23 53.40 0 59 54.05 J052354+0055 5 23 54.70 0 55 15.06 J052358+0051 5 23 58.90 0 51 40.07 J052401+0056 5 24 1.80 0 56 51.08 J052407+0049 5 24 7.00 0 49 31.09 J052416+0055 5 24 16.70 0 55 27.0 0101_01579 05 24 16.73 +00 55 35.410 J052422+0100 5 24 22.30 1 0 12.0 0101_01336 05 24 22.71 +01 00 0.811 J052425+0052 5 24 25.40 0 52 4.012 J052427+0054 5 24 27.30 0 54 24.0
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Figure A.11: ROSAT sources northwest of the belt of Orion (region 7)Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) GSC RA(2000) DEC(2000)-------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1 J052312+0054 5 23 12.30 0 54 41.0 0101_01516 05 23 12.41 +00 54 47.52 J052316+0051 5 23 16.40 0 51 29.03 J052320+0054 5 23 20.50 0 54 11.04 J052325+0100 5 23 25.20 1 00 44.75 J052325+0100 5 23 25.20 1 0 45.06 J052350+0056 5 23 50.00 0 56 56.0 0101_01611 05 23 50.15 +00 57 1.57 J052351+0051 5 23 51.20 0 51 58.08 J052351+0100 5 23 51.80 1 0 27.0 0101_01291 05 23 51.72 +01 00 30.19 J052353+0059 5 23 53.40 0 59 54.010 J052354+0055 5 23 54.70 0 55 15.011 J052358+0051 5 23 58.90 0 51 40.012 J052401+0056 5 24 1.80 0 56 51.0
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Figure A.12: ROSAT sources northwest of the belt of Orion (region 8)Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) GSC RA(2000) DEC(2000)--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1 J052443+0134 5 24 43.10 1 34 13.0 0101_00637 05 24 42.77 +01 34 9.32 J052446+0131 5 24 46.40 1 31 33.0 0101_00854 05 24 46.22 +01 31 28.73 J052446+0131 5 24 46.50 1 31 25.0 0101_00854 05 24 46.22 +01 31 28.74 J052447+0136 5 24 47.90 1 36 36.05 J052457+0138 5 24 57.50 1 38 29.06 J052459+0138 5 24 59.80 1 38 30.0 0101_00321 05 25 0.15 +01 38 29.27 J052503+0133 5 25 3.20 1 33 11.08 J052508+0134 5 25 8.10 1 34 30.09 J052511+0136 5 25 11.30 1 36 4.0 0101_00496 05 25 10.50 +01 35 59.110 J052511+0133 5 25 11.60 1 33 35.0 0101_00696 05 25 11.66 +01 33 29.711 J052512+0134 5 25 12.00 1 34 32.012 J052515+0133 5 25 15.80 1 33 39.0 0101_00687 05 25 15.46 +01 33 38.2
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Figure A.13: Non x{ray PMS candidates north of � Orionis.Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 P053820-0234 5 38 20.5 -2 34 11.0 2 P053822-0236 5 38 22.9 -2 36 49.03 P053823-0225 5 38 23.0 -2 25 34.0 4 4771 1147 5 38 26.2 -2 34 29.05 P053827-0235 5 38 27.4 -2 35 3.0 6 P053831-0236 5 38 31.4 -2 36 32.07 P053833-0236 5 38 33.3 -2 36 17.0 8 P053834-0222 5 38 34.1 -2 22 56.09 4771 1138 5 38 34.8 -2 32 53.0 10 4771 1097 5 38 35.8 -2 30 43.011 P053836-0236 5 38 36.7 -2 36 44.0 12 4771 0740 5 38 39.5 -2 26 49.013 P053840-0233 5 38 40.5 -2 33 27.0 14 P053840-0232 5 38 40.7 -2 32 58.015 P053841-0236 5 38 41.2 -2 36 39.0 16 P053841-0230 5 38 41.5 -2 30 28.017 P053842-0237 5 38 42.3 -2 37 15.0 18 P053843-0232 5 38 43.3 -2 32 2.019 P053843-0237 5 38 43.7 -2 37 4.0 20 P053844-0233 5 38 44.7 -2 33 59.021 P053847-0234 5 38 47.1 -2 34 50.0 22 P053847-0230 5 38 47.5 -2 30 35.023 4771 0638 5 38 47.7 -2 24 55.0 24 P053848-0235 5 38 48.5 -2 35 24.025 P053848-0235 5 38 48.7 -2 35 9.0 26 P053850-0226 5 38 50.2 -2 26 49.027 P053850-0236 5 38 50.3 -2 36 37.0 28 P053854-0228 5 38 54.9 -2 28 57.029 4771 1071 5 38 56.9 -2 31 25.0 30 P053859-0233 5 38 59.2 -2 33 51.031 P053901-0236 5 39 1.1 -2 36 39.0 32 P053902-0229 5 39 2.6 -2 29 54.033 P053902-0222 5 39 2.8 -2 22 40.0 34 P053905-0226 5 39 5.0 -2 26 21.035 P053905-0232 5 39 5.1 -2 32 59.0 36 4771 1075 5 39 5.3 -2 32 30.037 P053905-0226 5 39 5.7 -2 26 15.0 38 P053907-0228 5 39 7.4 -2 28 21.039 4771 1092 5 39 7.5 -2 32 39.0 40 P053907-0228 5 39 7.9 -2 28 42.041 P053908-0232 5 39 8.1 -2 32 29.0 42 4771 0645 5 39 9.8 -2 25 47.043 4771 0668 5 39 11.1 -2 25 49.0 44 P053911-0227 5 39 11.8 -2 27 40.045 P053912-0230 5 39 12.1 -2 30 5.0
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Figure A.14: Non x{ray PMS candidates south of � Orionis.Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)-------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------1 P053816-0238 5 38 16.1 -2 38 5.0 2 P053817-0240 5 38 17.9 -2 40 48.03 P053820-0238 5 38 20.1 -2 38 2.0 4 P053822-0245 5 38 22.8 -2 45 30.05 P053822-0236 5 38 22.9 -2 36 49.0 6 P053823-0244 5 38 23.2 -2 44 14.07 P053823-0241 5 38 23.5 -2 41 29.0 8 4771 0041 5 38 27.0 -2 45 10.09 P053831-0236 5 38 31.4 -2 36 32.0 10 P053833-0236 5 38 33.3 -2 36 17.011 4771 1095 5 38 33.5 -2 44 14.0 12 P053833-0241 5 38 33.7 -2 41 9.013 P053834-0239 5 38 34.7 -2 39 29.0 14 P053834-0241 5 38 34.7 -2 41 9.015 P053834-0239 5 38 34.8 -2 39 29.0 16 4771 1026 5 38 35.7 -2 43 51.017 P053836-0244 5 38 36.6 -2 44 13.0 18 P053836-0236 5 38 36.7 -2 36 44.019 P053838-0245 5 38 38.8 -2 45 32.0 20 P053839-0240 5 38 39.6 -2 40 20.021 P053841-0236 5 38 41.2 -2 36 39.0 22 P053842-0237 5 38 42.3 -2 37 15.023 P053842-0238 5 38 42.8 -2 38 51.0 24 P053843-0237 5 38 43.7 -2 37 4.025 4771 1051 5 38 44.4 -2 40 30.0 26 P053845-0245 5 38 45.9 -2 45 27.027 4771 1090 5 38 45.9 -2 43 47.0 28 P053847-0247 5 38 47.5 -2 47 27.029 4771 1057 5 38 48.4 -2 44 18.0 30 P053848-0235 5 38 48.5 -2 35 24.031 P053849-0241 5 38 49.2 -2 41 24.0 32 P053849-0245 5 38 49.6 -2 45 28.033 P053849-0241 5 38 49.8 -2 41 23.0 34 P053850-0237 5 38 50.1 -2 37 35.035 P053850-0236 5 38 50.3 -2 36 37.0 36 P053854-0240 5 38 54.3 -2 40 3.037 P053855-0241 5 38 55.3 -2 41 28.0 38 P053901-0236 5 39 1.1 -2 36 39.039 P053902-0238 5 39 2.3 -2 38 35.0 40 P053902-0241 5 39 2.9 -2 41 28.041 P053902-0241 5 39 2.9 -2 41 28.0 42 P053903-0246 5 39 3.3 -2 46 26.043 P053908-0249 5 39 8.2 -2 49 46.0
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Figure A.15: Non x{ray PMS candidates east of � Orionis.Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)----------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------1 P053831-0236 5 38 31.4 -2 36 32.0 2 P053833-0236 5 38 33.3 -2 36 17.03 4771 1095 5 38 33.5 -2 44 14.0 4 P053833-0241 5 38 33.7 -2 41 9.05 P053834-0239 5 38 34.7 -2 39 29.0 6 P053834-0241 5 38 34.7 -2 41 9.07 4771 1138 5 38 34.8 -2 32 53.0 8 P053834-0239 5 38 34.8 -2 39 29.09 4771 1026 5 38 35.7 -2 43 51.0 10 4771 1097 5 38 35.8 -2 30 43.011 P053836-0244 5 38 36.6 -2 44 13.0 12 P053836-0236 5 38 36.7 -2 36 44.013 P053838-0245 5 38 38.8 -2 45 32.0 14 4771 0740 5 38 39.5 -2 26 49.015 P053839-0240 5 38 39.6 -2 40 20.0 16 P053840-0233 5 38 40.5 -2 33 27.017 P053840-0232 5 38 40.7 -2 32 58.0 18 P053841-0236 5 38 41.2 -2 36 39.019 P053841-0230 5 38 41.5 -2 30 28.0 20 P053842-0237 5 38 42.3 -2 37 15.021 P053842-0238 5 38 42.8 -2 38 51.0 22 P053843-0232 5 38 43.3 -2 32 2.023 P053843-0237 5 38 43.7 -2 37 4.0 24 4771 1051 5 38 44.4 -2 40 30.025 P053844-0233 5 38 44.7 -2 33 59.0 26 P053845-0245 5 38 45.9 -2 45 27.027 4771 1090 5 38 45.9 -2 43 47.0 28 P053847-0234 5 38 47.1 -2 34 50.029 P053847-0230 5 38 47.5 -2 30 35.0 30 4771 1057 5 38 48.4 -2 44 18.031 P053848-0235 5 38 48.5 -2 35 24.0 32 P053848-0235 5 38 48.7 -2 35 9.033 P053849-0241 5 38 49.0 -2 41 24.0 34 P053849-0245 5 38 49.6 -2 45 28.035 P053849-0241 5 38 49.8 -2 41 23.0 36 P053850-0237 5 38 50.1 -2 37 35.037 P053850-0226 5 38 50.2 -2 26 49.0 38 P053850-0236 5 38 50.3 -2 36 37.039 P053854-0240 5 38 54.3 -2 40 3.0 40 P053854-0228 5 38 54.9 -2 28 57.041 P053855-0241 5 38 55.3 -2 41 28.0 42 4771 1071 5 38 56.9 -2 31 25.043 P053859-0233 5 38 59.2 -2 33 51.0 44 P053901-0236 5 39 1.1 -2 36 39.045 P053902-0238 5 39 2.3 -2 38 35.0 46 P053902-0229 5 39 2.6 -2 29 54.047 P053902-0241 5 39 2.9 -2 41 28.0 48 P053905-0226 5 39 5.0 -2 26 21.049 P053905-0233 5 39 5.1 -2 33 2.0 50 4771 1075 5 39 5.3 -2 32 30.051 P053905-0226 5 39 5.7 -2 26 15.0 52 P053907-0228 5 39 7.4 -2 28 21.053 4771 1092 5 39 7.5 -2 32 39.0 54 P053907-0228 5 39 7.9 -2 28 42.055 P053908-0232 5 39 8.1 -2 32 29.0 56 P053911-0227 5 39 11.8 -2 27 40.057 P053912-0229 5 39 12.9 -2 29 56.0 58 P053925-0231 5 39 25.1 -2 31 44.059 P053925-0238 5 39 25.1 -2 38 22.0 60 4771 0767 5 39 26.6 -2 33 37.061 4771 0579 5 39 30.3 -2 35 7.0 62 4771 0975 5 39 33.3 -2 36 41.063 4771 0737 5 39 38.2 -2 33 6.0 64 4771 0851 5 39 39.7 -2 31 20.0
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Figure A.16: Non x{ray PMS candidates west of � Orionis.Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)-------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------1 P053752-0233 5 37 52.2 -2 33 38.0 2 4771 0775 5 37 52.9 -2 33 34.03 P053754-0241 5 37 54.7 -2 41 8.0 4 P053758-0241 5 37 58.4 -2 41 25.05 4771 0720 5 37 58.9 -2 41 0.0 6 P053802-0229 5 38 2.1 -2 29 55.07 4771 0619 5 38 5.5 -2 40 17.0 8 P053808-0235 5 38 8.2 -2 35 56.09 4771 0706 5 38 10.5 -2 32 57.0 10 P053816-0238 5 38 16.1 -2 38 5.011 P053817-0240 5 38 17.9 -2 40 48.0 12 P053820-0238 5 38 20.1 -2 38 2.013 P053820-0234 5 38 20.5 -2 34 11.0 14 P053822-0245 5 38 22.8 -2 45 30.015 P053822-0236 5 38 22.9 -2 36 49.0 16 P053823-0225 5 38 23.0 -2 25 34.017 P053823-0244 5 38 23.2 -2 44 14.0 18 P053823-0241 5 38 23.5 -2 41 29.019 4771 1021 5 38 26.2 -2 34 29.0 20 4771 0041 5 38 27.0 -2 45 10.021 P053827-0235 5 38 27.4 -2 35 3.0 22 P053831-0236 5 38 31.4 -2 36 32.023 P053833-0236 5 38 33.3 -2 36 17.0 24 4771 1095 5 38 33.5 -2 44 14.025 P053833-0241 5 38 33.7 -2 41 9.0 26 P053834-0239 5 38 34.7 -2 39 29.027 P053834-0241 5 38 34.7 -2 41 9.0 28 4771 1138 5 38 34.8 -2 32 53.029 P053834-0239 5 38 34.8 -2 39 29.0 30 4771 1026 5 38 35.7 -2 43 51.031 4771 1097 5 38 35.8 -2 30 43.0 32 P053836-0244 5 38 36.6 -2 44 13.033 P053836-0236 5 38 36.7 -2 36 44.0 34 P053838-0245 5 38 38.8 -2 45 32.035 4771 0740 5 38 39.5 -2 26 49.0 36 P053839-0240 5 38 39.6 -2 40 20.037 P053840-0233 5 38 40.5 -2 33 27.0 38 P053840-0232 5 38 40.7 -2 32 58.039 P053841-0236 5 38 41.2 -2 36 39.0 40 P053841-0230 5 38 41.5 -2 30 28.041 P053842-0237 5 38 42.3 -2 37 15.0 42 P053842-0238 5 38 42.8 -2 38 51.043 P053843-0232 5 38 43.3 -2 32 2.0 44 P053843-0237 5 38 43.7 -2 37 4.045 P053844-0240 5 38 44.4 -2 40 30.0 46 P053844-0233 5 38 44.7 -2 33 59.047 P053845-0245 5 38 45.9 -2 45 27.0 48 4771 1090 5 38 45.9 -2 43 47.049 P053847-0234 5 38 47.1 -2 34 50.0 50 P053847-0230 5 38 47.5 -2 30 35.051 4771 1057 5 38 48.4 -2 44 18.0 52 P053848-0235 5 38 48.5 -2 35 24.053 P053848-0235 5 38 48.7 -2 35 9.0 54 P053849-0241 5 38 49.2 -2 41 24.055 P053849-0245 5 38 49.6 -2 45 28.0 56 P053849-0241 5 38 49.8 -2 41 23.057 P053850-0237 5 38 50.1 -2 37 35.0 58 P053850-0226 5 38 50.2 -2 26 49.059 P053850-0236 5 38 50.3 -2 36 37.0 60 P053854-0240 5 38 54.3 -2 40 3.061 P053854-0228 5 38 54.9 -2 28 57.0 62 P053855-0241 5 38 55.3 -2 41 28.063 4771 1071 5 38 56.9 -2 31 25.0 64 P053859-0233 5 38 59.2 -2 33 51.0
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Figure A.17: PMS candidates which are not x-ray sources, located northwestof the belt of Orion (region 1).Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 0101 0497 5 23 45.3 1 7 20.0 2 P052347+01 5 23 47.2 1 4 2.03 P052350+01 5 23 50.4 1 0 51.0 4 P052352+01 5 23 52.6 1 1 52.05 P052353+01 5 23 53.9 1 5 55.0 6 P052355+01 5 23 55.3 1 8 45.07 P052355+01 5 23 55.3 1 4 22.0 8 0101 1235 5 23 55.6 1 1 31.09 P052356+01 5 23 56.7 1 9 57.0 10 0101 0429 5 23 57.1 1 6 7.011 P052360+01 5 23 60.0 1 2 35.0 12 0101 0666 5 24 1.2 1 10 32.013 P05245+00 5 24 5.2 0 58 5.0 14 P05246+00 5 24 6.5 0 57 42.015 P05246+01 5 24 6.9 1 8 55.0 16 P05247+01 5 24 7.3 1 4 52.017 0101 1205 5 24 7.9 1 1 52.0 18 P052413+01 5 24 13.6 1 2 5.019 0101 0423 5 24 17.9 1 6 3.0 20 P052420+01 5 24 20.3 1 10 52.021 P052422+01 5 24 22.0 1 1 41.0 22 P052422+01 5 24 22.2 1 0 22.023 P052424+01 5 24 24.6 1 2 42.0 24 0101 0596 5 24 25.9 1 9 22.025 0101 1166 5 24 27.1 1 2 10.0 26 P052427+01 5 24 27.9 1 3 20.027 P052429+00 5 24 29.2 0 58 14.0 28 P052429+01 5 24 29.9 1 0 27.029 P052431+01 5 24 31.2 1 1 22.0 30 0101 0638 5 24 40.3 1 10 7.031 P052441+01 5 24 41.0 1 10 55.0
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Figure A.18: PMS candidates which are not x-ray sources, located northwestof the belt of Orion (region 2).Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)---------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 P05247+01 5 24 7.0 1 29 20.0 2 P05247+01 5 24 7.5 1 17 57.03 0101 0410 5 24 7.6 1 23 48.0 4 0101 0717 5 24 10.3 1 27 13.05 P052411+01 5 24 11.7 1 18 30.0 6 0101 0539 5 24 15.8 1 22 33.07 0101 0652 5 24 16.8 1 26 51.0 8 P052418+01 5 24 18.3 1 21 46.09 P052418+01 5 24 18.6 1 24 36.0 10 0101 0556 5 24 20.4 1 22 23.011 P052420+01 5 24 20.8 1 24 5.0 12 0101 0534 5 24 22.3 1 26 3.013 P052426+01 5 24 26.8 1 28 45.0 14 P052432+01 5 24 32.9 1 23 50.015 P052433+01 5 24 33.9 1 29 37.0 16 P052438+01 5 24 38.0 1 29 51.017 0101 0889 5 24 41.0 1 31 0.0 18 P052449+01 5 24 49.7 1 29 39.019 P052450+01 5 24 50.8 1 25 16.0 20 0101 0381 5 24 53.8 1 24 9.021 0101 0780 5 24 54.7 1 20 14.0 22 P052455+01 5 24 55.0 1 27 2.023 P052458+01 5 24 58.8 1 25 18.0
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Figure A.19: PMS candidates which are not x-ray sources, located northwestof the belt of Orion (region 3).Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)---------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 P052449+01 5 24 49.7 1 29 39.0 2 P052450+01 5 24 50.8 1 25 16.03 0101 0381 5 24 53.8 1 24 9.0 4 0101 0780 5 24 54.7 1 20 14.05 P052455+01 5 24 55.0 1 27 2.0 6 P052458+01 5 24 58.8 1 25 18.07 0101 0932 5 25 3.6 1 30 14.0 8 0101 0514 5 25 3.7 1 22 50.09 P052511+01 5 25 11.3 1 29 25.0 10 0101 0977 5 25 11.8 1 29 8.011 P052514+01 5 25 14.9 1 22 44.0 12 0101 0712 5 25 16.5 1 27 13.013 0101 0600 5 25 16.5 1 21 56.0 14 P052516+01 5 25 16.7 1 16 16.015 P052517+01 5 25 17.5 1 28 30.0 16 0101 0433 5 25 20.3 1 23 37.017 P052525+01 5 25 25.7 1 29 50.0 18 0101 0873 5 25 29.1 1 28 30.019 0101 0443 5 25 30.2 1 23 22.0 20 0101 0579 5 25 31.0 1 26 30.021 P052533+01 5 25 33.9 1 22 31.0 22 P052535+01 5 25 35.6 1 28 23.023 P052537+01 5 25 37.6 1 27 18.0 24 P052541+01 5 25 41.4 1 26 44.025 P052541+01 5 25 41.8 1 23 48.0 26 0101 0697 5 25 46.5 1 21 4.0
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Figure A.20: PMS candidates which are not x-ray sources, located northwestof the belt of Orion (region 4).Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)---------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 P052312+01 5 23 12.0 1 10 47.0 2 P052313+01 5 23 13.3 1 10 50.03 P052315+01 5 23 15.6 1 6 25.0 4 P052317+01 5 23 17.5 1 6 28.05 0101 0518 5 23 21.7 1 7 51.0 6 P052324+00 5 23 24.9 0 59 33.07 0101 1252 5 23 35.3 1 1 16.0 8 P052337+01 5 23 37.7 1 12 34.09 P052341+01 5 23 41.8 1 12 0.0 10 P052341+01 5 23 41.8 1 11 53.011 P052342+01 5 23 42.5 1 2 21.0 12 P052342+01 5 23 42.5 1 4 6.013 P052345+01 5 23 45.0 1 11 32.0 14 0101 0497 5 23 45.3 1 7 20.015 P052347+01 5 23 47.2 1 4 2.0 16 P052350+01 5 23 50.4 1 0 51.017 P052352+01 5 23 52.6 1 1 52.0 18 P052353+01 5 23 53.9 1 5 55.019 P052355+01 5 23 55.3 1 8 45.0 20 P052355+01 5 23 55.3 1 4 22.021 0101 1235 5 23 55.6 1 1 31.0 22 P052356+01 5 23 56.7 1 9 57.023 0101 0429 5 23 57.1 1 6 7.0 24 P052360+01 5 23 60.0 1 2 35.025 0101 0666 5 24 1.2 1 10 32.0
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Figure A.21: PMS candidates which are not x-ray sources, located northwestof the belt of Orion (region 5).Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)---------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 0101 0518 5 23 21.7 1 7 51.0 2 P052329+01 5 23 29.5 1 16 12.03 P052337+01 5 23 37.7 1 12 34.0 4 P052341+01 5 23 41.2 1 14 33.05 P052341+01 5 23 41.8 1 12 0.0 6 P052341+01 5 23 41.8 1 11 53.07 P052345+01 5 23 45.0 1 11 32.0 8 0101 0497 5 23 45.3 1 7 20.09 P052355+01 5 23 55.3 1 8 45.0 10 P052356+01 5 23 56.7 1 9 57.011 0101 0666 5 24 1.2 1 10 32.0 12 P05244+01 5 24 4.3 1 14 6.013 P05244+01 5 24 4.9 1 16 15.0 14 P05246+01 5 24 6.9 1 8 55.015 P05247+01 5 24 7.5 1 17 57.0 16 P052411+01 5 24 11.7 1 18 30.0
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Figure A.22: PMS candidates which are not x-ray sources, located northwestof the belt of Orion (region 6).Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 P052342+00 5 23 42.5 0 51 6.0 2 0101 1151 5 23 42.5 0 49 17.03 0101 1242 5 23 42.9 0 52 44.0 4 0101 1191 5 23 46.0 0 52 27.05 P052349+00 5 23 49.7 0 50 10.0 6 P052354+00 5 23 54.6 0 55 21.07 P052355+00 5 23 55.9 0 49 4.0 8 P052356+00 5 23 56.4 0 53 50.09 P05245+00 5 24 5.2 0 58 5.0 10 P05246+00 5 24 6.5 0 57 42.011 P05247+00 5 24 7.7 0 55 10.0 12 P052415+00 5 24 15.0 0 54 54.013 0101 1184 5 24 16.8 0 52 24.0 14 P052429+00 5 24 29.2 0 58 14.0
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Figure A.23: PMS candidates which are not x-ray sources, located northwestof the belt of Orion (region 7).Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 P052316+00 5 23 16.2 0 49 45.0 2 P052324+00 5 23 24.9 0 59 33.03 P052334+00 5 23 34.6 0 51 22.0 4 0101 1252 5 23 35.3 1 1 16.05 P052336+00 5 23 36.0 0 54 36.0 6 P052342+01 5 23 42.5 1 2 21.07 P052342+00 5 23 42.5 0 51 6.0 8 0101 1151 5 23 42.5 0 49 17.09 0101 1242 5 23 42.9 0 52 44.0 10 0101 1191 5 23 46.0 0 52 27.011 P052349+00 5 23 49.7 0 50 10.0 12 P052350+01 5 23 50.4 1 0 51.013 P052352+01 5 23 52.6 1 1 52.0 14 P052354+00 5 23 54.6 0 55 21.015 0101 1235 5 23 55.6 1 1 31.0 16 P052355+00 5 23 55.9 0 49 4.017 P052356+00 5 23 56.4 0 53 50.0 18 P052360+01 5 23 60.0 1 2 35.0
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Figure A.24: PMS candidates which are not x-ray sources, located northwestof the belt of Orion (region 8).Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000) Number ID RA(2000) DEC(2000)----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------1 P052426+01 5 24 26.8 1 28 45.0 2 P052433+01 5 24 33.9 1 29 37.03 0101 0296 5 24 36.0 1 39 41.0 4 P052437+01 5 24 37.3 1 33 44.05 P052438+01 5 24 38.0 1 29 51.0 6 0101 0746 5 24 39.0 1 32 58.07 0101 0889 5 24 41.0 1 31 0.0 8 P052441+01 5 24 41.1 1 32 15.09 P052441+01 5 24 41.2 1 34 31.0 10 P052449+01 5 24 49.7 1 29 39.011 0101 0320 5 24 52.3 1 38 43.0 12 P052454+01 5 24 54.1 1 34 2.013 P052454+01 5 24 54.2 1 40 3.0 14 0101 0300 5 24 55.0 1 39 23.015 P052455+01 5 24 55.1 1 41 46.0 16 P052457+01 5 24 57.7 1 41 42.017 P05251+01 5 25 1.0 1 39 43.0 18 P05251+01 5 25 1.3 1 40 52.019 P05251+01 5 25 1.9 1 34 56.0 20 P05252+01 5 25 2.0 1 37 21.021 0101 2527 5 25 2.3 1 31 49.0 22 0101 0932 5 25 3.6 1 30 14.023 P05255+01 5 25 5.0 1 36 54.0 24 0101 0431 5 25 5.4 1 36 38.025 P05257+01 5 25 7.5 1 34 24.0 26 0101 0876 5 25 7.9 1 31 15.027 P052511+01 5 25 11.3 1 29 25.0 28 0101 0977 5 25 11.8 1 29 8.029 P052513+01 5 25 13.3 1 36 15.0 30 P052514+01 5 25 14.3 1 38 39.031 0101 0685 5 25 21.0 1 33 41.0 32 P052525+01 5 25 25.7 1 29 50.0
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Appendix B
Lightcurves and Observational Data

This section contains folded lightcurves and periodograms of all stars forwhich rotation periods were found. The light curves are broken up into threesections. The �rst section contains the highest quality light curves, those withFAP less than one percent. The second section contains those stars with FAPsof between one and �ve percent. The third section contains the lowest qualitylightcurves { those with FAPs of between �ve and 20%. The calculation ofthe FAPs and periodograms is discussed in Chapter 3. The �ts to the lightcurves are 7th order polynomial �ts to two cycles of the data. The standarddeviation of the data to the �t, the Mean magnitude and amplitude from themean to peak are given in each left hand panel The Order of the light curvesis the same as the ordering in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
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B.1 Secure Rotation Period Determinations
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B.2 Period Determinations of Moderate Con-�dence
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B.3 Highly Uncertain Period Determinations
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Appendix C
The Care and Feeding of the MountStony Brook Observatory
C.1 IntroductionThis document is a manual, of sorts, for the equipment and software atSUNY at Stony Brook. The telescope is a nasty beast to care for and experi-ence has shown that it needs to be treated properly. The material presentedhere is a collection of what has worked in the past for keeping the mightybeast happily collecting quality data. Although there are reminder sheets in-cluded at the end of this document, they are not meant to be a replacement foractually reading the manuals (RTFM!). There are formal manuals for the com-mercial equipment available in the warmroom, and these should be reviewedin conjunction with this paper.
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C.2 The Telescope and DomeFor several years, the observatory at SUNY Stony Brook was used solelyfor undergraduate classes. Built in 1968, the observatory is located at thewestern end of the academic mall, atop the Earth and Space Sciences building.Exact coordinates are longitude 730 07'04" W latitude 400 54' 06" N, altitude� 60 meters, time zone is +5 relative to Universal Time. The weather is notas bad as one might expect, base on statistics from 1991 through 1993 onecan expect about 120 usable nights a year with about thirty of those beingtotally cloudless. The campus is approximately 40 miles from New York City.The location of the observatory makes it a very light polluted site. The skybrightness is 14 magnitudes per seeing disk with the seeing ranging between3 and 5 arc seconds. This, along with the fact that the telescope drive motoris misgeared, made it di�cult for the telescope to collect research data. Thetelescope now runs as an e�ective research facility. The changes are detailedbelow as the telescope was transformed from an old dinosaur to a more usefulone. The dome houses a 14" Celestron Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope that wasinstalled in 1981. The telescope primary is a 14.25" diameter spherical mirrorwith a 60 inch radius of curvature. The secondary is slightly aspherical with a3.5" diameter and a 17.6 inch radius of curvature. The e�ective focal length is154 inches. An aspheric Schmidt corrector removes most of the spherical aber-ration. This telescope has some problems that make data collection arduous.The corrector plate is slightly skewed, the drive is misgeared, and the �nding
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scope is di�cult to use in the winter. The �nding scope is a 30mm refractorthat tends to become misaligned with the 14" when exposed to cold weatherdue to shrinkage of the adjusting screws. To correct for this, a 3" refractorwas added to this to the 14". This addition gives a deeper �nding �eld andhas a more stable alignment. The drive motor for the telescope cannot trackobjects for longer than �fteen seconds before the guiding error is greater thanthe seeing disk size.In 1993, a hole was drilled through the roof to a laboratory on the fourthoor. Several cables were run from a warm room to the telescope. The operatorof the telescope can observe from the fourth oor, only exposing himself to thecold when �nding a new target. The operation of the dome and the telescopewill be discussed in later sections.C.3 The Computer Hardware and RelevantEquipmentCurrently a 50MHz 486DX PCBrand personal computer, located on thefourth oor in the warm room in lab number 443C, is used to control thecharge coupled devices (CCDs). The PC has 8 megabytes of RAM and a325 megabyte hard drive which is useful for temporarily storing images takenwith the CCD cameras. The PC also has 4 communications ports, 2 printerports and an ethernet connection. The Colorado tape drive next to the PC isuseful for backing the hard drives and storing data, but these tapes are not
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compatible with the network tape drives. The PC runs on DOS 6.0 and usesversion 3.1 of WINDOWS. Presently, data acquisition software should not berun through WINDOWS.The PC is connected to a monitor and keyboard in the warm room andanother pair in the dome itself. The active keyboard and monitor pair is se-lectable via the switch box in the warm room. The cables for the Lynxx, ST-6,ST-4, monitor, keyboard and the FW-1 �lter wheel are run from the warmroom, along the wall, and through the hole that is directly under the stepsin the dome. The software for ST-4 and ST-6 is set so that the communica-tion line for either camera is through communication port 1. Because theyare operated through the same communication port the two cameras cannotcurrently be operated simultaneously. The Lynxx software runs from a card inone of the expansion slots, and the cabling is connected directly to a port onthe card. Another cable running into the warm room is used to connect the PCvia Kermit to the astronomy server. This connection can be used to uploaddata to any machine in the cluster at 19.2 kilobits per second (kps). Howeverthis line has been made obsolete by an ethernet connection that allows for FileTransfer Protocol (FTP) to be used with data transfer proceeding at a muchhigher rate.An intercom system simpli�es communication between the dome and thewarm room. Usually one of the intercoms in the dome is locked on channel b,so the observer in the warm room can hear what is happening in the dome.The second intercom in the dome is used for two way communication betweenthe dome and the warm room.
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Lynxx ST-4 ST-6Pixel array 192�165 192�165 375�242Pixel Size 13.75�16.00�m 13.75�16.00�m 23� 27�mActive Area 2.5�2.5 mm 2.5�2.5 mm 8.63�6.53 mmDark Current 100 160 30(in e�/sec/pixel)Full Well 95,000 e� 95,000 e� 400,000 e�Field of View 2�2 arcmin 7�7 arcmina 7�7 arcmin(in 14 inch)Field of View 4�4 arcmin 14�14 arcminb 12�12 arcmin(with a focal reducer)Limiting Magnitude(1 min exposure)visible 15 9 c 18Photometric Accuracy 5% at 8th mag. N/A 5% at 13th mag.Gain Available 23.2 150d 6.7Read Out Noise 4.3 1d 4.5Table C.1: Technical Speci�cations Of The CCD Cameras.C.4 CCD Systems and Their HardwareCurrently, there are three CCD systems available at Mt. Stony Brook.The Santa Barbara Instrument Group (SBIG) ST-4 is an 8-bit camera usedprimarily for tracking. SpectraSource's Lynxx camera uses a 12-bit format,and the SBIG ST-6 follows a 16-bit format; both are used for imaging. Allthree cameras have focal reducer available, these are useful since both increasethe �eld size and the signal to noise in each pixel. However depending on theexact speci�cations of the observation, it is possible to under sample the datawhen using a focal reducer. Each camera is utilized in di�erent areas of datacollection. Table 1 contains speci�cations of the cameras.When working with the PC, all software packages are to be executed
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outside of the WINDOWS. The reason for avoiding Windows with the Lynxxis because the PCBRAND BIOS chip is not compatible with the Lynxx soft-ware and the exposure times become distorted. For a listing of the exposuretimes for the Lynxx, see Appendix I. The more applications that are run onWINDOWS, the slower the clock runs, thus the exposure time becomes de-pendent on how many applications you are running. The ST-6 and ST-4 alsoshould not run through WINDOWS as data transfer time is slowed. WithinWINDOWS, the communication rate is set at 19.2 kbps, otherwise the com-munication rate can be 115 kbps.C.4.1 The LynxxSpectraSource's Lynxx camera contains a Texas Instrument TI241 chipand is an array of 165 x 192 pixels, each pixel is approximately 13.75�mby 16�m. The chip is housed within the camera head which is cooled by athermoelectric cooler (TEC) to approximately 30o Celsius below the ambienttemperature. The pixel size of the Lynxx's chip gives it the capability of veryhigh angular resolution. The atmospheric seeing at Stony Brook does notallow it to be used to its full capability. The oversampling can be useful insome Fourier transform analysis. The Lynxx has a physical shutter creatinga uniformly exposed picture. It has a fast image readout time: 1 second for12 bit, .3 second for 8 bit and real time display. Therefore, Lynxx is bet-ter capable of observing asteroids, planets and occultations. Mounted on theLynxx is a retro�t package that includes a ip mirror and �lter box. This
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allows the observer to see the targets, align them within a square reticle thatoverlaps the position of the CCD and take an image just by ipping the mir-ror out of the way. The alignment of the reticled eyepiece does have to bechecked periodically. A set of Johnson BVRI �lters are used with the Lynxx,and a clear �lter is used to maintain the focus on the chip when the BVRI�lters are not being used. The �lter response curves are given in Appendix III.Undergraduates have used the Lynxx camera for research projects such as; as-teroid light curves, periodicity of eclipsing binary stars (� Persei) and variablestars (W UMa). High school students also have used the camera as part ofWestinghouse Research projects. These projects have included observations ofweather patterns on Saturn, particle size distribution in the early Solar nebulaby observing Lunar crater size and density and BVRI photometry of � Persei.C.4.2 The ST-4The SBIG ST-4 uses the same CCD chip that is used by the Lynxx. TheST-4 uses a CPU box as opposed to a card that must be installed in thecomputer. This makes the ST-4 more portable than the Lynxx, since it can berun by a laptop computer for imaging, or with just the CPU box for guiding.At Mt. Stony Brook the ST-4 is used with the CPU box in the dome. Theblack CPU box is placed in the dome and can be connected to the computercurrently through the 9 pin serial cable labeled ST-6. The chip is cooled by aTEC similar to the one in the Lynxx. This cooler lowers the temperature ofthe chip to approximately 200 Celsius below ambient temperature.
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The ST-4 is also capable of moving the telescope. To do this, a relay boxwas built locally (for schematic diagram see �gure 1). Its purpose is to allowthe CCD computer to communicate with the telescope's drive. The relay boxhas three connecting cables. The standard grounded plug is connected to thepower supply, the gray 15 pin female cable connects to the CPU box, andthe gray 6 pin male polarized cable connects to the telescope's drive.1 Thetelescope's drive has two speeds. The current relay box has been designedto work with the faster speed of the drive. To adapt the ST-4 to a di�erenttelescope, a new relay box would have to be designed.CCDTRACK software is available to allow the ST-4 to track using aninteractive image on a computer. The di�culty with this method is the com-puter can only operate one CCD at a time. If the ST-4 and the Lynxx areto be run simultaneously, the computer will interactively run the Lynxx, andthe ST-4 will operate through the CPU box. The CPU box contains builtin tracking software. Observations requiring a second tracking computer arepossible but the user is responsible for providing the second PC.In general, the ST-4 is used solely as a tracking device. The camera headis attached to the 3" telescope. A 36mm pl�ossl eyepiece has approximately thesame focus as the ST-4 in the 3" telescope and can be used to center a starfor the ST-4 to track. In the track mode, the ST-4 will chose a star to trackand move the telescope via the relay box to keep the star in its �eld of viewat approximately the same position on the chip. This makes it possible to1It is still possible to plug the cord to the drive in upside-down. The operatorshould take care in placing this plug.
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take exposures longer than 15 seconds with the Lynxx camera. As mentionedearlier, the drive motor fails to track accurately after 15 seconds. With the ST-4 guiding the telescope, images of ten minutes and longer have been recorded.In many projects utilizing the Lynxx, the ST-4 is used to guide the telescope.C.4.3 The ST-6One SBIG upgrade from the ST-4 is the ST-6. The ST-6 utilizes a TexasInstrument TC241 chip. This is an array of 375 by 242 pixels each 23�m by27�m. The components of the ST-6 system are similar to the ST-4. There isa CPU box, camera head, and the same relay box. This system also uses amotorized �lter wheel made by Compuscope. The �lter wheel contains BVRIBessel �lters and a clear �lter. (See Appendix III for the response curves ofthe �lters.) The TEC for this camera head is similar in operation to that ofthe Lynxx, however the ST-6 allows the temperature to be set. The ST-6 isusually set at -350 Celsius at Mt. Stony Brook Observatory.The ST-6 is capable of simultaneous data acquisition and guiding. Usedtogether with the ST-4, longer uninterrupted exposures are possible. Theuninterrupted exposures will reduce read out noise since only one read-downoccurs. This makes simultaneous use the preferred method of operation; how-ever it is too cumbersome for regular use. A function in the software allowsthe operator to combine several short exposures to create a composite image.The basic idea of the track and accumulate function is to take a short image,and then chose a star for the telescope to track on. The software will take
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short exposures and move the telescope to keep the star in the same region ofthe chip. Another image is taken, and the two images are aligned. This is themain data collection method. The track and accumulate function allows verydeep exposures to be made. A 60-second exposure of a star forming regionin Aurigae contained a 18th magnitude object in the infrared. The maximummagnitude detected by the Lynxx was 16th magnitude in 600 seconds. TheST-6 does not have a physical shutter. Instead of a physical shutter, an elec-tronic shutter is used in conjunction with a vane. This can lead to short imagesnot being exposed uniformly.C.5 Data AcquisitionIn this section the methods of data acquisition will be discussed. Themeans of �nding targets is an important part to any observing program, andare included here. The operation of each camera is also covered, includingsome suggested settings that can be useful for the inexperienced user.C.5.1 Target FindingThe main method of �nding targets is a modi�ed version of the classicalstar hopping method. It is critical that all three telescopes are well alignedbefore proceeding. Lock onto a bright star, no fainter than about third mag-nitude, which has a similar declination or right ascension as the target starand therefore it is necessary to slew in only one direction. The 30mm guide
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telescope is used to acquire the bright starting star. The slew can be followedby observing in the 30mm.General preparation would include several �nder charts; a wide constel-lation �eld, the 30mm �eld, the 3" �eld and the of the 14" �eld. The chartswere made using the Space Telescope Science Institute Guide Star Catalogue,and Tirion 2000. The 30mm has a �eld of view of 2.5 arcminutes, the 3" hasa 40 arcsecond �eld of view; each camera's �eld of view is speci�ed in Table 1.Once the target star has been found and centered in the 3", data acquisitioncan begin.C.5.2 Data Acquisition with the LynxxThe Lynxx software is under the D:nCCDSnLYNXX directory and thesoftware package can be executed by entering CCD.Once in the Lynxx Menu the �rst thing that must be done is the TEC mustbe turned on, the command to activate it is under initialize. The chip needsapproximately �fteen minutes to cool su�ciently. The �lepath for images tobe stored will always be set to the default. This should be reset to F: eachtime the software is restarted. See Table 3 for the capacity of Lynxx imagesthat can be held on various drives.There are two methods to obtain an image using the Lynxx. Using theexpose command will take a 12 bit image that has a readout time of .5 second.The second method is the full-frame focus command which utilizes the cam-era's ability to readout 8 bit images. This has the bene�t of having a shorter
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readout time, which is about one third of a second. Sub-frame images can bereadout in .3 seconds and are 96 pixels high by 82 pixels wide as compared to192x165 for the full frames.When observing time dependent phenomena, it is useful to use the \greenmonitor" to video tape the observations. It is possible to tape images on themonitor, using the video port on a VCR. Simultaneously a connection withthe radio broadcast of \WWV" (the time counter) using the audio port canbe made. This setup will give an extremely accurate time-image correlationfor observations.All corrections made to an image are permanent, therefore it is not advisedto use stretch or log scale until the image is saved or copied. False color isuseful to enhance contrast in nebulous structure and between faint objects inan image while not a�ecting the actual image. The image can be saved usingthe image save command under save/load. The image �lepath should be checkto ensure the correct �lepath. The format for saving images form the Lynxxis *******.ccd.The Lynxx has six frame bu�ers so that multiple frames can be storedin RAM simultaneously, three of these bu�ers usually hold calibration data.Certain calibration frames, such as thermal frames, bias frames and at �eldframes, should be taken because they play a key role in data reduction. Biasand thermal frames can be acquired by using the commands under the initializemenu. The thermal frames are always placed in the fourth frame and the biasframes are always placed in the �fth frame. The at �eld frames are storedin the sixth frame. It is best to take �ve twilight ats in each �lter using the
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expose command. An alternative means of �nding ats can be used at StonyBrook: sky ats. Sky ats are medianed images of a relatively starless �eld.The get at �eld command is not recommended because the normalizationprocess the Lynxx uses creates extra noise.C.5.3 The ST-4Since there are superior cameras and software packages for imaging atStony Brook, the imaging software for the ST-4 will not be discussed. Thetracking software is extremely important to data collection, and will bepresented here. The tracking software is run from the CPU box. There areseveral controls including a menu that allows the operator to change param-eters necessary for the tracking process. Table 2 includes a rough guide ofsettings for the ST-4. The exposure adjust will set the exposure time. Cali-bration adjust controls the period that the ST-4 moves each of the four relaysduring the calibration process. Each axis can be given its own time. The scin-tillation adjust allows for atmospheric turbulence. If the sky is turbulent whenobserving, this should be set at a fairly high number to track on a `twinkling'star. The brightness adjust has two settings, average and faint. In the faintmode, the chip will take an average of a 3 by 3 pixel square and place theaverage in the center pixel. This helps �nd fainter stars, but will also increasethe background. The hysteresis parameters can correct for backlash in thetelescope's drive motor. The times are set in tenths of seconds and the ST-4will use this time to set the motor in the correct direction before making a
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Command ValueEA Exposure Adjust 3b Gain Boost 3bA Brightness Adjust ASA Scintillation Adjust 2FL Focal Length SC1 Calibration Time, X Axis 1C2 Calibration Time, Y Axis 3H1 Hysteresis, X AXIS(.1 sec) 2H2 Hysteresis, Y AXIS(.1 sec) 1AA Averaging Adjust 3AL Cycles Before Alarm 4Table C.2: Sample settings for the ST-4 guiding on a 7th magnitude star.move. The last parameter is the gain boost. This increases the gain of thechip, but it is important to remember the background noise increases with thegain.Once these parameters are set, a star can be found for tracking. As statedbefore, a 36mm pl�ossl eyepiece has the same focus as the ST-4. This can beused to �nd a star in the region of interest to guide on. If the star is slightlyout of center relative to the 14", there are two sets of adjustment screws whichcan be moved to center the 3" telescope on the star while not moving the 14".The camera can be replaced and the �nd and focus can start.Find and focus will read down the brightness of the star on a scale where99 is overexposed, along with the coordinates on the chip. The star can befound by using the four arrow keys to move the drive motor slightly. Once thedisplay shows high counts, the focus of the three inch can be changed until thecounts reach a maximum. Before tracking with the camera, the CPU and the
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drive have to be calibrated. It is best to place the guide star near the positionX=20, Y=80. When the calibration button is depressed, the telescope willbe moved in all four directions. The CPU will determine how much time isnecessary to move the telescope a certain number of pixels. Then when thestar moves away from the centered position, the CPU will know how long tomove the drive to get the star back in place.After the drive is calibrated, the track button will set the ST-4 in a modewhere it will track the star until it either loses track or the operator stopsthe track. The CPU box also contains a button to take a dark frame. If thedark frame is taken, a cover must be placed over the telescope. The ST-4 hasneither a shutter, nor a vane that will block out the light.C.5.4 ST-6 Data CollectionLike the Lynxx and the ST-4, this camera has a preferred orientationwith the telescope (see �gure 4). The software is located in the directoryD:nCCDSnST-6. The �lter wheel can be started here with the command FW.Once the camera is attached to the telescope, and the several cables are set,the ST-6 software is started with the executable CCDOPS. The link betweenthe computer and the camera will be established. The cooler can be set to aspeci�c temperature. This is done by going to the camera menu, and selectingsetup. The temperature control is contained in this menu. Mt. Stony Brookoperates at a camera temperature of -35.000 Celsius.Before taking images, the camera and the telescope have to be calibrated.
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This process is similar in operation to the calibration with the ST-4. A star isplaced near the center of the �eld, and the camera moves the drive to detectthe times for each relay. These times change depending on the region of the skythat is being observed. After moving to a new target, the calibration shouldbe done again. The commands for calibration are under the trackmenu.Now the telescope is ready for imaging. The focus command allows theoperator to �nd the target and then move the telescope to center the object.The focus mode is preferable to �nd a target since there is an option for a lowresolution readout. This produces poor quality images, but they are readoutfaster than a normal image. Another advantage to the focus command is theability to move the telescope. The a, s, w, and z keys will move the telescopein the -X, +X, -Y, and +Y directions respectively. This feature will only workin the focus mode.There are two ways to collect images with the ST-6. The �rst is usingthe grab command. This will take an image for the requested time, and thendownload the image. This is the normal CCD camera image mode. Thesecond method is the track and accumulate mode. In this mode, the cameratakes several short images, and then adds them together to give an image thatis comparable to the same total time image as taken by the grab function. Theadvantage of the second method is clear when using a telescope that cannottrack well. At Mt. Stony Brook, a 60 second image under grab would havestar trails throughout it due to the periodic guiding error (see �gure 3). A60-second track and accumulate image contains fairly round stars. The cameracalculates how far the star has moved from the �rst image and will move the
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telescope to compensate for the movement that occurred in between exposures.This is the nominal data collection method for the equipment at Mt. StonyBrook.Another feature about the ST-6 is the dark frames can be removed fromthe image as the data is collected. Unlike the Lynxx, which creates a darkframe by taking an exposure of the shutter and then removing the bias level,the darks from the ST-6 include the bias level. In lieu of a shutter, the ST-6has a vane that falls into place to collect a dark frame. When an image istaken, the electronics act as a shutter.To save images under the ST-6 software, the �le menu is used. Thedefault �lepath is usually D:nCCDSnST-6. This should be changed to F:n.The �lename can be eight characters long, and the operator has a choice offormats. The formats will be discussed in a later section. One importantpoint: save the tracklist. After each track and accumulate image is taken, atracklist is created. This records how far the telescope was moved each frameof the image. This must be saved to calculate the o�sets needed for the atcorrections. The program prompts you for this after the track and accumulatesequence is taken.C.6 Data StorageAll of the data are stored initially in the F:n drive of the PC. About 25ST-6 images or 172 Lynxx images can be saved here. Additional disk spaceis available for use in dire circumstances, but general use of other disks is
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discouraged since it clutters the system. After all of the data for the night arecollected, the data are transferred from the PC to the VAX mainframe in thedepartment. The �le transfer protocol link to the Astronomy group cluster isin general use with kermit link still an available backup. The data are savedin various formats depending on the software used. Appendix I contains theprocedure for transferring data to the VAX.C.6.1 Data FormatsThere are several di�erent ways for CCD images to be stored. Eachsoftware package has its own format for saving the data. The ST-4 can savedata when used as an imaging camera. The format of the saved �les is notdiscussed in the ST-4 manual.The Lynxx saves data in a format that best uses its memory allocation.Since the Lynxx data is stored in 12 bits, the format rearranges the data tosend 2 pixels of information in 3 bytes. This is really just a redistributionof data, so that it is sent faster and stored more e�ciently. Two pixels canbe represented as 3 bytes of information. The �rst byte contains the 8 leastsigni�cant bits of pixel 1. The second byte carries two nibbles. The �rst nibblehas the 4 most signi�cant bits of pixel 1, and the second contains the 4 mostsigni�cant bits of pixel 2. Finally the last byte contains the 8 least signi�cantbits of pixel 2. The Lynxx manual suggests that data stored in this format besaved with a ccd extension.The ST-6 o�ers its own format in compressed and uncompressed versions,
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along with FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) and TIFF(Tagged Inter-change File Format) formats. The ST-6 format saves data in 16 bit words foreach pixel value. In the uncompressed version, the data is read down with eachpixel being described by a 16 bit word. The compressed version saves the datain a slightly di�erent manner. The �rst pixel in a row is described by a 16 bitword. The rest of the pixels are described by an 8 bit word, provided that thevalue varies from the �rst pixel by �127 counts. If the di�erence is more than�127 counts, that pixel's value will be described by a 16 bit word. Clearly,the compressed format will save the data in less space than the uncompressedformat.The other formats are FITS, a common astronomical format, and TIFF, apublication format. Under the FITS format, the user has the option of savingdata in either a 16 bit or 8 bit mode. To save the original image, the datashould be saved with 16 bits per pixel. When 8 bit is selected, the 16 bit imagedata will be reduced to 8 bits and will be photometrically useless. The ST-6also allows the observer to record information about the image collection andcomments about the collection. A word of caution for those using the FITSformat, the ST-6 software will record the time of the FITS creation { not thetime of the �le creation. This information can be found in the comments.The TIFF format under the ST-6 can only write in 8 bits while the ST-6images are in a 16 bit format. This can be a disadvantage since this compressesthe data and slightly alters it. This format is not suggested for images withastronomical data. This program also allows the observer to record collectionconditions.
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Camera 514" HD 514" DD 312" HD 312" DD QIC-80Lynxx 28 images 7 images 35 images 14 images 5000 imagesST-6 images 4 images 1 images 5 images 2 images 600 imagesTable C.3: Storage Capacity For Lynxx and ST-6 Images.C.6.2 Data Storage MediaThere several backup systems to record the data if the VAX connectionhas failed or a disk on the VAX has failed. The �rst backup system is the useof oppy disks with the PC. Since all of the data are stored on the PC, thedata can be sent directly from the F: drive to a oppy disk. The PC can readboth 514" and 312" disks. Table 3 shows the disk capacity for each system. Thedata can then be stored on oppy disk until they can be sent to the VAX.A second form of backup for the PC is a tape drive. The Colorado MemorySystems tape drive stores data on QIC-80 tapes. The QIC-80 tapes can store250 megabytes of compressed data. From here several nights worth of datacan be transferred to a single tape. This is a stronger system than the disksbecause the tape can hold 600 ST-6 images. The entire contents of the PC arebacked using this system occasionally.The data are also backed-up on the VAX with an 8mm or 4mm tape. Atape backup should occur once every month. This backup becomes importantif the disk fails. A month's worth of data was lost when one of the VAX datadisks failed. The disk in question had stored data from a year before the failuredate, but they were stored on tape and recovered. The VAX has a routine thatallows TAR procedures to run within VMS.
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C.7 Data ProcessingOnce the data are collected and stored, the next logical step is to processthe images. If photometry is desired, there are several tools available to makemeasurements from the images.C.7.1 Quick Look ToolsEach program allows the operator to get a quick look at the data anddo some processing. The ST-4 and ST-6 have the same basic tools, so onlythe ST-6 tools will be described here. Most of the tools are under the displaymenu. When an image is displayed in analysis mode, data can be roughlyanalyzed. Any process done under display will only alter the display and notthe image itself.The operator can use the X-Hairs to �nd the pixel coordinates and value.The average value of all pixels in a square area can be determined with thesmooth command. This program will also give a relative magnitude of thestar. An accurate magnitude can be determined if the telescope parametersare modi�ed. If the object is a di�use object such as a nebula, the di�usemagnitude is expressed in units of mag/square arcsecond. The separation inarcseconds and degrees can be determined between two stars.Other operations include ipping the image horizontally and vertically,and a zoom that enlarges a section of the image by a factor of four. The imagecan also be cropped. If the image is not at a contrast that is desirable, thecontrast can be manipulated by the operator. The image can be smoothed.
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This is a process that removes the e�ects of rapidly varying pixels values.This is accomplished by replacing each pixel by the weighted average of a 3by 3 square centered on the pixel. This can blur the details of an image, butcan help bring out faint objects. A histogram can be displayed in either atext or graphical format for the ST-6. The ST-4 can only display a graphicalhistogram.The ST-6 has a utilities menu that alters the image. The image shouldbe saved before any processing is done to it. Several functions can be donehere including dark subtracting, co-adding frames, smoothing, sharpening, andat �elding. The dark subtract will remove the dark current and bias fromthe image. This removes background noise that is intrinsic to the chip. Theco-add command allows two images to be added. This produces a third imagewith a better signal to noise ratio. Smoothing the image will have the samee�ect that it did before except now the image is permanently altered. Anotherform of �ltering is the sharpening. This is a process called unsharp maskingthat brings out the details of the image. Flat �elding will remove the at �eldfrom the image. This corrects for di�erences in gain from pixel to pixel andvariations from the telescope. The tracklists must have been saved earlier ifthis tool is to be used in a track and accumulate image. Also under the utilitiesmenu, the image can be rescaled. Cool and warm pixels can be removed.The ST-4 allows some of these processes, but not all. Before using thesecommands, consult the manuals for these cameras.
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C.7.2 The Lynxx ToolsThe Lynxx software has its own quick analysis tools. Some processes aresimilar to the ST-6 tools. As previously discussed, the images can be rescaled,but if intensities are to be measured, the images should not be rescaled. Therescaling process destroys the raw data and makes intensity measurementsinaccurate.The processes for analysis are under the analyzemenu. A histogram of theimage can help decide if any part of the chip was over exposed. Changing thefalsecolor of the image can also help in determining if a pixel is overexposed.The falsecolors display the image in a strongly varying colorbar that makes iteasier to �nd out the counts in the pixel on examination. X and Y line scanscan determine the focus of the image. When focusing the telescope, the linesscans can be a bene�t to the focusing process. These procedures display theintensity along a chosen line. A zoom window is also available.Before starting any analysis on an image, the calibration frames must beremoved from the image. While these are generally carried out on the VAXusing IRAF or IDL, the quick reduction methods included in the software aredetailed here. The process menu contains the tools to remove the calibrationframes. The at adjust removes the bias stored in frame 5 (see �gure 1 forframe positions). The at stored in frame 6 is used to correct the image. Thetherm adjust process removes the dark current. This will correct for the darkin frame 4 in addition to the bias and the at. When executing either of theseprocedures, the operator should place the correct at frame and correct dark
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frame in the bu�ers.The remainder of the commands can be used for determining the intensityof the objects in the frame. Meas intensity is the command that will measurethe intensity of the object in a square region around a star. The size of thesquare region can be changed with the command square size. A suggested sizefor the aperture is one that encloses all of the star and has a small sectionof sky around the star. After the star is measured, the background shouldalso be removed. To do this, a square of the same size should be placed on aregion that represents the background around the star. The di�erence betweenthe two values is a more accurate representation of the relative intensity. Anappendix to the Lynxx manual describes photometry with the Lynxx software.A separate software package is The Personal Observatory. This is a pack-age that allows the ST-6 and the �lterwheel to be run simultaneously. Unfor-tunately, the track and accumulate mode will not work if the ST-6 is run byPersonal Observatory. It is advised to use the SBIG software.Although the camera cannot be operated by the Personal Observatory, itcan be used for data reduction. Again, there are better processes in IRAF andIDL. This is a description for a quick look at the data. There are proceduresfor tricoloring images by using three images in di�erent bands, and some pho-tometry can be done in this software. The Adobe Photoshop can be used forcolor images also.
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C.7.3 IDLThere are several IDL programs on �le at Stony Brook. Several of theseprograms have been written locally to reduce the data collected. The programscover a large range of functions, but all can be useful in the reduction of data.The help screens of all these programs are listed in Appendix II. IDL can runfrom either the astronomy mainframe, or from the PC. On the PC, IDL islocated on the C: drive.If the images being used were taken using the Lynxx the observer canuse either IRAF or IDL to reduce the data. If IRAF is preferred there is anIDL routine CCD2FIT formatted image into a FITS format that is readableby IRAF. The auto2�t program is currently limited to approximately twenty-seven images, although it is being corrected.If IDL is preferred, the CCD12BIT routine will reformat the .ccd imagesinto an image that IDL can read as an array. The AUTOCCD routine willreformat a given list of .ccd images and convert it into an image cube thatIDL can read. The CCD12BIT routine requires an image as the input, thedirectory where the image is located and a name for the output. This routineonly works for one image. The AUTOCCD routine requires an image listas the input, the directory where the images are held and the name of theresulting image cube as the output.Now that the images have been reformatted for use by IDL they canbe displayed. IDL has several commands to view images; TV, TVSCL andBYTSCL. The TV command writes the image array to the display without
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scaling it. The TVSCL command scales the image by a speci�ed factor anddisplays the scaled version. The BYTSCL command allows one to scale theindividual pixels using minimum and maximum operators for improved colorcontrast.Before reduction of data can take place the calibration images must bedealt with properly. There is a routine available that helps with this process,MEDIAN. The MEDIAN routine takes the input image cube and �nds themedian value for each pixel position throughout the image cube. This newimage, with every pixel value a median of all of the input frames, is the output.The main purpose for using this process of the removal of spurious high andlow points that e�ectively reduces noise and therefore, the uncertainty.Both biases and dark frames can be medianed easily using this routine.Flat �elds are slightly more complicated. The at �eld frames for a speci�c�lter should be medianed together after which the medianed bias and darkframes should be removed. Flat �elds must also be normalized. This is ac-complished by weighing the medianed frames to the average value. To do this,set the scale to 1 when running the procedure. When this has been done forall �lters, the reduction is almost complete.The data frames must be reduced now. This involves subtracting themedianed bias and dark frames. They are subtracted because the CCD chipaccumulates a thermally induced time dependent charge and operates withsome background level of charge. The dark frame must be of the same time asthe image since it is time dependent. The data frames should then be dividedby the normalized at �eld. This step smooths brightness gradients in the
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image caused by variations in the chip.If the images being used are from the Lynxx and the user wishes to useIRAF for reduction, the images can be rewritten into FITS format by theCCD2FITS procedure. Data reduction can be done in either IDL or IRAF.There is an automatic reduction procedure called AUTORED2. This iscurrently programmed for Lynxx images. The program requires the operator toarrange the images in a certain order. Then the number of each type of imageis input following the prompts from the computer, and the program removesthe bias, darks and ats from the image cube. The ats used are premade,meaning that they were already medianed and weighted. The output is animage cube containing the corrected images.There are two aperture photometry procedures. One is named APPHO,and the other is APPHOT. APPHO calculates the ux within a circle of aradius determined by the user. The error associated with the ux is also inthe output. This is not really the ux from the star, but the counts in thatarea. To �nd the background, the cursor should be placed over a backgroundposition on the image. The two values can be subtracted to give the countsin the circle that belong to the star. This still is not the ux, but it gives anaccurate measure of the counts from the star. To increase the accuracy of thisprocess, it is advisable to take several measurements from the background andthe star, and subtract the averages.APPHOT is similar to APPHO, but has a minor adjustment that makes iteasier to use. This program uses a centroid to center on the star, and calculatesthe ux in a circle around the star. In addition, a second circle of 1.5 times
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the stellar aperture is drawn. This measures the background around the starand subtracts it from the inner aperture. The output is the counts from thestar with the background already subtracted and the associated error. Futureversions of this code will allow the operator to decide the size of the secondaperture.If the subject that is being studied is a periodic phenomenon, there are afew period �nding programs. One of the programs, SHORTSTRING, works bytaking an initial guess of the period, then the program detects periods that �tthe points. From these periods, the one with the shortest path connecting allof the data points is the period returned. The operator may wish to plot theperiod array against the path array to help determine the true period since thisprocedure will always return a shortest path. A second period �nding programalso exists. This program, PERIODOGRAM, uses Fourier analysis to searchfor a period. The data points are �t to di�erent sine curves. The probabilityof each curve being the best �t to the data points is then calculated. Thisprogram is based on Horne and Baliunas(1986).To gain a better signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), two frames can be added.There is a program called SA, short for shift and add. This program takes twoinput images and asks for a star to center on in the �rst image. It then asksfor the same star in the second image. The o�set between the two images iscalculated and the images are shifted. The pixel values for the two overlaidimages are added for the output image. This procedure is important whenworking with faint sources. There are several variations of this program.If a true color image is desired from series of blue, green, and red images,
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the procedure MAKE GIF can overlay the images and create a color bar sothat the resultant image appears to have the true colors.Another IDL procedure that can be useful, is the MULTICHART pro-gram. This program will read the guide star catalogue and plot out a �eldbased on the input parameters of coordinates and �eld size. This is very help-ful when searching for faint targets. Charts are created for the corresponding�eld of view and limiting magnitude for each telescope.C.7.4 IRAFThe image reduction and analysis facility (IRAF) is a powerful tool for thereduction of images. This package is available on the VAX and UNIX machinesin the astronomy cluster. Images start as FITS images and are converted to aformat that IRAF can read. The images can then be calibrated and reduced.IRAF can make photometric measurements as well. This package is a majorpart of data reduction at Mt. Stony Brook. The details of IRAF's proceduresare too lengthy to describe here. Figure 5 contains a owchart to show theusual reduction procedure. There are many more tasks that can be completedby IRAF, and the manuals available in the department should be consulted.C.8 A Night At The TelescopeA night at the Mt. Stony Brook Observatory begins not in the dome,but in the warm room. Here the computer that collects the data resides. Thecomputer is set up so that the software for whatever camera is running and the
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switch box set to channel B. This allows the monitor and keyboard upstairsto operate the computer.Now the telescope can be set up. The dome is fairly simple to operate. Inthe North west of the dome, there is a motor that turns the dome. The domeopens with a motor that pulls the slit back. The switch for the slit motor isnear the light switches. The slit motor must be plugged in before it is moved.The plug is an eight prong polarized plug that must be unplugged when theslit is open. The power cord is attached to the dome itself. A nice feature tothe slit is a horizon shield that can be disconnected from the slit to block thelights from the campus. This also allows the telescope to view at zenith.The next step is to mount the camera on the telescope. Each camera hada speci�c alignment with the telescope. This insures that the at �elds arein the same alignment as the images, and that images from night to night donot vary in orientation. The exact alignments are shown in �gure 4, but it isimportant that a consistent alignment was used is.Once the camera is attached and aligned, the cooler is started. This hasbeen described in an earlier section for each camera. The observer usually hasto wait for a �fteen minute period for the Lynxx to cool to temperature. TheST-4 and ST-6 cameras only take about 5 minutes to cool. When starting,the observer should check to make sure that the telescopes are in alignmentwith each other. Many hours of observing time have been lost by misalignedtelescopes. The object of choice is the University Hospital. The lights on theroof provide a nice target to center in all three telescopes.The �rst part of data collection is to take the at �elds. Evening twilight
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ats are usually taken. The campus has a fairly turbulent atmosphere, somorning ats are not superior to these. The dome is placed in the east, andthe telescope's drive is turned o�. Three images in each �lter are taken sothat the chip is about 10% saturated. This is done approximately a half hourbefore sunset.Once the target has risen, the observer can star hop to the target. This isdescribed in an earlier section. Usually a focus frame is taken of a star to learnif the telescopes are aligned. Once at the target, the observer can go to thewarmroom and run the cameras in a warm environment. With the ST-6, the�lter wheel is entirely controllable from the warmroom. The Lynxx camerarequires manual changing of the �lters. The observer can be in contact withanother observer via a set of intercoms. The intercoms allow the warmroom tomonitor the dome. The ST-6 and ST-4 cameras can control the drive. If thereis a malfunction, the person in the warmroom will hear the drive motor slewingthe telescope, and he can stop the camera immediately before the telescopecrashes into anything.C.8.1 The End Of The NightAfter all of the targets are found, data recorded and the sun has risen, theobserver can begin the shut down. The drive is turned o� and unplugged. Allof the electronics are turned o� and the items that belong in the warm roomreturn there. Cables that remain in the dome are wrapped around the pedestalto prevent tripping. The telescope is stowed so the declination is reading 90
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degrees. The 3" telescope should be on the east side of the 14" when properlystowed. This position serves two purposes. The �rst is to place even weight onthe motors. The second is to allow the observer 12 hours to remember to turno� the drive. The motor will carry a balanced weight if the 3" is on the westside or the east side. By putting the telescope on the east side, the telescope'sdrive can be left on accidentally for approximately 12 hours longer before itcrashes into the pier.C.9 TrainingThe primary use of this telescope is as a training tool for both graduateand undergraduate observers. Toward this goal a 4 week training program hasbeen designed and is outlined below. This program can be accelerated to 4days, 4 hours or 40 minutes depending on the level of the student.C.9.1 Week 1This week three readings are handed out, including this document. Skyon a Chip, The Fabulous CCD (1987) Provides a simple overview of how anyCCD works. The Digital Darkroom (1993) provides an introduction to datareduction. Copies of all these reading are on �le in the warmroom. The mainfunctions of the telescope are also explained.
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C.9.2 Week 2Now the student actually gets to use the telescope itself. Only an eyepieceis used. Students are given four targets to �nd. They start with a �rst magni-tude star. This can be di�cult even for graduate students if they have neverused a telescope before. Secondly, a bright planet or easy double star such asAlcor is given. The third assignment is any Messier object, and the last is anon discript eighth or ninth magnitude star. The projects are designed to beof increasing di�culty and to get the student to an adequate level at whichthey can point the telescope comfortably. The last week's reading is reviewedand relevant sections of the telescope manuals are handed out.C.9.3 Week 3Mounting and dismounting of the CCDs is demonstrated. After a reviewof the previous week's reading, students operate the PC. They practice theprocess of taking, manipulating and storing data. The students also transferdata to disks on the cluster.C.9.4 Week 4A quick oral quiz is in order, \What are ats? What are zeros? How aredata corrected?" Then the student is ready to go. They install the camera,point the telescope to the same sequence of targets used in week 2. Then theyacquire, process and store the data. Now the students are ready to use the14" for scienti�c applications. It should be noted that none of the students
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are perfect with the system, and periodic discussions about the maintenanceand operation of the telescope should be held over an observing season.C.10 MaintenanceAs with any system, there must be maintenance preformed occasionally.The main points of maintenance at Mt. Stony Brook include the dome motors,and the cameras. The slit motor was replaced in 1993. The rotation motoris currently the original motor. The motor has shown considerable amountsof hysteresis, and to move the dome to west, one must �rst let it move to theeast, the try to move it west. The track for the dome rotation must also beoiled occasionally. Once an observing season is recommended.The cameras need to be maintained as well as the dome. The �lters needto be cleaned once a week, as they are wonderful lint collectors. The windowabove the chip should also be cleaned once a week. Dust on the �lters orwindow will be extremely apparent when examining at �eld exposures.The telescope must not be forgotten either. The declination lock wearsitself loose over a few weeks. This should be checked as often as possible.The lock is easily tightened. An important note for the serious observer ismoisture. The telescope is not sealed so water can condense on the correctorplate. If this happens in winter, the water will freeze. A hairdryer is storedin the warmroom for just this problem. In 30 minutes or less, the ice canbe melted and the water evaporated. At least once a semester the collimationshould be check. The directions for this are located on page 22 of the Celestron
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Cable Connects... Quantity Part No.25' keyboard dome keyborad to PC 2 HK0277M/F25' VGA cable dome VGA and Lynxx to PC 4 HK0307M/F25' 9-Pin serial SBIG cameras to PCa 2 HK0235M/Fb25' RJ-12 �lter wheel to PC 2 HK0206-25 b10BASE2 Cable PC to cluster 1 c50' 25 pin serial PC to cluster 1 cTable C.4: Cables fundamental to the operation of Mt. Stony Brook.14 operating manual located in the warm room.The biggest maintenance issue with the observatory is cabling. There areat least 7 cables connecting the dome to the PC. Exposure to the elements andtime make failure of these cables inevitable. Failure in any cable can causethe entire system to go down. The following table list the cable types, theirpurpose and part number in the Misco catalog:These are the major problems with maintenance have occurred in thepast. As with any experiment, one has to periodically check for problems.C.11 Future ImprovementsThe system is not yet perfect. Some improvements for the future arelisted in this section. The Compuscope �lter wheel can be attached to theLynxx camera. This has not been done yet, but may be a consideration forthe future. The �lter wheel also has three empty positions. Additional �lterswould be useful. Suggestions for H� and [OIII] have been made. A biggerscreen is required to properly take advantage of the Xterminal capabilities of
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the PC. A second PC would be useful, since the observer could use the ST-4to see the guide star as he is imaging with the Lynxx or ST-6. This wouldprevent lost hours from trying to �nd the star that the ST-4 was tracking on.A second PC would also allow the �lter wheel to be run in a di�erent mode.Presently, the �lter wheel is run in a pop-up window mode. This does nottell the operator which �lter is in position. The other program with the �lterwheel would show that information.Better reduction and camera software would be an improvement to thecurrent system. A beta test version of new data Acquisition software, calledThe Sky is on order. More analysis programs that are user friendly wouldbe helpful to the current library. This is being worked on. An upgrade tothe WINDOWS operating system would also be helpful. WINDOWS 95 andWindows for Workgroups are capable of more e�cient multitasking and fasterdata transfer rates than currently available under WINDOWS. WINDOWSitself, or any of the upgrades can run more e�ciently if the computer hadmore than 8 megabytes of memory. Sixteen megabytes of RAM is the minimumsuggested memory for a machine running the number of processes we expectthe machine to be running during data acquisition in the near future (e.g.Windows for Workgroups operating system, SkyPro data acquisition, IDL dataanalysis, QVTNET FTP utility.)A �nal consideration would be electronic setting circles. With these cir-cles, observed could simply align the telescopes, calibrate the circles, and thentype in the numbers for the target. This system would make observing a muchshorter routine, but the thrill of �nding a target is gone.
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C.12 Help Sheets For Operation Of The PCC.12.1 Lynxx Time SheetWhen using the PC out of the WINDOWS mode, use this conversionsheet to run the Lynxx camera.Time Type Time Type Time Type1 sec 3 sec 15 sec 57.0 sec 6 min 1368 sec2 sec 7 sec 20 sec 76.0 sec 7 min 1596 sec3 sec 11.5 s 25 sec 94.5 sec 8 min 1824 sec4 sec 15.0 s 30 sec 114 sec 9 min 2052 sec5 sec 19.0 s 45 sec 171 sec 10 min 2280 sec6 sec 22.5 s 60 sec 228 sec7 sec 26.5 s 2 min 456 sec8 sec 30.5 s 3 min 684 sec9 sec 34.5 s 4 min 912 sec10 sec 37.5 s 5 min 1140 secTo get any time that is not printed here, you can add, subtract, multiplyand divided at will to get the desired time. i.e.) 2.5 min=2 min+30 sec=456+114=570 so you would type in 570 for a 2.5 min exposure. You must beout of windows for these times to work.
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C.12.2 PC To VAX FTP CommandsAt the end of each night, send the data you have collected over to theVAX cluster. Here is how to do it:1. In the program manger is a group called INTERNET in this group thereis an item called QVTNET. Double-click on QVTNET and then choosethe FTP option2. Using the dialog box login to the OBSERVER account on sbast3. Oncethere, type:cd nhomensbast92nobserver.This will put you into the data directory.3. Type mkdir and create a new directory under mtsb named for the monthand the date after midnight. (ie. for the night of November 2 to themorning of the 3, use NOV 3. Cd into the new directory (eg. cd NOV 3)4. Check to make sure you are in the right directory by typing path.nhomensbast92nobservernNOV 3 is what you would see if you used theexample from above. If you are not, use the CD command to changethedirectory.5. Now you can transfer data. Type:binaryto set the data type.
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6. Now typemput F:n*.*This will send everything from the F:n drive to the directory you are inFTP.When the �les have �nished the transfer (this takes about 10 minutes)you exit the process. To do this: Simply select the exit option under the FILEpull-down.
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C.12.3 14" Telescope Shut Down Check SheetThis is a check list for how to leave the telescope at the end of the night.Please make sure you have completed all of the following steps.1. Turn o� the drive to the telescope and unplug.2. Unplug all electronics, including the Lynxx, the autoguider and its manycomponents, and any other pieces of equipment you may have used.Replace any �lters etc. to their boxes.3. Remove any eyepieces and cover the eyepiece openings (there should besome �lm containers to use for this purpose). Also, the telescope shouldbe covered now.4. Return the telescope to the stowed position. (With the 3 inch on theEAST side of the 14 inch)5. Rotate the dome so that the slit is above the door. Close the slit andunplug the motor to the slit.6. Turn o� the monitor, the lights and lock the dome.7. Replace all equipment and the keys to the warm room.8. Rotate the dome so that the slit is above the door. Close the slit andunplug the motor to the slit.9. Turn o� the monitor, the lights and lock the dome.10. Replace all equipment and the keys to the warm room.
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11. Reset the computer to warm room control.
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C.13 IDL Program Help PagesCCD2FITS: CONVERSION OF CCD FILES TO FITS FORMATCCD2FITS,�le,o�leFILE: File to be readOFILE:Name of output �leProcedure to convert three 8 bit words to two 12 bit wordsWrites out in FITS

AUTO2FITS: AUTOMATIC CCD TO FITS CONVERTERAUTO2FITS,ccd�les,�ts�lesCCDFILES: �le containing list of �les to be readFITSFILES: �le containing list of �les to be writtenConverts several CCD format �les to FITS
CCD12BIT: LYNXX IMAGE READERCCD12BIT,�le,pix2FILE:�le to be readPIX2:output �lenameProcedure to convert three 8 bit words to two 12 bit words
AUTOCCD: MULTIPLE CCD FILE READERAUTOCCD,�lenames,dir,imagecube
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FILENAMES: �le containing list of �les to be readDIR: string containing location of source directoryIMAGECUBE: name of output image vector

MEDIAN: IMAGE MEDIANSMEDIAN,imagecube,m,scaleIMAGECUBE: images to �nd median ofM: name of output imageSCALE: =1 for normalized images, =0 for non-normailized
AUTORED2: LYNXX AUTOMATIC REDUCTIONThe operator is queried for all inputsThe image cube must be �lled so that the bias imagesare �rst, then the dark15,dark30 and dark60 images.Then the colors are �lled with red, infrared,visibleand blue. Each color should have the 15,30 and 60 secondimages in that order.
APPHO:APERTURE PHOTOMETRYAPPHO,image,rad,cts,nbins,x,y orAPPHO,image,rad,counts,xvec,yvec,col=col,resize=resizeRAD: radius of square in pixels; def=3
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X,Y: center for remote callKEYWORDS:COL: color for circleRESIZE: expand the image by a factor

APPHOT:APERTURE PHOTOMETRY AND BACKGROUND SUB-TRACTIONAPPHOT,image,rad,cts,nbins,x,yAPPHOT,image,rad,counts,xvec,yvec,col=col,resize=resizeRAD: radius of square in pixels; def=3X,Y: center for remote callKEYWORDS:COL: color for circleRESIZE: expand the image by a factor
PERIODOGRAM:PERIOD FINDING PROGRAMPERIODOGRAM,t,v,p1,p2,np,titleT: observation timesV: observed valuesP1,P2: �rst and last periods to be testedNP: number of points to be testedTITLE: optional plot titleOUTPUTS:
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pdgm: power(p1 or p2)p1: frequencyp2: period�nds periods in timed magnitude data

SA: SHIFT AND ADD IMAGESSA,image1,image2,image3,dispmin,dispmaxIMAGE1,IMAGE2: images to be addedIMAGE3: output imageDISPMIN,DISPMAX: limits to the byte scale of the imagesshifts and adds two images together
MAKE GIF: SHIFT AND ADD THREE BAND IMAGES TO PRO-DUCETRUE COLOR IMAGE. WRITTEN INTO A GIF FILEMAKE GIF,ri,gi,bi,�leout,warp=warpRI: red imageGI: green imageBI: blue imageFILEOUT: name of output image without .gifWARP: If set will poly warp the �elds, only needed for SQIID data
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MULTICHART: AUTOMATICALLY READGSC AND PRINTS FINDERCHARTSMULTICHART,�lename,hard=hardFILENAME: �le containing star name,RA in h,m,s DEC in d,m,sHARD: if set will produce a hard copy of the charts
SHORTSTRING: FIND THE PERIOD FOR A DATA SETSHORTSTRING,time,deltamag,guessTIME: the time array to be plotted folded over the periodDELTAMAG: the magnitude array to be plottedGUESS: intial guess at period
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Appendix D
The Epsilon Aurigae Secondary: AHydrostatically Supported Disk
D.1 IntroductionDisks are among the most common of astrophysical systems. They rangein size from galaxies, through protostellar/circumstellar disks, down to therings around planets. A powerful technique for observing disk systems is stel-lar occultations. This method has been applied with great success to planetaryrings (e.g., Lane et al. 1982, Holberg et al. 1982), the best understood astro-physical disk systems. The � Aurig� system allows us to apply this techniqueto an entirely new class of disks.Epsilon Aurig� is an F0 Ia star with an enigmatic companion which par-tially eclipses the visible star for � 2 years every 27.1 years. The maximumfraction of the primary that is eclipsed is about 48%. The eclipse light curvehas a long, at minimum (Figure D.1), implying that the secondary is not
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appreciably convex. The eclipse is fairly colorless (hereafter \gray") over therange of 4000 �A to 5 �m. The smaller eclipse depth that is observed at longerwavelengths has been attributed to thermal radiation from the secondary witha color temperature of � 500 K (Backman et al. 1984). During eclipse, ab-sorption lines are seen, presumably due to cool, optically thin material in thesecondary passing in front of the primary. However, these lines are much moreprominent after mid-eclipse than prior to it (Lambert and Sawyer 1986, Hinkleand Simon 1987), in contrast to the fairly symmetric light curve.Huang (1965) suggested that the secondary is a thick opaque disk whichwe view edge-on. In most subsequent studies of � Aurig�, the secondaryhas been modeled as a completely opaque disk viewed edge-on or nearly so.Such a disk is unphysical. A realistic disk would have a �nite optical depthwith a maximum value in the midplane (z = 0) and decreasing values alonglines of sight traversing the disk at larger jzj. In this paper, we develop ahydrostatic/quasi-hydrodynamic model of the secondary disk which is con-strained by the observational data.Analysis of the � Aurig� system is complicated by diverse data of varyingquality. The mass function, period and eclipse timing are well known, as isthe angular size of the primary. The solid angle subtended by the secondary,the eccentricity of the orbit, the orbital velocity of material at the edge ofthe secondary disk, and the distance of the system from Earth have all beenmeasured, but uncertainties are larger on these quantities. We summarize therelevant system characteristics in Section D.2.A rotating disk supported by centrifugal force and gas pressure against
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gravitational collapse will have a concave shape. That is, it will have greatervertical (z) extent at its outer radius than near its center (Figure D.3). Forcertain density distributions, more blockage of light would occur at 2nd and 3rdcontacts than at mid-eclipse. In principle, this e�ect may o�er an explanationfor the small central brightening observed during the broad light minimum.We develop hydrostatic models for the � Aurig� secondary in Section D.3 andpresent synthetic eclipse light curves calculated using these models in SectionD.4. Thermal heating of the portion of the secondary exposed to the radiation�eld of the primary increases the secondary's z extent at the edge facing theprimary. This thermal expansion from \morning" (post-star \rise") to \af-ternoon" o�ers an explanation for the observed temporal asymmetry in thestrength of absorption line pro�les relative to mid-eclipse. We study this hy-pothesis quantitatively using a quasi-hydrodynamic model of the disk edge inSection D.5. Our results are summarized in Section D.6.D.2 Characteristics of the � Aurig� SystemThe size, mass and distance to the system are inter-dependent anduncertain. Constraints derived using the mass function, stellar evolutionmodels and various other data suggest either a high-mass system (M1 �20 M�;M2 � 15 M�) at a distance of � 1200 pc or a low-mass system(M1 < 2 M�;M2 < 5 M�) at � 600 pc (Webbink 1985). Note that in thelow-mass model, the \secondary" is more massive than the visible \primary";
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however, we shall follow the convention used in most of the � Aurig� liter-ature and continue to refer to the F star as the primary because it is clearlythe primary source of luminosity of the system. Doppler shifts of absorptionlines seen during eclipse imply an orbital velocity at the edge of the secondarymore compatible with the low-mass model (Sait�o et al. 1987, Lambert andSawyer 1986). A distance estimate based on astrometry of the primary's orbitof � 580 � 30 pc (van de Kamp 1978) also supports the low-mass system;however, this result must be interpreted with caution due to the di�culty ofobtaining such an estimate from the ground; other evidence suggests a dis-tance of � 1000 pc (cf. Carroll et al. 1991). The HIPPARCOS spacecraftis expected to provide a more accurate estimate of, or lower bound to, thedistance to the � Aurig� system.Many characteristic quantities can be derived for � Aurig� that are in-dependent of the system's absolute scale. These scale-independent quantitiesinclude the ratios between the secondary's length, the primary's diameter, thecomponent separation, and the system's distance from Earth, the ratio of thebolometric luminosities of the components, the radiative ux at the secondarydue to the primary, and the color of the eclipse. Our approach is to sepa-rate scale-dependent from scale-independent quantities, and rely on the latteras much as possible to construct the model framework. The scale-dependentquantities (e.g., the thickness of the disk as a function of temperature, massof the secondary and the system's dimensions) then allow us, in principle,to discriminate between the high- and low-mass systems. A resolution be-tween the two alternative models is crucial to determining whether the disk is
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a remnant of post-main sequence mass transfer (Eggleton and Pringle 1985)or a protostellar/protoplanetary disk (Carroll et al. 1991). Results in thispaper (Section D.4) lend some support to the high-mass model, but the scale-independence of our calculations allows them to be directly applied to eitherhigh- or low-mass systems.The best known parameters of the � Aurig� system are the mass function,f = sin3 i M32(M1 +M2)2 = 3:12 M� (1)(Morris 1962); the orbital period, P = 9890 days (e.g., Carroll et al. 1991); theeclipse depth, 48% of the primary's light blocked at visual (� 0.7 magnitudesextinction; Schmidtke 1985); and the angular size of the primary, 8 � 10�17str. The mean eclipse depth varies by � 1% from 1.25 �m { 4.8 �m (Backman1985). The upper limit to the color variations is almost as severe withinthe visible (Schmidtke 1985), but possible di�erences between visible and IRdepths are less well constrained because the data were obtained at di�erenttimes. The fact that we can see the eclipse means that the orbital inclinationwith respect to the plane of the sky, i, is close to 90�.Quantitative timing estimates vary from one eclipse to another. Typicaleclipse durations are: 1st { 4th contact � 670 days, 2nd { 3rd contact � 394days, these numbers are uncertain and possibly changing (Schmidtke 1985).The time between 1st and 3rd (or 2nd and 4th) contacts implies the secondary's\length" (i.e., its extent parallel to its orbit) is
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` = 2�aFecl(1 + e cos!) = 0:338a(1 + e cos!)= 4:6� 1013(1 + e cos!)� M1=22M�1=3f 1=6 � cm; (2)where a is the semimajor axis of the primary's orbit around the center ofmass, e the orbital eccentricity (roughly equal to 0.2, Wright 1970), ! theangle between periapsis and the line of sight (periapse is estimated to be 14�before we observe mid-eclipse; Wright 1970) and Fecl is the fraction of thesystem's orbital period which lies between �rst and third contacts. Terms ofsecond order in e or Fecl have been omitted, and only those quantities wellknown from eclipse observations have been evaluated numerically.Regarding the geometry of the cross-section of the secondary in viewduring eclipse, there are several alternatives. A) The secondary may be asharp-edged thick disk that is parallel to its orbital plane and this plane mayalso contain our line of sight. This model yields the minimum projected areafor the disk. B) The disk could lie parallel to its orbit about the F star andbe viewed along a line-of-sight somewhat inclined to that plane, subtending asolid angle larger than the minimum. C) The disk could be warped or inclinedto its orbit plane and the line of sight, and be larger in cross-section duringeclipse than the minimum size.The timing between 1st and 2nd contact and between 3rd and 4th contactgives the primary's radius, R1 = (1=2) � ` � 138/532 = 0.13 `. The depthof the eclipse implies a minimum height (extent perpendicular to its orbit) of
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the secondary of H � 0:82R1; with the equality holding if and only if Earthis in the orbital plane of the system. Thus, if the secondary is a thick opaquedisk (Huang 1965), the area of the secondary as viewed from the Earth is �2.0 times that of the primary.If we are viewing the eclipse from out of the orbital plane (i 6= 90�), thenthe most extreme viewing angle consistent with the observed eclipse depth im-plies that the secondary blocks the light from (almost exactly) one hemisphereof the primary and one edge of the secondary passes nearly across the center ofthe primary. A thin secondary in the orbital plane cannot block the center ofthe primary unless it extends to the primary's center, which is impossible. Asecondary of thickness H and disk radius Rd = `=2 just eclipses the primary'scenter if tan i = (2a� `)=H. The area presented to us in such a con�gurationis �(`=2)2 cos i+H` sin i � �(`=2)2 H2a� ` +H` � 1:5H`: (3)This area is twice that presented in Huang's model if H = 1:1R1 and i = 88�.Comparison of data taken during eclipse with post-eclipse observations(Backman et al. 1984, Backman and Gillett 1985) seemed to imply that theIR uxes require a larger companion disk than would be consistent with casesA or B. Alternatively, these data could be �t by a smaller secondary whichwas substantially more transparent at 20 �m than at 4.8 �m, but we showin Section D.4 that such a possibility is very unlikely given the colorless-ness of the eclipse at shorter wavelengths. However, recent reanalysis of the
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thermal-IR data from mid- and post-eclipse (Backman et al. 1996) indicatesthat the pre-eclipse 20 �m brightnesses were too low, and the projected areaof the disk companion is possibly only twice the minimum area allowed byHuang's model. Models have been proposed of a disk that is substantiallywarped or inclined to its orbital plane (e.g. Kumar 1987) due, for example,to the presence of a secondary binary inside (Lissauer and Backman 1984,Eggleton and Pringle 1985). Such a disk might require a hole in its center(Wilson 1971, Eggleton and Pringle 1985) in order to be consistent with theat-bottomed eclipse pro�le. These sorts of systems are di�cult to modelbecause the available data do not adequately constrain the conceivable pa-rameter space. In the remainder of this paper, we will restrict our analysis tomodels of disk with midplanes parallel to the orbital plane about the F star,which either lie within our line of sight (case A), or are inclined (case B) atangles as high as 3.5�.D.3 Vertical Structure of the Secondary:Hydrostatic ModelIn this section, we develop a physical model of the secondary as a disk thatis centrifugally supported in the radial direction and hydrostatically supportedin the vertical direction. We assume that the disk is vertically isothermal andwell mixed. If heating occurs predominantly near the midplane of the disk,e.g. as a result of viscous dissipation, the temperature would be expected to
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drop with height. However, assuming that the exposed regions are in radiativeequilibrium, the material above the disk's photosphere is optically thin in thethermal-IR so it may be expected to be roughly isothermal in z, in analogywith planetary atmospheres (Chamberlain and Hunten 1987). As the visibleopacity is likely to be larger than the mid-IR opacity, the assumption of verticalisothermality is likely to hold for the portions of the disk partially transparentto visible and near-IR radiation. Our eclipse pro�les are most sensitive tothe thermal structure in these regions. If the star(s) at (near) the centerof the secondary illuminate(s) and heat(s) the faces of the disk, scatteringand absorption at high z in the disk may produce temperature gradients inthe optically thin regions of the disk. However, these temperature gradientsdepend on unknown system parameters; moreover, they are unlikely to belarge enough to appreciably a�ect our analysis.We use a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system in which the z axis isperpendicular to the plane of the disk and the line of sight from the Earth runsfrom �y to +y, perpendicular to z. The vertical component of the momentumequation for a \thin" (i.e., centrifugally supported) disk is:@vz@t + vz @vz@z = �1� @p@z � z
2 (4)where vz is the velocity of the gas, t is time, � signi�es density, p refers topressure and 
 is the angular frequency of the material relative to the centerof the disk. In equilibrium, vz = 0 = @vz=@t. If we further assume that thedisk is isothermal in the vertical direction and use the perfect gas law, then
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eq. (4) can be integrated to yield� = �o e(�z2h2 ): (5a)The Gaussian scale height of the disk is:h = 1
�2kT� �1=2 = 9:6� 1011� T500�1=2Pdisk cm; (5b)where � is the mean molecular mass of the gas, Pdisk is the orbital period at theouter edge of the disk in years, and all of the mass of the secondary has beenassumed to be concentrated near its center, so the Keplerian approximation isvalid.The \dynamical aspect ratio" of the disk, ho=Rd, where ho is the scaleheight at the disk's outer edge, can be computed using eqs. (1), (2) and (5)and the orbital parameters of the system:hoRd = �2kTRd�GM2 �1=2 = (2�)1=6�kT� Fecl(1 + e cos!)�1=2�PG�1=3�sin iM2 �1=4 1f 1=12= 0:119�mH� T500 (1 + e cos!)�1=2�M�M2 �1=4�M�f �1=12

= 0:079��sn� �1=2�M�M2 �1=4� T500�1=2 (6)
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where mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom and �sn = 2.25 mH is the meanmolecular weight of a solar composition gas. The factors contributing to thelargest uncertainties to ho=Rd are, in decreasing order, M2, T , e cos! and�: The mean molecular weight of the gaseous disk is probably similar to �snbecause the gas of which the disk is composed is likely to be unprocessedISM material or mass transferred from the primary when the star overowedits Roche lobe; both stellar evolution models (Webbink 1985) and the linespectrum of � Aurig� (Castelli 1978) suggest that such gas would be hydrogen-rich. As stated earlier, model estimates of ho=Rd can therefore be useful inestimating M2 and thus in discriminating between the high- and low-massmodels of the � Aurig� system.The radial structure of a centrifugally supported disk is less well de�ned.Radial pro�les for a disk which has settled into a quasi-equilibrium con�g-uration depend on the form of the viscosity law. Temperature pro�les arealso model-dependent. In an e�ort to reduce the parameters to a reasonablenumber, for most of our simulations the surface mass density of the disk, �,is assumed to be constant from an inner hole radius RH (which may be zero)out to the disk radius Rd, beyond which it is zero. We also performed a fewruns in which � varies as r�2.The scale height of the disk is assumed to be proportional to the distancefrom the center (equivalently, 
 / r�3=2 and T / r�1). The opacity of thegas/dust mixture, � (in units of cm2/g), is a function of wavelength only. Ifwe also assume that we are viewing the eclipse exactly in the orbital plane,then the optical depth which we observe through the disk at a given point on
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the projected surface is

�(x; z) = 2��Rdp2�ho Z p1�x2<e(pR2H�x2) e �z2x2+y2(x2 + y2)1=2dy; [� = constant] (7a)or
�(x; z) = 2��oRdp2�ho Z p1�x2<e(pR2H�x2) e �z2x2+y2(x2 + y2)3=2dy; [�(r) = �Rdr �2�o] (7b)where the origin of the rectangular coordinate system is the center of the disk,the y axis points toward Earth (see Figure D.3) and the coordinates x, y andz and hole size RH have been made nondimensional via division by Rd, Rd, hoand Rd respectively.If we are not viewing the disk exactly in the orbital plane, the situationbecomes somewhat more complicated. We continue to de�ne the z axis to beperpendicular to the Earth-star line, but the y axis no longer points directlyat the Earth. For a given line of sight through the disk, the z coordinate of aray from the primary to the Earth changes as the ray traverses the disk:z = zo � a(1� e2)ho(1 + e cos!) cot i� Rdy cot iho : (8)In equation (8), zo is the z coordinate of the point on the star from which theray emanates and i is de�ned relative to the \plane" of the sky, i.e., i = 90�when the system is viewed edge-on. Note that we have de�ned the sign of zsuch that the center of the primary is at z � 0.
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Figure D.1: Light curves of � Aurig�, 1982 { 1984, showing the eclipse at� = 0.55 �m (crosses), � = 0.44 �m (asterisks) and � = 0.36 �m (diamonds)(from Hopkins 1995). The large gaps are caused by the star's annual passagebehind the Sun. The short term irregular variations are thought to be causedby pulsations of the primary (cf. Carroll et al. 1991).
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Figure D.3: Isodensity contours of a thin slice cut through the center of thesecondary perpendicular to the disk's midplane.
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D.4 Eclipse Lightcurves for the HydrostaticModelWe have generated synthetic eclipse pro�les from equation (7) with z givenby equation (8). The values of the orbital elements e and ! were those given inSection D.2. Throughout this section, we assume the disk to be cylindricallysymmetric. We model disks with and without central holes and use a varietyof midplane opacities and temperatures.The disk was modeled on a rectangular grid of 101 elements in the zdirection and 505 elements in both x and y. The opacity at each grid pointwas then calculated. The eclipse lightcurve was computed on a grid of 505 timesteps separated by approximately 1.3 days, for a range of values of the diskscale height, ho, the inclination, i, and central hole radius, RH . The opacityparameter, approximately equal to the \vertical" optical depth of the disk, is:K � ��Rdho ; [� = constant] (9a)or K � ��oRdho ; [�(r) = �Rdr �2�o] (9b)was calculated iteratively to reproduce the maximum eclipse depth of 48% foreach combination of h, i and RH that we modeled. If the disk's mass is 0.1M� and its opacity is similar to that of interstellar matter, then K � 106 inthe near-IR. A more massive disk, or one made of a more opaque material,
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could increase K, but realistically only by a few orders of magnitude. Noequivalent lower bound on K exists because substantial grain growth, settlingof the grains to the midplane and extremely low-mass disks cannot be ruledout. (See Weidenschilling and Cuzzi (1993) for a review of grain growth withinprotoplanetary disks.) Line of sight optical depth pro�les through six of ourmodel disks are shown in Figures D.4 and D.5.Tables D.1 and D.2 describe the values of the parameters chosen for oursimulations and the primary quantitative results.1 The constant � models arenumbered consecutively, but the � = �o(Rd=r)2 models are given numbers100 greater than the constant � runs with otherwise identical parameters. Wepresent two measures of the dependence of the eclipse depth, D; upon opacity.The \�-color" is de�ned as �c � D(10K)=D(K), evaluated at the phase whereD(K) reached its maximum. The \�-opacity", �K , is the factor by which thenominal opacity must be multiplied to give Dmax = 50%. These parametersallow comparison of model predictions and observations with functions of par-ticle opacity vs. wavelength. A value of �c = 1 signi�es completely gray, sincethis implies that Dmax is the same for both opacities. A value of �K = 1also signi�es completely gray, since in�nite opacity di�erential means thereis no opacity which increases Dmax by 2%. Second contact is de�ned as the�rst time (in days after �rst contact) that the eclipse depth D = 46% (vs.1The accuracy of the results presented Tables D.1 and D.2 is often limited by theresolution of the grid used for our simulations. In many cases, the last digit tabulatedshould not be regarded as signi�cant, so results which appear to be identical to fourplaces despite di�ering input parameters may only have been the same to threeplaces if a higher resolution code were used. However, given the scatter in theobservational data, we do not believe that more precise modeling is warranted.
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Hydrostatic Model SimulationsINPUT PARAMETERS: CALCULATED PARAMETERS:z }| { z }| {Model Scale Inclination Hole size Opacity1 �-color �-Opacity2 Second Mid-eclipse# height contact3 depthho=Rd i Rh=Rd K �c � Dmax(10K)Dmax(K) �K Dmid1 0.02 90.0 0.0 1.05�1011 1.038 3.30 135 0.47482 0.02 90.0 0.9 1.05�1011 1.038 3.31 135 0.47483 0.02 89.0 0.0 1.18�109 1.045 2.98 143 0.48004 0.02 89.0 0.9 1.19�109 1.045 2.97 143 0.48005 0.025 90.0 0.0 1.53�107 1.059 2.52 135 0.47206 0.025 90.0 0.9 1.57�107 1.059 2.51 135 0.47197 0.025 89.0 0.0 1.36�106 1.068 2.51 140 0.48008 0.025 89.0 0.9 1.40�106 1.068 2.51 140 0.48009 0.03 90.0 0.0 1.19�105 1.086 2.14 135 0.469410 0.03 90.0 0.5 1.19�105 1.086 2.14 135 0.469411 0.03 90.0 0.9 1.29�105 1.087 2.10 135 0.469112 0.03 89.0 0.0 3.08�104 1.094 2.23 139 0.480013 0.03 89.0 0.5 3.08�104 1.094 2.23 139 0.480014 0.03 89.0 0.9 3.37�104 1.095 2.21 139 0.480015 0.03 87.5 0.0 2.93�106 1.021 40.9 163 0.480016 0.03 87.5 0.5 2.93�106 1.021 40.9 163 0.480017 0.03 87.5 0.9 3.00�106 1.021 40.7 163 0.480018 0.04 90.0 0.0 7.68�102 1.149 1.80 135 0.461919 0.04 90.0 0.5 7.68�102 1.149 1.80 135 0.461920 0.04 90.0 0.9 9.71�102 1.155 1.76 135 0.460121 0.04 89.0 0.0 5.86�102 1.156 1.83 135 0.480022 0.04 89.0 0.5 5.86�102 1.156 1.83 135 0.480023 0.04 89.0 0.9 8.91�102 1.175 1.83 133 0.480024 0.04 87.5 0.0 1.28�104 1.059 4.85 179 0.480025 0.04 87.5 0.5 1.28�104 1.059 4.85 179 0.480026 0.04 87.5 0.9 1.40�104 1.060 4.64 179 0.480027 0.05 90.0 0.0 6.53�101 1.230 1.54 135 0.453528 0.05 90.0 0.5 6.53�101 1.230 1.54 135 0.453529 0.05 90.0 0.9 1.01�102 1.249 1.48 135 0.447930 0.05 89.0 0.0 7.32�101 1.219 1.59 133 0.4751Table D.1: Results of disk simulations.a maximum depth of 48%). The �fth calculated quantity is the fraction ofthe primary's light which is blocked by the disk at mid-eclipse. Owing to thedisk's projected \bow-tie" shape, the deepest part of the eclipse usually occursnear second and third contacts, with mid-eclipse brightening in between. Thecentral brightness is a measure of how \pinched" the center of the disk appearsat the given viewing angle. Representative eclipse pro�les at a variety of wave-lengths are shown in Figures D.6 and D.7; additional pro�les are presented inFigures D.8 through D.14.
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Hydrostatic Model Simulations - ContinuedINPUT PARAMETERS: CALCULATED PARAMETERS:z }| { z }| {Model Scale Inclination Hole size Opacity1 �-color �-Opacity2 Second Mid-eclipse# height contact3 depthho=Rd i Rh=Rd K �c � Dmax(10K)Dmax(K) �K Dmid31 0.05 89.0 0.5 7.32�101 1.219 1.59 133 0.475132 0.05 89.0 0.9 1.09�102 1.237 1.52 132 0.468633 0.05 87.5 0.0 7.70�102 1.099 2.43 175 0.480034 0.05 87.5 0.5 7.70�102 1.099 2.43 175 0.480035 0.05 87.5 0.9 9.44�102 1.114 2.34 171 0.480036 0.10 90.0 0.0 1.91�100 2.102 1.15 144 0.445037 0.10 90.0 0.5 1.97�100 2.126 1.18 141 0.423938 0.10 90.0 0.9 5.99�100 2.566 1.11 132 0.360539 0.10 89.0 0.0 2.11�100 1.871 1.12 143 0.446640 0.10 89.0 0.5 2.16�100 1.883 1.15 141 0.427541 0.10 89.0 0.9 6.56�100 2.182 1.12 131 0.366442 0.10 87.5 0.0 7.93�100 1.317 1.37 132 0.480043 0.10 87.5 0.5 7.93�100 1.317 1.37 132 0.480044 0.10 87.5 0.9 1.73�101 1.388 1.26 129 0.447945 0.03 87.0 0.0 6.45�109 1.003 105. 197 0.480046 0.04 87.0 0.0 1.30�106 1.057 9.19 177 0.480047 0.04 86.5 0.0 1.92�108 1.049 15.7 193 0.48001014 0.02 90.0 0.0 1.00�1011 1.042 3.30 135 0.4716109 0.03 90.0 0.0 1.09�105 1.088 2.11 135 0.4649115 0.03 87.5 0.0 5.58�106 1.021 44.8 178 0.4800118 0.04 90.0 0.0 6.71�102 1.114 1.81 135 0.4626120 0.04 90.0 0.9 8.93�102 1.115 1.76 135 0.4607136 0.10 90.0 0.0 1.01�100 1.807 1.19 153 0.4606139 0.10 89.0 0.0 1.23�100 1.699 1.20 153 0.46281Determined so that Dmax = 48%.2Factor opacity must be multiplied by to give Dmax = 50%.3Number of days after �rst contact when D � 46% for the �rst time.4Models with # > 100 assume � / r�2, other models assume � = const:Table D.2: Results of disk simulations (continued).Our principal conclusion based upon the results presented in Tables D.1and D.2 and Figures D.6 and D.7 is that the particles providing the bulk ofthe opacity in the � Aurig� secondary are much larger than typical interstel-lar grains (0.01 { 0.1 �m) and are thus probably the result of a process ofsolid accretion. Observations of the eclipse imply that the fractional di�er-ence in depth from � 1:25 �m to 4:8 �m is < 2% (Backman 1985). For aninterstellar extinction law, � / ��1:8 from 1 { 5 �m (Rieke and Lebovsky1985; this appears to be a robust result, with far less variability than the
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visible opacity, Whittet 1992). Thus, if the disk's opacity is produced byparticles similar to interstellar grains, then the observed colorlessness of theeclipse in the near-IR would imply �c � 1.02; we can only come close to re-producing this value for extremely high opacity disks with small scale heights(compare Figure D.6(c) with Figure D.7(e)). This would imply an extremelymassive and cold disk as K � 107Md=M�. If � 98% of the opacity at1.25 �m is produced by particles large enough to block radiation with � �4:8 �m, then the opacity di�erential does not provide any constraints on K.However, if the fractional opacity at 1.25 �m provided by small particles isS, then K(1:25 �m)=K(4:8 �m) � 1=(1 � S): For plausible particle size dis-tributions, the observed eclipse colorlessness still constrains K from being toosmall. Thus, unless K(20 �m) � K(4:8 �m), the principal cause of the de-crease in eclipse depth from 4:8 �m to 20 �m cannot be increased transparencyof the secondary. This reinforces our con�dence in temperature estimates ofthe secondary derived using infrared colors.If K is small, then the sides of the disk, viewed edge-on, are as much as10% more e�ective in blocking light then the center due to a longer path lengthin the thicker outer portion of the disk. Such a disk produces an eclipse lightcurve with two minima after 2nd and before 3rd contact, and a local maximumat mid-eclipse. Substantial mid-eclipse brightening occurs in our syntheticeclipses only if the opacity parameter is small, whereas dense disks appearsharp-edged, producing at-bottomed light curves. Mid-eclipse brighteninghas arguably been observed in each of the last three eclipses (e.g., Carrollet al. 1991 and references therein). However, the eclipse depth cannot be
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precisely measured over periods of less than a few months due to irregularlight variations on this time scale, probably caused by pulsations of the primary(Burki 1978, Ferro 1985, Donahue et al. 1985, Carroll et al. 1991). In addition,the apparent mid-eclipse brightening occurs on a time scale more analogousto that of the observed stellar variations than to the gradual change seen inour synthetic pro�les. For the cases of low opacity and signi�cant mid-eclipsebrightening, color constraints imply that the disk's opacity must be providedalmost entirely by particles larger than � 5 �m.A 1� disk tilt (i = 89�) has little e�ect on the eclipse pro�le, although theslight central brightening seen in edge-on disks at moderate to high opacity iseliminated (compare, e.g., models 18 and 21 in Table D.1). Greater tilt impliesthat a disk with given physical parameters covers a larger solid angle in thesky plane. Thus, a slightly tilted (i � 89�) thin (ho=Rd � 0:04) disk canproduce the observed eclipse depth with a lower opacity parameter than anedge-on disk with the same scale height. However, in the cases where the diskis more signi�cantly tilted and/or thinner, a substantial amount of the diskmaterial does not block the primary, so a larger opacity parameter is needed.We did not even compute eclipse pro�les for i = 87.5� and ho=Rd � 0.025because the required values of K are too large. The marginal case of i = 87.5�,ho=Rd = 0.03 produces a nearly colorless eclipse because of the sharp cuto� inthe optical depth of the projected disk. While a signi�cantly tilted disk withhigh opacity could produce the observed colorlessness (model #47), it wouldalso produce a very rounded eclipse bottom (Figure D.6(b)) and thus is ruledout by observation. Therefore, we conclude that i � 87�.
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Our results are not sensitive to the radial dependence of the surface den-sity (compare Figures D.6(c) and D.7(f)), unless the opacity parameter is verylow (e.g., model 39 vs. model 139). Likewise, central holes, even as largeas 0.9Rd, have little inuence on eclipse pro�les except for low opacity disks,because the optical depth of the outer edge near the midplane remains highenough to block most of the light (Figure D.5(d)). Central holes might havemore of an e�ect on the eclipse light curve if the disk is inclined because thiscould allow us to see directly through the clear central region (Wilson 1971,Eggleton and Pringle 1985, Kumar 1987, Ferluga (1990). A disk inclined tothe system's orbital plane would result in a warp (Kumar 1987) that wouldmake seeing through the central hole di�cult if the particles providing theopacity are coupled to the (presumed) gaseous component of the disk.The models presented above do not depend directly on the size and scaleof the � Aurig� system. However, the ratio of the scale height of the diskto its radius as given by eq. (6) depends upon the mass of the secondary aswell as the temperature of the outer portion of the disk. Our best matchesto observations, using parameters which we consider reasonable, are obtainedfor ho=Rd � 0:03 (Figure D.4(c) and D.6(c)). Thus, using the temperatureof the disk's outer edge measured during the 1982 { 1984 eclipse by Backmanet al. (1984), our results appear to be more consistent with the high-massmodel (M2 � 15 M�) than with the low-mass model (M2 � 5 M�); however,because of various modeling and observational uncertainties involved, we donot view this result as de�nitive.
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Figure D.4: Optical depth pro�le for the disk in the sky plane. Only half ofthe disk is shown, as the disk is symmetric about the z axis in our hydrostaticmodel. Density is scaled logarithmically. The surface density of the disk(perpendicular to its midplane) is assumed to be constant unless otherwisestated. All models have been normalized to give a mid-eclipse depth of 48%.Note that the scale for the optical depth is logarithmic and di�ers from frameto frame. (a) The very high opacity case viewed from within the plane of thedisk (corresponding to model #1 in Table D.1). (b) Model #47, a high opacitycase with a 3.5� tilt of the disk relative to the viewing plane (i = 86.5�). (c)A moderately high opacity disk viewed from the disk's midplane (model #9).
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Figure D.5: More optical depth pro�le for the disk in the sky plane. (d) Amedium opacity case with a central hole of radius 0.9 Rd viewed from theplane of the disk (model #20). (e) Low opacity case viewed at i = 89� (model#39). (f) A disk with surface mass density � / r�2, viewed from the plane ofthe disk (model #109).
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Figure D.6: These panels show synthetic light curves produced by the diskmodels shown in Figure D.4 passing in front of the primary. In each plot,the bold line indicates the pro�le obtained using an opacity parameter K(� ��Rd=ho) which has been adjusted to give the eclipse a maximum depthof 48%. The other lines indicate eclipse pro�les obtained when the opacityhas been increased or decreased by factors of 10 and 100 from this referencevalue. The di�erences among these curves can be used to relate the (presentlyunknown) particle extinction spectrum to observable small color changes orlimits to changes during eclipses.
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Figure D.7: These panels as similar to the previous �gure. They show syntheticlight curves produced by the disk models shown in Figure D.5 passing in frontof the primary.
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Figure D.8: These panels show synthetic light curves produced by many of thedisk models shown given in Tables D.1 and D.2 and not shown in the previous2 �gures.
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Figure D.9: Continuation of previous �gure.
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Figure D.10: Continuation of previous �gure.
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Figure D.11: Continuation of previous �gure.
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Figure D.12: Continuation of previous �gure.
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Figure D.13: Continuation of previous �gure.
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Figure D.14: Continuation of previous �gure.
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D.5 Disk Expansion and Absorption LinePro�lesIn this section, we attempt to account for the observed asymmetry inabsorption line pro�les by using a crude model of the thermal expansion ofthe outer edge of the disk as it rotates into the radiation �eld of the primary.The preceeding analysis can be extended to model the temporal variationsin the observed absorption line pro�les. Ignoring scattering and the emissionfrom the secondary, the fractional depth of an absorption line is equal toR R e�� (1� e��A)dxdz;R R e��dxdz (10)where � is the continuum optical depth, �A is the optical depth of the ab-sorbing species and the integral is taken over the disk of the primary. For ahomogeneous disk, �A / � , assuming that the line is not saturated. Syntheticpro�les can be computed from the above equations for a given constant ofproportionality. However, for an azimuthally symmetric disk these computedline strengths will be symmetric about the eclipse center, apart from slightdi�erences resulting from the eccentricity of the orbit.Hinkle and Simon (1987) proposed that the asymmetries in the pre- andpost-central eclipse line pro�les are a consequence of the vaporization of grainscaused by heating from the primary. Infrared observations of the system atquadrature indicate that the primary heats the side of the disk facing it toan equilibrium temperature of � 1000 K (Backman et al. 1996). This value
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is much hotter than the � 500 K temperature observed on the back side ofthe disk during eclipse (Backman et al. 1984, Backman and Gillett 1985). Atthese high \daytime" temperatures, some grain destruction should occur. Thevelocities of the lines imply the disk rotates in a prograde direction (Lambertand Sawyer 1986), so the \late night/morning" regions block the primaryduring ingress, and the \afternoon/evening" regions are in front of the primaryduring egress (Figure D.2).Hinkle and Simon's conjecture thus explains the observations in a qualita-tively correct manner; however, we believe that it is quantitatively inadequatefor the following reasons. First, although the temperature range is large, itdoes not include the condensation temperatures of the most cosmically abun-dant grain constituents; ices condense at well below 500 K, whereas mostsilicates remain in grain form up to at least 1200 K (Lewis 1974). Second, theorbital period at the outer edge of the secondary is given by (cf. eq. 2):Pdisk = 1:9(1 + e cos!)3=2�M2f �1=4yr: (11)The length of a \day" with respect to the primary is slightly longer, becausethe disk rotates in a prograde direction. Evaporation times of small grains areso short that exposed grains of intermediate volatility are rapidly destroyed inthe \early morning". Finally, this model does not explain the persistence ofabsorption pro�les well past 4th contact (Lambert and Sawyer 1986).We agree with Hinkle and Simon (1987) that heating by the primaryprobably produced the temporal asymmetry in the absorption lines, but webelieve that the mechanism is thermal expansion of the disk rather than grain
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destruction. Pressure is proportional to the temperature, and thus rises rapidlyin the region of the disk's edge rotating into view of the primary. This increasesthe RHS of equation (4) (for z > 0) and must be balanced by an accelerationof the gas in the vertical direction. (The second term of the LHS of eq. (4)is quadratic in vz, and as vz � 0 at \dawn", this term is small in the \earlymorning".) The disk's edge thickens until a pressure balance is restored, atwhich time the scale height has expanded by a factor of � (1000=500)1=2 �1:4. The time required to restore a balance can be crudely estimated usingdimensional arguments. Eventual thickening is of order unity, thus�z � vz�t � z: (12)Prior to \dawn", both terms on the LHS of eq. (4) are � 0, assuming the diskhas had time to settle into a static \night" equilibrium. Therefore, the termsof the RHS must be approximately equal in magnitude just before \dawn".During the \early morning", the �rst term on the RHS of eq. (4) increases bya factor of � 2. Thus, ignoring the quadratic term on the LHS,@vz@t � �1� @p@z � z
2 � z
2; (13)�z � z
2(�t)2: (14)The scalings (12 and 14) can be combined to give�t � 1=
: (15)
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(The second term of the LHS of eq. (4) grows from zero to the order of the �rstterm during the \morning" expansion and therefore has only an e�ect of orderunity, i.e., it does not alter the above dimensional arguments.) Disk thickeningthus can occur on the required timescale. The disk does not expand imme-diately at \dawn", but it thickens by a factor of � 1.4 by \mid-afternoon".Contraction at \night" occurs on the same timescale. This follows immediatelyfrom a sign change in the above scalings, or directly from the realization thatwhen pressure support is removed, gas molecules and dust travel on free-fallorbits, which must intersect the disk midplane exactly twice each orbit andthus require 1/4 orbit from peak to node.A full treatment of the thermal expansion of the disk would be very com-plicated, involving 3-D numerical hydrodynamics and radiative transfer. Ananalysis of disk expansion requires solution of the three components of themomentum equation and the continuity equation, plus computation of tem-perature using radiative transfer models. These models require input of anoptical depth scale consistent with the dynamics. Such a system of couplednonlinear partial di�erential equations in three dimensions is prohibitively dif-�cult to solve, even numerically. The uncertainties in many of the requiredinput parameters and the paucity of the observational constraints would makeany quantitative results of questionable value. We thus restrict our numericalsimulations to the following simple model based on the qualitative argumentspresented above: (1) The thickness of the outer edge of the disk is increasedas this portion of the disk is exposed to stellar radiation during the \day"; (2)At \night" it cools and contracts. Speci�cally, we de�ne the outer portion of
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the disk to be material in the outer 0.1% of the disk radius. We have linearlyincreased the scale height of the outermost portion of the disk from its nom-inal value used in Sections D.3 and D.4 at \6 a.m." to 1.4 times that valueat \3 p.m." (cf. the discussion prior to eq. 12). Then we linearly decreasethe value with the same slope until the quiescent \night" value is reached at\midnight." As our hydrodynamic simulation is quite sensitive to variationsin a thin outer layer of the disk, we increased the resolution of the grid in thex and y directions by a factor of ten.In order to estimate the depths of the absorption lines, we must includein our models the ratio of line opacity to that in the neighboring continuum.The persistence of the lines after the end of the continuum eclipse implies thatthis ratio is at least of order unity, and possibly much greater. This contraststo the situation in the ISM, where the continuum dust opacity is the larger.The di�erence is not surprising, as metals are highly depleted in the gaseousphase in the cold ISM environment, and are thus are probably substantiallymore abundant in the much warmer gas of the � Aurig� disk. Moreover,the larger grain sizes in the � Aurig� secondary (Section D.4) imply a smallercontinuum opacity than in the ISM. For illustrative purposes, we considerthat lower-abundance metal lines might be several orders of magnitude weakerthan H� which would have a line-center opacity about 109 times that in theneighboring continuum for a Doppler width corresponding to 1000 K and ISM-like composition. The larger grain sizes in � Aurig� relative to the ISM wouldalso make the continuum opacity weaker. We consider line opacities per mass102, 104 and 106 times as large as that of the continuum.
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Figures D.15, D.16, D.17 and D.18 illustrate the results of adding thermalexpansion to one of our disk models. The observed gross temporal asymmetryof the line strength about the midpoint of the eclipse (Lambert and Sawyer1986, Hinkle and Simon 1987) is readily reproduced. The persistence of theabsorption signatures after 4th contact could be accounted for in a qualitativemanner by allowing the optically thin outer edge of the disk to also expandin the horizontal direction as a result of heating by the primary; however,the observation of TiII for an entire year after fourth contact (Lambert andSawyer 1986) exceeds the duration that would result from an expansion in thehorizontal direction comparable in size to the vertical scale height of the disk.An optically thin (in the continuum) annulus exterior to the optically thickdisk which expands in the daytime and contracts at night would help explainboth the longevity of the absorption after fourth contact and the decrease inthe absorption strength observed just following second contact. An alternativeexplanation for this latter feature is gas vertically extended above the disk'souter edge.D.6 SummaryThe principal characteristics of the eclipsing � Aurig� star system canbe reproduced by assuming that the optically unseen secondary is a disk ofgas and dust which is in centrifugal balance in the radial direction and ishydrostatically supported perpendicular to its midplane. Several of the basiccharacteristics including ingress time, egress time, and the general at shape
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of the minimum are well accounted for. The geometry of the eclipse impliesthat the disk midplane is tilted by < 3� from the line of sight.The wavelength-independence of the observed eclipse depth in the visualand near-IR provides important constraints on the properties of the disk. Thiscolorlessness implies that the particles responsible for the bulk of the opacityof the disk are � 5 �m in radius. If, in contrast, an ISM particle distributionwere assumed, the eclipse would be much deeper in the blue than in the redand the near-IR. This conclusion is stronger and more quantitative than thatof Kopal (1971), who also noted that the grayness of the eclipse implies largeparticles. Unless particles of radius < 5 �m are almost totally absent from thesecondary, the scale height at the outer edge of the disk must be quite small,� 3% of the disk's radius. The low ratio of the scale height to the disk'sradius lends some support to the high-mass model of the � Aurig� system.Our analysis assumes that the gas and dusk in the disk are well mixed. Ifinstead virtually all of the particles in the disk are settled into a signi�cantlythinner dust zone, the secondary could present a sharp-edged pro�le that pro-duces a colorless eclipse even with an ISM opacity law. However, even a smallquantity of submicron-sized dust remaining well above the midplane wouldcolor the eclipse.Our model can produce a signi�cant mid-eclipse brightening only if theoptical depth of the disk is small. A central hole can increase the magnitudeof this mid-eclipse brightening. However, the duration of the model's mid-eclipse brightening is longer than that observed. In addition, a model diskoptically thick enough to reproduce the mid-eclipse brightening in single-color
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data would only produce a \gray" eclipse if virtually all the particles in thedisk are much larger than 5 �m in radius.Absorption lines seen during and immediately after the F star eclipse areprobably produced by a thin layer of gas in the outer portion of the diskcompanion secondary which expands when it is heated by radiation from theF star and contracts when it is shielded.The above analysis demonstrates that the � Aurig� disk is well-modeledby a gas/dust disk with a scale height at its outer edge that is � 3% of thedisk's radius. Such a disk contains particles characteristically much larger thaninterstellar dust. Our results will provide more valuable information on theprocess of planet formation when HIPPARCOS parallax measurements becomeavailable. Once the distance to the system is known, the mass and evolutionarystate of the primary will be better understood (Webbink 1985). The masses ofthe components and the geometry of the � Aurig� system will then provide alower bound on the maximum size of a (quasi-) stable circumstellar disk withina binary system of known dimensions. If the system turns out to be young(Carroll et al. 1991), then the disk properties that we have derived becomedirectly applicable to models of protoplanetary disks. If the � Aurig� disk wasproduced by recent (< 104 years) mass transfer (Eggleton and Pringle 1985),then the lack of small grains would imply that rapid grain growth can occurwithin circumstellar disks and pre-planetary processes may also occur in thiscontext.
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Figure D.15: Optical depth pro�le of the leading half of the disk in the skyplane for a quasi-hydrodynamic model of the � Aurig� secondary with ther-mal expansion of the outer layer of the disk facing the primary star. The\pre-dawn" hydrostatic structure was assumed to be identical to that givenin Figure D.4. The scale height of the outermost 0.1% of the disk expandedlinearly in time by a factor of 1.4 between \6 a.m." and \3 p.m." and thencontracted linearly until \midnight." Note that this optical depth pro�le isvery similar to that of the hydrostatic disk shown in Figure D.4(c), with theprincipal di�erence evident near the disk's leading edge at high jzj.
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Figure D.16: Lightcurves produced by the occultation of the primary by thedisk shown in Figure D.15. (a) The solid curve represents the fraction of theprimary's continuum light observable. The dashed curve gives the fractionof light from an absorption line whose opacity is 100 times as large as thecontinuum opacity, the dotted curve and the dot-dashed curve show the lightin lines whose opacities are 104 and 106 as large as the continuum opacityrespectively. (b) Fractional line depths as a function of time corresponding tothe same conditions as part (a).
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Figure D.17: Lightcurves similar to those shown in Figure D.16. The initialconditions were modi�ed to correspond with run numbers 47 and 36 as givenin Tables D.1 and D.2. Lightcurves on the right hand side show the fractionof the primary's continuum light observable from absorption lines of the samestrength as those in the top half of Figure D.16. Curves on the left hand sideare the fractional line depths corresponding to the same conditions as the righthand side.
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Figure D.18: Same as previous �gure. In these cases, the initial conditions aretaken from run numbers 30 (top) and 12 (bottom).
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